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Novel Methods for Designing Tasks in Crowdsourcing

by Rehab K. QAROUT

Crowdsourcing is becoming more popular as a means for scalable data processing that requires human intelligence. The involvement of groups of people to accomplish tasks could be an effective success factor for data-driven businesses. Unlike in other technical systems, the quality of the results depends on human factors and how well crowd workers understand the requirements of the task, in order to produce high quality results. Looking at previous studies in this area, we found that one of the main factors that affect workers’ performance is the design of the crowdsourcing tasks. Previous studies of crowdsourcing task design covered a limited set of factors. The main contribution of this research is the focus on some of the less-studied technical factors, such as examining the effect of task ordering and class balance and measuring the consistency of the same task design over time and on different crowdsourcing platforms. Furthermore, this study ambitiously extends work towards understanding workers’ point of view in terms of the quality of the task and the payment aspect by performing a qualitative study with crowd workers and shedding light on some of the ethical issues around payments for crowdsourcing tasks. To achieve our goal, we performed several crowdsourcing experiments on specific platforms and measured the factors that influenced the quality of the overall result.
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The question is: ‘Why do we have to use human minds when we have smart machines?’ Alternatively, ‘When do we need humans to engage in the loop with the machine process?’ These questions and many others led researchers to identify the need to develop a new domain in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and combine individual workers’ skills to lay the foundations for the development of the machine. Several studies over multiple fields showed that there are some approaches where human minds need to collaborate with machines to solve problems (Tsvetkova et al., 2015; Kim and Monroy-Hernandez, 2016).

While Human Computation (HC) methods could theoretically involve only small numbers of contributors, Crowdsourcing approaches leverage the “wisdom of the crowd” by engaging a high number of online contributors to accomplish tasks that cannot yet be automated, often replacing a traditional workforce such as employees or domain experts (Howe, 2006). As such, crowdsourcing methods not only support the creation of research-relevant data, but more importantly they can also help to solve the bottleneck of knowledge experts and annotators needed for the large-scale deployment of Semantic Web and Linked Data technologies.

Organisations and companies rely on a large number of datasets that require manual analysis which will be subsequently utilised. For example, an annotated Twitter dataset will be used to train and evaluate Natural Language Processing (NLP) algorithms and Information retrieval (IR) systems that will process social media information (Imran, Mitra, and Castillo, 2016; Sabou et al., 2014). Building these datasets require to hire the right crowd workers to perform the work and having the datasets ready in a short time.

Several crowdsourcing systems exist. One of the earliest crowdsourcing systems is Wikipedia,
a website where people (who represent workers, or the crowd) participate and add information about different topics and concepts. Another is OpenStreetMap \(^1\) onto which people can add pictures or information about a route or shop locations. Both of these are examples of a volunteer crowd (discussed in Section 2.5).

In a business situation, designing a logo for a company is an example of a crowdsourced job (using platforms like 99designs). A company (the requester) provides a description of a design, asks people outside the firm to submit potential designs, and pays a reward for the selected logo. Online crowdsourcing systems appear to solve a variety of similar problems, giving people outside the organisation the opportunity to participate in activities and to support the business side of operations for the company.

Certain platform services, such as Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk)\(^2\) and Figure Eight (F8)\(^3\) (previously known as Crowdflower) depend on humans (online users/workers) and their contributions for the completion of Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs). Online users are influenced by different factors (e.g., incentives, motivation, training, boredom), and it is still unclear to what extent variations in these factors might affect workers’ performance on a crowdsourcing platform.

1.1 Problem definition

Since the tasks are the only connection between the people commissioning to the work (requesters), and the online users who enter the platforms looking for those crowd jobs (workers), these tasks need to have clear instructions and to present the job requirements in the most effective way. This is even more important in situations in which tasks are paid as workers aim at minimising the time spent on understanding what they are required to do. Thus, designing appropriate crowdsourcing tasks could have a significant impact on the outcome quality.

Several studies in the past have demonstrated that varying some factors in the design of the task (such as presenting examples or giving feedback) affects workers’ performance (Finnerty et al., 2013; Alonso, 2013; Oleson et al., 2011; Mitra, Hutto, and Gilbert, 2015). The next two chapters focus on presenting the state of the art including all work on enhancing the design of crowdsourcing tasks in order to improve the overall outcome quality and leading to this research question and contributions in this field.

1.2 Aim and objectives

Recent studies have focused on analysing microtask crowdsourcing platforms and evaluating the contribution of the platform actors: workers and requesters (Lasecki et al., 2015; Cheng et al., 2015; Cai, Iqbal, and Teevan, 2016; Owens, 2013). This thesis aims to deliver an in-depth understanding of the development of tasks within crowdsourcing platforms over the past years and to identify the key features of designing tasks by focusing on workers’ performance.

---

\(^1\)https://www.openstreetmap.org/
\(^2\)https://www.mturk.com/
\(^3\)https://www.figure-eight.com/
1.3. Research questions

The research focuses on several core factors to measure the workers’ performance:

1. The level of accuracy of the results that is achieved in each complete task.
2. The process time: that is, the amount of time the workers spend on a specific task.
3. The time to finish all the tasks that the requester asked to be crowdsourced on a given platform.

Workers’ processes when performing a particular task are observed and the way in which the quality of the performance could be affected by changing some aspects in the design of that task are explored.

The starting point is to improve the design of the tasks to be run on a crowdsourcing platform and test the consistency of such design of the task over multiple platforms to optimise the overall performance of human computation systems. The subsequent point is to present the findings of this research as guidelines to help requesters develop the most efficient design of the task in order to ensure highly accurate work and thus save time for the business.

1.3 Research questions

The goal of this research is to address the following main question:

*How does the design of a crowdsourcing task affect workers’ performance?*

To find an answer to this question a number of sub-questions will be addressed:

- **RQ1**: Do class imbalance and order in a batch of Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs) affect the performance of crowd workers involved in the creation of manually labeled datasets?
- **RQ2**: How should crowdsourcing tasks be split into microtasks between workers? What is an appropriate length of a task?
- **RQ3**: Does providing a training test question or an example improve workers’ answers?
- **RQ4**: Is there a significant difference in the quality of the results for the same task repeated on the same crowdsourcing platform at a different point in time?
- **RQ5**: Is there a significant difference in the quality of the results for the same task reproduced on a different platform?
- **RQ6**: Are the results obtained consistent over different classification tasks?
- **RQ7**: Is the crowdsourcing platform transparently communicating the fee payment with the workers? Does the amount of payment affect workers’ performance?

First, an in-depth study of previous work in this field was performed in order to tackle the knowledge gap and refine the factors that were to be the focus of this study. Second, practical experiments were performed that addressed each of the sub-question. In Chapter 4, through the first set of experiments, we managed to conduct an analysis focusing on workers’ performance to examine **(RQ1)**, **(RQ2)**, and **(RQ3)**. Similarly to the work of Cai, Iqbal, and Teevan...
(2016), instead of varying the task type, we focused on sequences of a single task type (relevance judgements) and on the effect of different class distribution settings, including both ordering (e.g., positive cases preceding negative ones) as well as class balance (e.g., one dominant class), on judgment quality and work efficiency (RQ1). In contrast to Damessie and Culpepper (2016), we observed that in the situation where most of the documents to be judged are non-relevant and the few relevant ones are presented first, workers perform better. Variation in task length was included in order to assess the difference in the performance of long and short batches of the same type of task (RQ2). Moreover, in these experiments, we applied priming by presenting certain data items first, thus showing workers examples of the classes to be labelled in the batch of HITs rather than presenting examples or running training tests before starting the real task (RQ3).

To address (RQ4), (RQ5), and (RQ6), in Chapter 5, we set up a second set of experiments for multi-classification tasks with the aim of examining repeatability, reproducibility, and generalisability of the task design in different situations. Answering (RQ4) requires conducting a study where the same experiments are repeated on a different time scale. We replicated the experiment using the same part of the dataset for the same assumption as discussed in Blanco et al. (2011) and Tonon, Demartini, and Cudré-Mauroux (2012) for measuring repeatable and reliable evaluation over crowdsourcing systems. These studies show experimental proofs that a crowdsourcing platform produces scalable and reliable results over a repetition time of one month. We also examined a shorter time scale of one week, for the same task design. Furthermore, we investigated the replication of the same task over multiple crowdsourcing platforms (RQ5), and over different classification tasks (RQ6). For (RQ7) we run a survey task to collect information about workers and the actual payment they received from the platform (Chapter 6). This served the aim of developing guidelines and tools to enhance crowdsourcing task design and to improve the overall performance of such tasks.

1.4 Research contributions

The contribution of this thesis are as follow:

1. An analysis of the work done in the field of crowdsourcing task design has been performed, which produced a new taxonomy of crowdsourcing systems and a state-of-the-art comparison of 32 aggregation mechanisms that have been used for presenting crowdsourcing task results in the past few years.

2. A presentation of a new classification schema for studies. It is based on six factors relevant to enhancement of task design and three main points of impact that vary with these factors.

3. Through multiple comparisons and practical experiments, we managed to introduce some novel methodological aspects and guidelines as main findings of this research:

   • The first set of factors studied in this research involved priming effects brought on by ordering relevant document first in the batch, rather than using as examples in
the instructions. This work was extended to investigate the impact of balance along with the order of the documents. Furthermore, we tested batches with variations in length to analyse whether with a change in the length of the task the performance was maintained. The findings of this study show that:

- class order and balance within crowdsourcing tasks impact significantly on the quality of the relevance judgements collected across different topics used in these tasks.

- in terms of evaluating the quality of IR collections, ordering the batch according to the document retrieval rank, rather than using a random order, leads to better quality by allowing workers to identify relevant documents early in the judgement batch.

- in terms of the length of the task, the results show that increasing the number of documents in unbalanced batches leads to higher performance, while the trend is inverted in balanced batches. Details of all findings are presented in Chapter 4.

- In the study of the second set of factors, the focus shifted from the inter-batch effect to the stability of the results for the same task design at a different time scale. This study looked at a particular subset of data and a fixed task interface. The outcomes of this part of research can be summarised as follows:

  - regarding the evaluation of the reliability of crowdsourcing results, there is a high level of agreement between crowd workers and expert annotators for the datasets we used in our tasks.

  - regarding the evaluation of platform Consistency, according to a within-platform analysis, there is significant consistency of results when repeating the same task once every week.

  - regarding the comparison of performance on multiple platforms, there is inconsistency in responses when reproducing the same task at the same time on different platforms. That is, crowdsourcing results are not reproducible, more details in Chapter 5.

- The third factor studied was inspired by the observed motivational effect of paying a bonus for fast and high-quality work. This compelled us to examine some of the ethical issues around payments and review the actual amounts the workers received from each task, more details in Chapter 6.

1.5 Research design

We used mind mapping research methods adapted from Crowe and Sheppard (2012) to present a complete visual picture of this research in four linked steps.
Figure 1.1 presents briefly the research and the methodological steps that have been undertaken, described as follows:

- **Step 1** is initiating the research problem by presenting state-of-the-art literature review in the fields ranging from human computation to crowdsourcing systems and the factors affecting the quality of the results (Chapter 2), which will lead to the next step.

- **Step 2** is implementing the main research question and sub-questions that will address some of the gaps found in the literature to enhance the quality of crowdsourcing tasks in a particular area (Chapter 2).

- **Step 3** is performing the practical experiments over the three years of study to identify the ways in which each sub-question can be answered (Chapter 3). The evaluation of the workers’ performance in crowdsourcing tasks was carried out using a data-driven approach to design a continuous analysis of crowdsourcing tasks. This approach consists of:
  
  - **Reflecting**, that is identifying the hypothesis, input data, and output result required.
  
  - **Coding**, that is the development of the task design, constraints, payment, and quality control settings.
  
  - **Launching**, that is broadcasting the task on the crowdsourcing platform, monitoring, aggregating, and analysing the results.
  
  - **Evaluating** the results and improving the current task design, then re-launching again, and going back to the Reflecting step.

Many experiments were performed to study the effects of variation of different settings of the design of the task on workers’ performance and how they influence the analysis of the research sub-questions (Chapter 4-6).

- Finally, **Step 4**, is reporting findings of each experiment and presenting papers in related academic conferences, as explained in 1.8 and conclusion of this thesis (Chapter 7).

The results of all the experiments performed over the three years of study ascertained the validity and stability of the research hypotheses and addressed the research questions. The rest of the thesis will explain each part of Figure 1.1 and present the research steps that were performed.
Figure 1.1: Mind map of the research
1.6 Selection criteria for literature review

To provide a broad background view of crowdsourcing and the interaction between it on the one hand, and Human Computation on the other, a bibliographic analysis of research published in the last decade (2006–2019) was performed.

The literature search was carried out on major digital libraries such as ACM Digital Library (ACM), Scopus, Science Direct (SciDir) and ISI Web of Science (WebScie). Moreover, a number of related conferences that publish research on crowdsourcing and related topics were considered: AAAI, CHI, CI, CIKM, CSCW, ECML, ECSCW, HCOMP, ICML, KDD, NIPS, SIGIR, UBIComp, UIST, VLDB, WSDM, and WWW. Related journals also considered: ACM CSUR, ACM TIIS, ACM TOCHI, ACM TOIS, ACM TOIT, ACM TOSEM, ACM TWEB, Communications of the ACM, CSCW, Information Systems, IEEE Computer, IEEE Internet Computing, IEEE TKDE, IEEE TSC, IEEE TSE, VLDB, and WWW.

In order to keep the selection of references manageable and up to date, articles were retrieved through the advanced search feature of the digital libraries and saved preferences with keywords: Crowd, Crowdsourcing, Human Computation, Task Design, Micro-tasking, Crowd Labour; this advanced search was scheduled to send a monthly email with new published papers. Papers published in conferences were retrieved manually.

1.7 Structure of the thesis

This thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 presents a review of relevant literature starting with the introduction of Human Computation as a branch of Artificial Intelligence, and the birth of Crowdsourcing from a human in the loop principle. This is followed by an analysis of the state of the art of crowdsourcing factors, processes and platforms giving a comprehensive taxonomy and survey of what was found in the literature. Follow by introduces a new classification schema for papers and previous research in the task design field and addresses the essential factors that affect the design of crowdsourcing tasks. Furthermore, this chapter presents an overview of the most popular crowdsourcing platforms and the main features in each platform. The previous studies that review the performance of some platforms are also summarised in this chapter.

Chapter 3 introduces the methodology and describes the preliminary setup for the research experiments performed in order to address the research question aiming to enhance the designing of different classification tasks.

Chapter 4 explores the effect of ordering and balance classes in the batch on relevance judgement tasks and examines the effect of different task lengths on the workers’ performance.

Chapter 5 investigates the effect of reproducing the same task design on different crowdsourcing platforms and also the effect of repeating the same task over time. By presenting a fixed task design interface for this study, several factors have been varied and examined, such as
1.8. Previously published material

Some parts of this thesis have been published in the following peer reviewed journals and conferences:

- Part of the work presented in Chapter 2 is partially published in (Sabou et al., 2018). The rest of the work presented in this Chapter is currently under review in ACM Computing Survey Journal (submitted in 30-Apr-2018).

- The preliminary experiment of Chapter 4 has been presented and published in The Fourth AAAI Conference on Human Computation and Crowdsourcing (HCOMP 2016) (Qarout, Checco, and Demartini, 2016), and the rest of the chapter are currently under review in ACM Transaction on Information Systems (submitted on 28-May-2019).

- The preliminary experiment of Chapter 5 has been presented and published in The sixth AAAI Conference on Human Computation and Crowdsourcing (HCOMP 2018) (Qarout, Checco, and Bontcheva, 2018), and the rest of the chapter are currently under review in The Seventh AAAI Conference on Human Computation and Crowdsourcing (HCOMP 2019) (submitted on 5-June-2019).

- The remainder of the thesis is not previously published.
2.1 Introduction

This chapter will present the conceptual overview of the historical background of Crowdsourcing, bring together the efforts of researchers to define it. A brief description of the elements of the system is provided, along with the relationships between them. The state of the art of research in the taxonomy and classification of crowdsourcing systems will be summarised, with an in-depth analysis of what has been done in the area of designing the task to enhance the quality of the outcome.

Designing an appropriate task can lead to high-efficiency outcomes and a reduction in disagreements in the results (Garcia-Molina et al., 2016). Catallo and Martinenghi (2017) define a taxonomy of designing crowdsourcing tasks based on four design dimensions inspired by the explicit control aspects of human computation mentioned in Law and Ahn (2011). These dimensions are defined as What kind of task needs to be solved, Who is going to solve it, Why the workers need to work on it, and How to process these tasks. This classification, along with low level components, presents the main factors that are involved in the process of designing crowdsourcing tasks. Moreover, Allahbakhsh et al. (2013) considered the task design as one of the main dimensions that control the quality of the crowdsourcing system. Their proposed quality-control approaches are the design-time approach, where the requester could use various techniques to control the quality of the task in the design stage; and run-time approach, where requesters include some monitoring during the task execution to prevent any mistakes or low-quality performance. These two approaches can help to control the quality of the results and can be applied separately or simultaneously to one task.
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A number of studies have been conducted in the crowdsourcing field (Pan and Blevis, 2011; Yuen, King, and Leung, 2011; Xintong et al., 2014; Mao et al., 2017; Chittilappilly, Chen, and Amer-Yahia, 2016). Xintong et al. (2014) presented the state of the art of using crowdsourcing in data mining. Mao et al. (2017) conducted a survey on the use of crowdsourcing in the field of software engineering. Another study by Yuen, King, and Leung (2011) presented a different classification of crowdsourcing systems based on their applications, algorithms, performances and datasets.

A short survey by Pan and Blevis (2011) presented a literature review of crowdsourcing and interaction design in academic, business, and social domains. This study was the first step, providing some insights and recommendations for designing crowdsourcing tasks and highlighting some challenges in task creation within Human Computer Interaction (HCI). The main difference between this work and the current research is that we present full historical background, since the act of crowdsourcing had been carried out in different projects before the concept of crowdsourcing was published by Jeff Howe in 2006 (Howe, 2006). Moreover, this chapter introduces the historical hierarchy of Human Computation and the overlap with other fields such as Semantic web and Collective Intelligence is presented.

In this chapter, we present a new classification schema for papers on different dimensions of task design. Following that, we shed light on the features and services provided by different crowdsourcing platforms. We are presenting an overview of the most popular platforms and assessing the consistency and reliability of the results of crowdsourcing platforms.

2.2 Human Computation and Crowdsourcing

Since the rapid growth of Artificial Intelligence (AI), researchers have put considerable effort into creating systems that can simulate human behaviour. This has led to the development of different branches such as pattern recognition, expert systems, machine learning, and natural language processing.

Back in 1950, Alan Turing posed the question “Can a machine think?” and to answer it he proposed the concept of digital and human computers and he wrote:

“The idea behind digital computers may be explained by saying that these machines are intended to carry out any operations which could be done by a human computer.” (Turing, 1950)

In his article, Turing presents both human and digital computers as entities that can work together interchangeably in solving problems. After that, another view by Licklider (1960) connects the functionality of the computer to the human. He reports that humans and computers are two sides of one equation and only by working together this equation can achieve balance. Moreover, some computational problems still benefit from a human to solve them, such as image recognition, sentiment analysis, and planning and reasoning (Law, Ahn, and Ahn, 2005).

The term “Human Computation” (HC) in the context of computer science was first coined in the monograph by Law, Ahn, and Ahn (2005) which had the term as its title. In this work, the
authors presented algorithm games that use human skills to complete some specific task, and they defined the term as:

“... a paradigm for utilizing human processing power to solve problems that computers cannot yet solve.”

This definition, along with many others (Yang et al., 2008; Chan, King, and Yuen, 2009; Law and Von Ahn, 2009; Law et al., 2009; Yuen, Chen, and King, 2009; Quinn and Bederson, 2009; Schall, Truong, and Dustdar, 2011), presents the emergence of the problem in computation system and the process of solving this by a human.

HC methods leverage human processing power to solve problems that are still difficult to solve by using solely computers (Quinn and Bederson, 2011), and therefore are well-suited to support some of the computation areas such as Semantic Web research especially in those areas that still require human contributions. For example, HC methods could be used to create training data for advanced algorithms or as means to evaluate the output of such algorithms. However, in order to increase the accuracy and efficiency of data interpretation at scale, increasingly algorithms (machines) and human contributions are brought together in a natural symbiosis (Demartini et al., 2017). Such synergy is often performed as iterative interactions, also known as the Human-in-the-Loop paradigm. In this paradigm the user has the ability to influence the outcome of the machine process by providing feedback on different opinions, perspectives and points of views. Additionally, this paradigm contributes to increasing the explainability and transparency of AI results.

FIGURE 2.1: Adding Semantic web with Human computation as a means of solving computational problems, adapted from (Quinn and Bederson, 2011).

Quinn and Bederson (2011) define HC and other related concepts. They describe the relationship and overlap between human computation on one side and Collective Intelligence, Social Computing, and Crowdsourcing concepts on the other side. These relationships depend on the human input and the process of each. Collective intelligence refers to individuals working in
groups to reach a consensus in decision making and social computing refers to online communities such as blogs where people have social interactions. All previous concepts, along with human computation, were considered as part of collective intelligence which relies on a large group of workers to produce some tasks requiring intelligence except in the circumstance when one user could work alone; in this case, it was considered to be part of human computation only. By contrast, crowdsourcing is considered part of human computation because it replaces the traditional worker with online workers from the pool of internet users. Moreover, this research added Semantic web aspect to Quinn and Bederson taxonomy as shown in Figure 2.1, there exist several synergies between the fields of Semantic Web, Human Computation, and Crowdsourcing that open up a number of avenues for research (Sarasua et al., 2015).

Stemming from its original motivation of extending the Web with a layer of semantic representation (Berners-Lee, Hendler, and Lassila, 2001; Glimm and Stuckenschmidt, 2016), the Semantic Web (SW) aims to solve a set of complex problems that computers cannot yet fully master. Examples include creation of conceptual models (e.g., ontologies), semantic annotation of various media types, or entity linking across Linked Open Datasets and Knowledge Graphs. As a result, the largescale deployment of Semantic Web technologies often depends on the availability of significant human contribution that could be provided by crowdsourcing systems. Such contributions are traditionally provided by experts – e.g. ontology engineers to build ontologies, or annotators to create the semantic data or to link between the instances of various datasets.

2.3 The rise of Crowdsourcing: definitions and the origins of the concept

2.3.1 Definitions

The concept of crowdsourcing incorporates several approaches. This term combines the two key elements of the process, which depends on a large number of workers or online users (crowd) who contribute to out-(sourcing) by performing some tasks or providing potential ideas or solutions.

The concept appeared first in an article written by Howe (2006) where he states that crowdsourcing is:

“an umbrella term for a highly varied group of approaches that share one obvious attribute in common: they all depend on some contribution from the crowd. But the nature of those contributions can differ tremendously”.

The primary definition of crowdsourcing quoted by Doan, Ramakrishnan, and Halevy (2011) is:

“.. enlists a crowd of humans to help solve a problem defined by the owners of the system”

In other words, crowdsourcing is defined as a system where the requesters (i.e., those who need data-related tasks to be completed) use outsourcing by posting their tasks online (like an
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open call) via a website or platform to a crowd of individuals who will perform the tasks for them. Brabham (2008) defines crowdsourcing in his article as:

“an online, distributed problem-solving and production model that leverages the collective intelligence of online communities to serve specific organisational goals.”

This definition focuses on the type of the problem that needs to be solved. Estellés-Arolas and González-Ladrón-De-Guevara (2012) came up with a general definition of crowdsourcing by aggregating 40 definitions, which had appeared between 2006 and 2011, by performing accurate analysis of eight factors derived from the three main elements: the Crowd, the Initiator, and the Process. The definition is as follows:

“Crowdsourcing is a type of participative online activity in which an individual, an institution, a non-profit organization, or company proposes to a group of individuals of varying knowledge, heterogeneity, and number, via a flexible open call, the voluntary undertaking of a task. The undertaking of the task, of variable complexity and modularity, and in which the crowd should participate bringing their work, money, knowledge and/or experience, always entails mutual benefit. The user will receive the satisfaction of a given type of need, be it economic, social recognition, self-esteem, or the development of individual skills, while the crowdsourcer will obtain and utilize to their advantage that what the user has brought to the venture, whose form will depend on the type of activity undertaken.”

Brabham (2013) describes this definition as “wordy but complete” and it covers most aspects of what crowdsourcing represents. He argues that since the rise of the crowdsourcing perspective in 2006, several cases were considered as crowdsourcing in the literature which are technically not. The next section describes the origins of crowdsourcing and the historical background of the concept.

2.3.2 The Origin of Crowdsourcing

The theme of Surowiecki’s book was the inspiration for Howe (2006) to outline the concept of crowdsourcing and name some examples that represent the main idea behind it. He used Threadless.com, InnoCentive.com, Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, and iStockphoto.com as examples of crowdsourcing models (Surowiecki, 2004). There are many successful examples on the web, where people bring together their knowledge and opinions as resources to support non-profit organisations. Moreover, in other cases, people use their creativity and skills to design a product or serve business goals in solving a particular problem. However, there are some studies that have identified some conditions regarding the definition a crowdsourcing system.

In his book, Brabham (2013), setting out what he considers crowdsourcing is and is not, describes the three factors that a crowdsourcing system requires (see Figure 2.2). These factors are: (1) The traditional top-down management from the organisation or the requester to the crowd. (2) The bottom-up, open creativity process from the crowd. (3) The position of the locus of control of the innovation in an openly exchangeable platform between the organisation and the crowd.
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These key ingredients as distinguished by Brabham are the concepts that are an essential part of crowdsourcing. Both the business - or the requester - and the workers should share the control of creating the solution to the crowdsourced task, and once the locus of control moves down to the crowd or goes up to the business management, the system violates one of the key conditions of crowdsourcing. For example, Wikipedia, the world’s largest knowledge base on the web, was established in 2001 and has used as a base for contributions for more than 200 projects from different companies (Halder, 2014). The locus of control is based with the users and it is only due to their contributions that the scope of the work increases. However, the company still has the control on removing or editing the content that appears on the Wikipedia website by using Wikiproject which consists of groups of contributors, each group examining articles pertaining to a specific topic and assessing the quality of these articles.

A similar situation applies to any open source project, such as the Mozilla Firefox Web browser, where the supervision of management is absent and the collaboration flows horizontally between the users. Although there are users who act as management assessors in these examples, these projects are not considered crowdsourcing systems according to Brabham’s definition. The constraints of Brabham’s definition conflict with the first definition given by Howe (2006) and, moreover, it is in disagreement with several papers and studies such as Yuen, King, and Leung (2011) and Dawson and Bynghall (2011) that present a survey and taxonomy of crowdsourcing systems and applications as will be described in Sections 2.5 and 2.6.4.

2.3.3 The value of using crowdsourcing

AI systems aim to develop an adaptive learning system that can involve, work in, and assess many different situations based on training datasets that contain similar situations stored in knowledge banks. However, in some cases, such as medical diagnoses, the dataset could be limited or sometimes not exist (Holzinger, 2016). In these cases, using human expertise is the best way to find the right diagnosis and adds new information to the database; this has been defined in the literature as a "Human in the Loop" approach (Holzinger, 2016; Dautenhahn, 1998).
Using *Humans in the Loop* at every stage will improve machine learning performance by helping to create training data as well as helping to solve unknown cases to gain more accurate results and to make the algorithm smarter. Over the past few years, the term “Crowdsourcing” appears to have replaced “Human Computation” in several cases where employees could be replaced with people outside the business by means of an open call as compared to outsourcing where specific professionals are assigned the job (Holzinger, 2016). Crowdsourcing appears to be an extension of the HC aspect.

The benefit of using crowdsourcing platforms (i.e., where work requests and offers from the crowd come together) is the possibility of carrying out a job incredibly fast, with reasonable quality, and at a low cost in comparison with the traditional way of completing the same job (Alonso, 2013). In this context, a study by Crump, McDonnell, and Gureckis (2013) attempts to validate Amazon Mechanical Turk as a tool for collecting data in behavioural cognitive research. They designed several types of experiments and compared the results with traditional laboratory ways of collecting data. The findings of this study proved that the quality of the data collected under the experimental conditions in Amazon Mechanical Turk is highly similar to the quality of the data collected the traditional laboratory way. Despite some concerns related to the limitations of technical and visual design of the task and unexpected behaviour such as dropping out of a task before finishing it, collecting data with crowdsourcing saves time and money and could reach a wide range of users in a few seconds.

2.4 Crowdsourcing factors

A crowdsourcing platform depends on specific crowdsourcing processes to achieve its goal. Human factors play a significant role in crowdsourcing platforms with regards to their speed and quality (Difallah et al., 2015).

The atomic units of work in crowdsourcing platforms have been called Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs); these tasks are split into (simple) tasks which are small tasks for humans to complete but still difficult tasks for algorithms to achieve (e.g., natural language understanding, image processing). From this point on in this thesis, the terms `task` and `job` will be used interchangeably, as well as `microtask`, to describe the same concept.

This section will describe the main components/factors in designing crowdsourcing systems: human factor, the type of task factor, the process factor, and other factors influencing the design of a crowdsourcing task.

2.4.1 Human Factor

The Human factors in crowdsourcing platforms depend on the different crowdsourcing platform actors: the *requesters*, and the *workers*.

- **Requesters** are entities that represent the organisation or the business side. They are the customers who use the platform to post a description of the microtask which they require to be done by the workers, and details of the payments for that task once it is completed. The
requesters represent the funding source for the crowdsourcing platform, and they will only pay workers who produce valid, or accepted, high-performance results.

- **Workers** (Or users) are the key value of the crowdsourcing platform (Howe, 2008). They are the workforce present on the web that is available to complete millions of microtasks presented on a particular platform, usually in exchange for a small monetary reward for each task. The reliance on human capability raises many questions that have been the focus of researchers in the last few years.

Several studies highlight the effect of education level and demographic background on the workers’ performance. Ipeirotis (2010b) found that 60% of the workers came from the USA and India and more than 35% of them had a bachelor degree. Another study by Jain et al. (2017) found that a total of almost 50% of the workers on the Figure Eight platform came from five countries: USA, Venezuela, UK, India, and Canada.

One of the new platforms, Prolific Academia, provides full information for the requesters about workers’ demographic details: over 30% of the workers on this platform came from the USA, followed by 28% from the UK, and 30% of all workers had gained at least an undergraduate education level. More details on different platforms will be discussed in Section 2.6.

Other researchers turned their attention to the psychological behaviour, satisfaction and motivations that influence the workers’ efficiency and their ability to produce high-quality results. Jain et al., 2017; Brawley and Pury, 2016; McInnis et al., 2016; Harrison et al., 2013; Gadiraju et al., 2015. Targeting specific crowds to do particular tasks was the object of the study by Kazai, Kamps, and Milic-Frayling (2011). They focus on the workers’ personality traits and compare them with some workers’ behaviours such as the number of completed tasks, average completion time, and percentage of useful labels done by the workers.

According to these behavioural patterns, authors identified five types of workers: (1) Spammer, (2) Sloppy, (3) Incompetent, (4) Competent, (5) Diligent. High level of Openness correlated with workers’ completion times and the number of useful labels. The findings of these studies indicate a strong relationship between workers’ characteristics and the overall outcome for different task design. Understanding human factors is necessary for the successful design of a crowdsourcing job.

In crowdsourcing, the task will be performed by a human, not a machine, which is why the psychological aspects of designing the task should be analysed (Alonso, 2013). For that reason, the human factor is one of the main aspects that influences performance. Deng, Joshi, and Galliers (2016) enumerate guidelines for workers, requesters, and platform developers to enhance the services in the crowdsourcing field. They conducted a survey of workers’ experiences interacting with a crowdsourcing system. The aim of this study was to enhance the workers’ position by providing governance mechanisms to ensure transparency and fairness in the work environment.

Many researchers studied the influence, be it positive or negative, of personality traits on task accuracy, depending on how the side task was designed (Harrison et al., 2013; Kazai, Kamps,
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and Milic-Frayling, 2011). For example, using different visual designs for a task could trigger different emotions in the workers leading to a variation in the results.

Kazai, Kamps, and Milic-Frayling (2011) classify workers’ behaviour into five different types: Diligent, Competent, Sloppy, Incompetent, and Spammer. The authors tried to correlate the workers’ characteristics and their personality traits with the accuracy and the average task completion time. This study showed that workers’ behaviour has a significant effect on the accuracy in labelling tasks. On the other hand, the average time the workers spent on solving the task did not correlate with the accuracy for Sloppy, Incompetent, and Spammer workers. Connecting workers’ behaviour with personality traits, Conscientious workers achieved higher accuracy in labelling tasks. However, this classification may not be applicable to other kinds of tasks. For this reason, this study could be extended to develop a model that can generate different worker typologies based on their reaction to a particular type of task and vary that classification according to the task type and task design.

Morris, Dontcheva, and Gerber (2012) looked at priming effects in micro-task crowdsourcing environments. They showed that priming workers can increase performance in creative tasks rather than in relevance judgement tasks as we do in this work (see Chapter 4). While they show that priming has positive effects, they also note that it should be unconsciously provided to workers and that it does not substitute training done by means of instructions and examples. Similarly, Harrison et al. (2013) used emotion priming in visual judgement tasks. They pointed out that while positive emotions have significant effects on performance, negative emotions could also prime workers positively in some situations. Moreover, there are environmental priming factors that could affect workers differently and these are beyond the requesters’ control. Furthermore, Scholer, Turpin, and Sanderson (2011) and Scholer et al. (2013) studied the effect of priming relevance assessors by showing relevant documents early in the study and measuring the agreement between assessors. Participants from two universities examined documents with different levels of relevance and balance. The findings indicated that priming the assessors by presenting relevant documents early has a significant impact on the relevance label assigned to the rest of the dataset.

In André, Kraut, and Kittur, 2014, authors looked at how a group of workers perform and showed that asking workers to contribute sequentially works better than simultaneous collaboration. This finding proved the importance of crowdsourcing microtasks rather than a group of people working together in parallel to reach a solution. This demonstrates that workers feel more secure when working independently. Several factors need to be investigated, such as the identity of the workers, the time the tasks are released online, and the nature of the tasks; these factors could motivate teamwork among crowdsourcing systems. As compared to them, in this research we instead focus on individual worker performance (as commonly done for microtask crowdsourcing) and do not take into account group dynamics. As presented in the following chapters, when running different experiments, we measured the completion time for the batch in total, which is the time from releasing the task on the platform until the required amount of work has been received. Moreover, the completion time for each worker took into account the differences in setup on different platforms.
Another study looked at inter-task effects for image labelling, that is, how workers are influenced by the type of task they have previously completed when working on a new task (Newell and Ruths, 2016). Similarly to them, in Chapter 4, we look at the effect of tasks completed in a sequence but, rather, from a class distribution point of view.

Moreover, any previous experience that the workers had - including rejection of a completed job - has a significant impact on the workers’ expectation for the upcoming task. McInnis et al. (2016) studied the impact of unfair job rejection on workers and the subsequent risk management. As a result of unfair rejections, workers tend to be more risk averse and accept the same type of tasks or select a task from a limited number of requesters who have a good reputation or have previously rewarded them for their work. This risk aversion could keep the workers safe from rejection, but it also prevents them from expanding their experience to any new type of tasks. Furthermore, new requesters face the risk of lack of turnout or have only malicious workers apply for their tasks.

2.4.2 Crowdsourcing process

Despite the fact that different types of tasks exist on a crowdsourcing platform, the process of implementing each of them consists of the same stages. The mechanism of crowdsourcing works according to the following steps (see also Figure 2.3): (1) Define the problem, (2) Collect data requirements, (3) Design the task, (4) Launch the task online via a crowdsourcing platform, (5) Analyse the result, and, if the job has been completed successfully, (6) Send rewards to the workers.

![Figure 2.3: The mechanism of crowdsourcing.](image)

The process of crowdsourcing could be analysed from three different perspectives:

- **The worker** who registers on a platform and performs some unpaid tasks in order to become qualified in certain skills that might be required. On the platform, the workers will find a list of jobs available along with the specified reward for completing it accurately. The online crowd is invited to an open call for everyone who is interested in providing solutions or performing the tasks on behalf of the company, which will name a price for each task. In a particular
situation, the crowd could be limited by the imposition of some constraints, such as needing certain experience in a given area (Brabham, 2008).

A number of recommendation systems appear to favour some workers for a specific task based on some criteria such as workers’ history and their overall performance in a specific type of task. For example, when some workers produce better results than others in some task, the recommendation system will present to them a similar task to the one they did correctly (Schnitzer, Rensing, and Schmidt, 2015; Yuen, King, and Leung, 2015; Geiger and Schader, 2014). Researchers in the field present a number of assignment/recommendation mechanisms that will be discussed in Section 2.7. The worker will choose one of the listed tasks and try to solve it, and he/she could decide at any point to leave the task or submit an answer if they succeed in completing it. The last stage of the worker process is receiving a response to the submitted job, either rejection or the pre-agreed reward (Figure 2.4).

**Figure 2.4:** The crowdsourcing process from the worker perspective.

- **The requester** who represents the company or an academic organisation identifies some tasks or problems that need to be solved. The requester will gather the data and define the requirements, constraints, and output of the job and, for a long or complex task, they have to divide this task into smaller tasks (microtasks) which are released to the crowd online via one of the crowdsourcing platforms. For each task, the requester will determine a specific amount of time for the user to complete this task and submit it to the requester. When this time is up the requesters will analyse the quality of the received work and decide if the problem has been solved by the completed work or whether it should be rejected; based on this decision the worker will receive a response. This mechanism could vary from one requester to another (Figure 2.5).

**Figure 2.5:** The crowdsourcing process from the requester perspective.
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- **The Task** is developed and executed in three stages as presented in Luz, Silva, and Novais (2015). We simplify these stages in the breakdown shown in Figure 2.6. The first is the “off-line” design process, where the task will be outlined using one of the predefined templates provided by the platform or designed from scratch. In this stage, the data or the input will be fed in, and the parameters of the task will be set. The measures for quality control will be implemented at this stage to guarantee efficient results and detect spammers or malicious workers.

Moreover, a long/complex task will be decomposed into micro/simple tasks as it will be discussed in Section 2.4.3. For example, identifying the face of a specific person from a picture of a crowd in a football stadium is a long task to perform by one worker. Such a task can be divided into micro-tasks by cropping the picture into small pieces and crowdsourcing each piece as a simple independent task to workers. The topics of task design, pre-execution quality control, and factors affecting the process will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3.

![Figure 2.6: The crowdsourcing task process.](image)

The second stage is the “on-line” execution, where the microtasks go online and become available. The implementation of this process could be in parallel when a microtask does not depend on the result of another one. Another way is to implement the microtasks sequentially one after another, and the result of each task becomes the input for the next task. In this on-line stage, the task could be paused, if it requires any modifications, and then resumed.

In some situations, the task could be done by a number of different users, and each could be paid if they complete the task successfully. In other cases, such as logo design, the task could be completed in different ways depending on the workers’ understanding and creativity, and the payment given to the best solution, as decided by the requester (Whitla, 2009).

The last stage is reached when the requester receives the completed job and it is assigned either a “finished” or “cancelled” state. In case of reaching the finished state, the microtasks will go through the aggregation process where these small tasks will be merged together to form the final result of the job. Post-execution quality control methods will be used to identify malicious workers based on their performance and their failure to meet the quality criteria that have been setup in the pre-execution quality control method. The aggregation mechanisms that
have been used in crowdsourcing systems and the post-execution quality control methods will be discussed in Section 2.7.

2.4.3 Types of crowdsourcing tasks

The tasks vary in length and complexity (Cheng et al., 2015), and to achieve a high-quality performance, the requester may split the job into smaller tasks (microtasks) which can be crowdsourced separately and their results then merged to reach the overall outcome (Chittilappilly, Chen, and Amer-Yahia, 2016). Some tasks are simple or impossible to be divided into smaller microtasks.

According to Nakatsu, Grossman, and Iacovou (2014), task complexity can be described by eight categories enumerated in their article. These categories are developed from three dimensions that have been found as the most concise representation of task complexity. The first dimension, Task structure, defines whether the task is **Well-structured**, for example a task with a specific result such as annotating part of a text according to specific labels, or **Unstructured task** in which workers’ creativity is required such as developing an algorithm that provides the best solution to a problem. The second dimension, Task interdependence, defines whether the task falls into the category of **Independent**, where the workers can solve the task separately, or **Interdependent**, where the workers will find a solution to a particular task in the virtual community or after solving a series of sub-tasks separately and aggregating their results to form an overall solution. The third dimension, Task commitment, is based on the effort needed from the workers to complete the task. The author found that most researchers are aware of this dimension but no one added it as part of the definition of task complexity. This dimension defines as **Low-commitment** tasks which require minimum effort and workers can solve them straightforwardly and **High-commitment** tasks on which workers will spend more time, effort and resources, for example a task of designing software.

Gadiraju, Kawase, and Dietze (2014) present a taxonomy of the task types based on survey data collected from the crowd. They used two levels of categorisation: the first classified tasks based on the goal of their design; the second was based on the ways of performing these tasks or, as they called it, the workflow of the job. Figure 2.7 interpret the categorisation as outlined in this study.

Some of the categories within these two levels have been previously mentioned in Dawson and Bynghall (2011) along with the application domains where they have been implemented. Difallah et al. (2015) indicate that **Content Creation** was the most popular type of task over the last few years and the trend of using **Surveys** and **Interpretation and Analysis** has increased rapidly since 2009.

These classifications will help the requesters in designing the task in the most appropriate way. Some of the task types become more popular than others. Moreover, one task could be classified under more than one scheme. For example, asking the crowd to extract some words from an image and write them in a text box is a **Media Transcription** task. It could also be correctly classified as **Content Creation** because the worker will create new materials as their answer,
and as **Interpretation and Analysis** because the worker will use their interpretation skills to complete the task.

Luz, Silva, and Novais (2015) proposed different types of tasks based on the nature of the task: a **Qualification Task** needs to be completed by the worker to gain a particular skill; an **Aggregation Task** uses an aggregated result from a previous task as the core input data in the design of this task; a **Partition Task** represents a set of microtasks that together form one complex task; a **Grading Task** is designed for expert or high-ranking workers to evaluate the results of a qualification task.

Moreover, Yuen, King, and Leung (2011) describe different types of tasks based on the same schema: **Geometric Reasoning**, tasks that use the crowd in shape and visual analysis; **Named Entity Annotation**, used for recognising and categorising an object by its textual references, such as the name of a person or place; **Opinions and Commonsense**, tasks that collect feedback from the crowd in a specific area; **Relevance Evaluation**, of part of a document or dataset; **Natural Language Annotation**, which is one of the most challenging tasks for a machine and easy for a human to perform; **Spam Identification**, which assesses the validity of, and removes spam from, some contents. All of these types were categorised under the **Voting System** as part of the crowdsourcing application, which will be discussed in Section 2.5.

An optimal task design for one crowdsourcing task might not translate well to a task of different nature. Researchers in the field still investigate the effect of task design on the performance. Each study handles a maximum of two kinds of tasks and often for only one type of task. An analysis of the effect of different variables (e.g., interface, length, the number of items) on task performance has been shown not to generalise when the nature of the task is variable. For example, Marcus et al. (2012) compared counting approaches for image-based tasks. The labelling approach displays a sample and asks the workers to select one of the given labels, for example, if a photograph is that of a man or a woman, whereas in the counting approach the authors show a collection of samples (photos) and ask the workers to estimate the number of people in the photos with specific features, for example, hair colour or gender. Each approach was executed using different task designs (i.e., interface, length, the number of items) and the
results showed that counting approaches outperform labelling ones, while also resulting in lower completion times. However, the results from the image task were different from those of the text processing task. Moreover, the format of the question - closed, such as multiple choice, or open, such as when a text box is provided for the answer - also influences the workers’ performance. Some studies found that using predefined answers can save time and result in more accurate answers (Jain et al., 2017), whereas other studies found that this type of tasks can increase the number of malicious workers who complete all answers in the task quickly, just to gain rewards (Eickhoff and Vries, 2013; Gadiraju et al., 2015).

In addition, giving the workers some level of freedom in the way they perform and respond to the task leads to high motivation of the workers (Moussawi and Koufaris, 2013). Similarly, Eickhoff and Vries (2013) state that the use of open questions can lead to obtaining more creative answers and to less cheating. In Alonso (2013), it appears that using questions that require a text answer to get feedback is very helpful. The author conducted a number of repetitive tasks that handle large datasets incorporating some factors that could enhance the overall result. The first factor is forming the question correctly. He recommended that the question should be asked in a simple and straightforward way so that it could be consistently understood by all workers. For answers to labelling questions, he suggests replacing them with a numerical scale to prevent misunderstanding. Moreover, it is preferable to use a broad range of labels (with no more than 6-7 categories) to give the workers some degree of flexibility in giving the right answer. Overall, he favoured this kind of task, that is labelling, for measuring the efficiency and the quality of the task design.

2.4.4 Other factors influencing the design of a crowdsourcing task

Several studies analysed the effect of the other aspects: the length of the task (how long can a task be and still produce a good result), the nature of the required work (for example writing, classifying, or designing), the use of training questions and examples, the graphical user interface which often varies according to the complexity of the task, and also ordering of the data in the batch and how that could prime the workers. From analysing the researchers’ efforts in the area of improving the design of crowdsourcing tasks over the last decade we found 4 other factors that affect the design of crowdsourcing task:

1. Task Graphical User Interface (GUI).
2. Training questions.
3. Length of task.
4. Ordering of data in the task.

The following sub-sections will present some of these studies in details.

Furthermore, in this research, the results of the analysis shed light on three main points of impact that vary with the design:

• The task outcome.
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- The completion time of the task.
- The workers’ experience.

The impact on the task outcome includes the accuracy and precision of the result and any other improvements that can be measured when testing one or more of the design aspects. Several studies considered the fact that task design has a significant effect on the task outcomes. McDonnell et al. (2016) showed that designing the task in a way that reduces the cognitive load on workers significantly increases performance. They used a successful approach to increase crowd reliability by implicitly making workers think about the task by asking them for an explanation of the assigned label. Related to this, Yang et al. (2016) showed how task design properties are highly correlated with perceived task complexity. The time spent completing a particular task, that is, the time from the moment of picking the task up until its submission, can also vary depending on the design aspects of said task. Moreover, multiple studies found that using some variations in the design aspects has a significant impact on the workers’ experience and their ability to learn skills necessary to complete the task in question as well as other tasks that they could choose in the future. Table 2.1 presents a summary of the six aspects and the three impact elements covered in this work.

- Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the task

Since the graphical interface of the task is the main way for the workers to understand the job, it is fundamental to design adequate graphical interfaces that can help the workers to understand the task requirements, the process they need to follow, and the results that are expected from them.

Allahbakhsh et al. (2013) consider graphical design of the task to be one of the factors that affect the quality of the outcome: they found that implementing a simple interface could help the workers to complete the task in a short time and increase the accuracy of the completed job. Furthermore, the study by Jain et al. (2017) showed that writing long instructions that provide a detailed description of the task, and using examples, will have a positive effect on the quality of the result, particularly for complex tasks. Additionally, Alagarai Sampath, Rajeshuni, and Indurkhya (2014) demonstrated that using different background colours in the design of the task to highlight the areas that need to be filled in by the workers, improved the results and reduced the completion time of the tasks.

A study by Kim et al. (2015) used a crowdsourced task to match the appearance of the colour of some products on a website with the real colours of the same products. The lighting and quality of the image used in the task had a strong impact on the accuracy of the result. Other studies, such as Finnerty et al. (2013) compared the outcomes of two tasks with simple and complex interfaces. In the simple interface condition, they used a white background and clear instructions layout, whereas in the complex interface condition they used a patterned background and unstructured layout. The experiment proved that using a simple, clear interface gives better results than using the same task content but with a complex interface.
Further to this, a study by Alonso (2013) presented an interface design by following the guidelines of Nielsen (1993) to point out the basics of task design: write clear instructions, show examples, highlight and colour what is important and required for the job. These factors can reduce the effort to complete the task. Also, using a relevant, clear, and attractive title for the job will make it easier for workers to find it quickly when they are searching the platform for

### Table 2.1: Representative literature references for the studies in the design of crowdsourcing tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Impact elements</th>
<th>Task outcome</th>
<th>Completion time</th>
<th>Workers’ experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of task</strong></td>
<td>(Jain et al., 2017), (Marcus et al., 2012), (Eickhoff and Vries, 2013), (Gadiraju et al., 2015), (Towne, Rosé, and Herbsleb, 2017), (Bozzon et al., 2013), (Feyisetan et al., 2015), (Gadiraju, Kawase, and Dietze, 2014), (Brambilla et al., 2015), (Yang et al., 2016)</td>
<td>(Marcus et al., 2012), (Jain et al., 2017)</td>
<td>(Moussawi and Koufaris, 2013), (Eickhoff and Vries, 2013), (Kim and Monroy-Hernandez, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GUI</strong></td>
<td>(Allahbakhsh et al., 2013), (Yang et al., 2016), (McDonnell et al., 2016), (Alonso, 2013), (Alagarai Sampath, Rajeshuni, and Indurkhy, 2014), (Jain et al., 2017), (Wu and Quinn, 2017), (Gadiraju, Jie, and Bozzon, 2017), (Willett, Heer, and Agrawala, 2012), (Nakatsu and Grossman, 2013), (Crump, McDonnell, and Gureckis, 2013), (Finnerty et al., 2013), (Zhao and Hoek, 2015), (Komarav, Reinecke, and Gajos, 2013), (Alonso, 2015), (Law et al., 2016), (Weidema et al., 2016), (Koyama, Sakamoto, and Igarashi, 2014)</td>
<td>(Alagarai Sampath, Rajeshuni, and Indurkhy, 2014), (Allahbakhsh et al., 2013), (Wu and Quinn, 2017), (Koyama, Sakamoto, and Igarashi, 2014)</td>
<td>(Deng, Joshi, and Galliers, 2016), (McDonnell et al., 2016), (Alonso, 2013), (McInnis et al., 2016), (Walsh et al., 2014), (Dontcheva et al., 2014), (Law et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Training Questions</strong></td>
<td>(Oleson et al., 2011), (Jain et al., 2017), (Wu and Quinn, 2017), (Mitra, Hutto, and Gilbert, 2015), (Doroudi et al., 2016), (Willett, Heer, and Agrawala, 2012), (Gaikwad et al., 2017), (Towne, Rosé, and Herbsleb, 2017), (Kazai and Zitouni, 2016), (Feyisetan et al., 2015)</td>
<td>(Oleson et al., 2011), (Jain et al., 2017), (Wu and Quinn, 2017), (Mitra, Hutto, and Gilbert, 2015), (Doroudi et al., 2016), (Willett, Heer, and Agrawala, 2012), (Gaikwad et al., 2017), (Towne, Rosé, and Herbsleb, 2017), (Kazai and Zitouni, 2016), (Feyisetan et al., 2015)</td>
<td>(Mitra, Hutto, and Gilbert, 2015), (Zhu et al., 2014), (Doroudi et al., 2016), (Drapeau, Chilton, and Weld, 2016), (Feyisetan et al., 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Length of task</strong></td>
<td>(Cheng et al., 2015), (Kittur, Smus, and Kraut, 2011), (Dai et al., 2015), (Zhao and Hoek, 2015)</td>
<td>(Cheng et al., 2015), (Kittur, Smus, and Kraut, 2011)</td>
<td>(Brambilla et al., 2015), (Walsh et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ordering data in task</strong></td>
<td>(Cai, Iqbal, and Teevan, 2016), (Damesie and Culpepper, 2016), (Yang et al., 2016), (Newell and Ruths, 2016), (Williams et al., 2017), (Zhuang et al., 2015), (Alonso and Baeza-Yates, 2011)</td>
<td>(Cai, Iqbal, and Teevan, 2016), (Damesie and Culpepper, 2016), (Yang et al., 2016), (Newell and Ruths, 2016), (Williams et al., 2017), (Zhuang et al., 2015), (Alonso and Baeza-Yates, 2011)</td>
<td>(Lasecki et al., 2015), (Damesie and Culpepper, 2016), (Zhuang et al., 2015), (Alonso and Baeza-Yates, 2011)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
possible tasks to accept and complete.

Moreover, in McInnis et al. (2016) a number of factors that lead to unfair rejections were presented, such as insufficient task design, misleading instructions, technical errors, and requesters with poor knowledge. They concluded their study with a number of suggestions that could reduce the risk and enhance the connection between workers and requesters to achieve a better final outcome. One of these suggestions was to provide, in the design of the task, an alarm for a broken task, which notifies the requester of any errors in the task design during the work process.

Recently, Wu and Quinn (2017) outlined best practice guidelines for writing task instructions that could optimise the outcome quality. This study found that regardless of the fact that long and clear instructions will improve the results, workers tend to favour tasks with short guidelines and few lines of instructions. Therefore, the requesters should strike a balance between presenting full instructions and defining attractive short steps which will be easy to read and deliver the full format of the task specification at the same time.

In a similar study, Gadiraju, Jie, and Bozzon (2017) investigate the effect of task clarity on workers’ performance. They surveyed workers’ opinions on the clarity of tasks they had completed. The feedback they received suggests that the lack of clarity of the task was mostly due to weaknesses in the presentation of the instructions and in the writing style. Also, they reported that an absence of relevant examples made the understanding of job requirements less clear to the workers. The findings of this study show that task clarity can be predicted and supervised via the proposed model and can guide the requester in the task design. Further investigation could draw on this work to examine the relationship between task clarity and complexity on workers’ dropout rates.

- Training questions

Training questions can be formed in a variety of ways some of which may be helpful for certain specific tasks but not others. Several studies have looked at the training of workers before or whilst performing a particular task and a number of training techniques or methods have been used which can be summarised as follows:

(1) **Control method:** does not have any training questions and the workers read the instructions and start solving the task directly.

(2) **Solution method:** adding a number of training tests before the real task questions without saying explicitly that the first tasks are for training purposes.

(3) **Gold Standard:** the same setup as in the solution method but after solving the first training tasks workers are shown the correct answers for the tasks and informed that they had been used for training purposes. Oleson et al. (2011) used this method in tasks as a quality control mechanism rather than using it as a training method.

(4) **Example method:** design task instructions to explain that workers will be shown some examples completed by an expert and that they are not allowed to start the task until the 30 second
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demonstration has been completed; this forces workers to read the examples and understand how they were solved.

Recent studies by Jain et al. (2017) and Wu and Quinn (2017) proved that using examples is crucial and plays a key role in increasing the accuracy of the results and the total agreements. Similarly Mitra, Hutto, and Gilbert (2015), presented some examples for the workers followed by test questions to measure the improvement in their performance and to determine if they had learned from the examples.

(5) Validation method: in this method workers were shown two answers by other previous workers and asked to validate these answers by filling out some specific questions about them. Zhu et al. (2014) found that using the validation method in subjective tasks, which required some creativity in devising the solution, was more effective than making the workers do more training tests.

Another study by Doroudi et al. (2016) presents different techniques of using training questions to improve the overall result of what they define as a complex task. They used all five methods to find the most beneficial training method. The findings of this study reported that showing the workers expert examples increased the overall accuracy of the answers compared with using other methods. Moreover, using the validation method was the most effective way of training (Zhu et al., 2014). Rather than using training questions, in this research, we will focus on prime workers by using specific order for documents as a kind of training and learning mechanism.

- Length of the task

Crowdsourced tasks can be designed with variations in length. To maintain a balance between the length of the task and the desired quality of the outcomes, several solutions have been proposed in different studies. One of these solutions is to decompose a long task into shorter ones (microtasks), which fits best with the crowdsourcing platform paradigm of keeping the tasks simple.

The main purpose for using crowdsourcing platforms is to break down a task into smaller tasks, as we have mentioned previously, which can be solved by the crowd, achieving high-quality performance as well as saving time and money (Cheng et al., 2015; Kittur, Smus, and Kraut, 2011). These microtasks should have a low level of complexity to achieve their purpose.

Doroudi et al. (2016), defined the level of complexity for tasks as a task which cannot be decomposed into micro-tasks and workers can use different mechanisms to perform such tasks. For complex tasks, a high level of accuracy is not achievable with low expertise workers.

Other related work in the area of microtask crowdsourcing has looked at the effect on crowd performance of task granularity (Cheng et al., 2015). Authors showed that shorter tasks lead to increased overall completion time but also to better quality contributions. Similarly, Allahbakhsh et al. (2013) discussed the granularity of long tasks, which affects the quality of the
outcomes. The final result of such a task is a combination of the results of a number of smaller or shorter tasks.

Another solution is to break the long task up with some activities to keep the worker interested in completing the task. Dai et al. (2015) proposed including some entertainment micro-tasks as a short break in performing a long task. They used the MTurk platform to design three different long tasks: (1) Classifying images, (2) Rating Wikipedia articles, and (3) Merging Freebase entities. For each type of task, they inserted three different “micro-diversion” scenarios: no diversion, a narrative webcomic story, and a dice game to keep workers on track and motivate them to continue working on the task. The findings of this study proved that using micro-diversions can significantly maintain workers’ motivation to continue working on a long task as well as enhancing the speed of the answers. There are some variations in the findings depending on the task type and the micro-diversions combination. A complex cognitive task such as rating a Wikipedia article was performed more effectively using a diversions task. Moreover, the story acts better than a game diversion in speeding up workers’ performance especially with the technique of displaying one page of interactive visual design between one task and another. Workers were shown to be more motivated to finish the task in order to see the next page of the story.

Moreover, Brambilla et al. (2015) propose prototyping methods for task design that are implemented first in small datasets in order to gain better results for designing the same task for large datasets. This approach reports significantly better results for image relevance judgment tasks; further work could use the same strategies in other types of tasks.

- Ordering of the data in the task

In the process of implementing the task, variations in the sequential ordering of microtasks could lead to variations in the overall results. The requester has the ability to organise the data in the batch and present it in the order of increasing difficulty that gradually primes the workers and improves their performance and the level of agreement. Earlier IR evaluation experiments investigated the effect of document order on the relevance assessments.

In this context, it has been shown that the order in which documents are displayed affects the users’ judgements (Eisenberg and Barry, 1988; Park, 1993). In this study, we investigate the effect of order on the relevance judgements using more than one set of classes ordered differently per batch and compare the results of various batches (Chapter 4).

Recent work looked at how sequences of writing tasks impact crowd worker efficiency (Cai, Iqbal, and Teevan, 2016). They observed that by varying the order of task complexity and task type, workers’ performance would vary thus showing potential for optimising worker efficiency by sorting tasks in a batch appropriately.

Another work looked at the effect of interruptions and of changing tasks type (i.e., context switch) on sequences of crowdsourcing tasks showing how worker speed would significantly decrease in such situation (Lasecki et al., 2015). In Shao et al. (2019), authors evaluate the annotation of image search engines, and they found that annotating relevance of images in a
sequence is more efficient than single item-based annotation for the same images. In Chapter 4, we focus on sequences of a single task type (i.e., relevance judgements) and on the effect of ordering tasks on work quality.

Looking at the agreement, in Damessie and Culpepper (2016) authors investigate the impact on the inter-rater agreement of presenting documents in two different ways: (1) descending order of relevance, and (2) ordered by document identifier (i.e., similar to random ordering). They designed a judgement task for 30 documents across easy and hard topics extracted from TREC collections and with a four-level relevance scale. Their results show that ordering by document identifier leads to a higher agreement in both easy and hard topics and a better result in term of identifying the relevant documents. Moreover, in Palotti et al. (2016) authors examined agreement in relevance assessments of medical images and the effect of workers’ level of expertise, payment level, and query variation on the obtained result. They used pairwise comparisons to evaluate the agreement among paid expert workers (i.e., medical students). The results show that there is inter-disagreement both between paid experts producing judgements as well as between unpaid workers with no medical background. Such disagreement also leads to changes in the ranking of IR systems being evaluated. While the low agreement between relevance assessors is known to be common Webber, Chandar, and Carterette (2012), Chandar, Webber, and Carterette (2013), and Demeester et al. (2014), in our work we use agreement as a measure to experimentally compare different data distribution setups.

A recent study by Yang et al. (2016) proposed a high-dimensional regression model to measure the impact of task structural features on the complexity of the task and, conversely, used these features to predict the complexity and the tasks outcomes, showing that the semantic description and the visual appearance of the task are the most useful features to predict the complexity of the task and improve the quality of the output.

2.5 Classification of crowdsourcing systems

Crowdsourcing systems have been classified in the literature according to different criteria. Some classifications are based on the services that are provided to the online communities and the field to which the workers will make a contribution via these systems. This section summarises the taxonomy of crowdsourcing systems and presents four of the broadest classifications as shown in Table 2.2.

2.5.1 Based on the nature of the job

One way of classifying crowdsourcing systems is to focus on the kind of job that the crowd needs to solve. Brabham (2013) proposes a classification with the following divisions: (1) Knowledge discovery and management, which uses the crowd to collect data and create a resource of information with a particular format; (2) Broadcast search, which uses the crowd to solve scientific problems; (3) Peer-vetted creative production, which uses the crowd to design and create ideas as a solution for the task; and (4) Distributed Human Intelligence tasking, which uses the crowd to solve problems with large-scale data that needs a human to process it.
### Table 2.2: Taxonomy of Crowdsourcing Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Types of Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nature of the Job</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Brabham, 2013)</td>
<td>Knowledge discovery and management, Broadcast search, Peer-vetted creative production, and Distributed Human Intelligence tasking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Corney et al., 2009)</td>
<td>Creating, Evaluating, Organising job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Yuen, King, and Leung, 2011)</td>
<td>Voting, Information Sharing, Gaming, Creating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Doan, Ramakrishnan, and Halevy, 2011)</td>
<td>Rating, Adding media as contributing topic, Editing some existing data, Presenting solutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Rouse, 2010)</td>
<td>Simple, Moderate, and Sophisticated job.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Schenk and Guittard, 2011)</td>
<td>Simple short, Complex, and Creative tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Motivation for the Crowd</strong></td>
<td>No reward, Fixed, and Success based reward systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Corney et al., 2009) and (Andrásfalvy et al., 2003)</td>
<td>Self-marketing, Social status, Instrumental, Altruism, Token compensation, Market compensation, and Personal achievement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Rouse, 2010) and (Brabham, 2013)</td>
<td>Contribute by authority, Pay money, Use Volunteers, Sequence job, and Piggyback on established systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Doan, Ramakrishnan, and Halevy, 2011)</td>
<td>Contributed by authority, Pay money, Use Volunteers, Sequence job, and Piggyback on established systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Identity of the Crowd</strong></td>
<td>Low-ranking and High-ranking users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Rouse, 2010) and (Doan, Ramakrishnan, and Halevy, 2011)</td>
<td>General, Moderates, and Experts users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Corney et al., 2009)</td>
<td>General, Moderates, and Experts users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nature of the Platforms</strong></td>
<td>Crowd wisdom, Crowd creation, Crowd voting, and Crowd-funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dawson and Byghall, 2011)</td>
<td>Processing, Solving, Creating, and Rating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Geiger, Rosemann, and Fielt, 2011)</td>
<td>Social-production crowds, Averaging crowds, Data-mine crowds, and Networking crowds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Carr, 2010)</td>
<td>Social-production crowds, Averaging crowds, Data-mine crowds, and Networking crowds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Meanwhile, other systems proposed within this schema have focused on the complexity of the task, for example Corney et al. (2009) differentiate between creating (e.g. designing an advertisement), evaluating (e.g. giving feedback or completing a survey), and organising jobs (e.g. image tagging or website rating). Also Rouse (2010) sets out three different levels of job complexity: Simple (e.g. transcribing text), Moderate (e.g. testing product improvements), and Sophisticated (e.g. entering into a high-status design contest). Moreover, Schenk and Guittard (2011) categorise the jobs according to their level of complexity as Simple, Complex, and Creative tasks.

Another way of classifying crowdsourcing is by focusing on the way in which the crowd can...
solve the problem. According to Doan, Ramakrishnan, and Halevy (2011) the crowd can solve
the problem in four different ways. First, they can provide a perspective, such as a rating or
an opinion, on a situation. Second, they can add some pictures, text, or video to contribute to
a specific topic. Third, they can edit some existing data and link to other users on the web.
Fourth, they can present solutions to problems that need to be solved, such as designing a logo
for a company. These four categories range from easy tasks to complex ones. More details on
crowdsourcing task types were presented in Section 2.4.3.

The types of applications that the system provides have also been considered in classification.
Yuen, King, and Leung (2011) provide four such categories: (1) Voting Systems, which use the
agreement of the crowd’s answers to determine the right answer for the task; (2) Information
Sharing Systems, which are those websites that share different types of information, such as
Yahoo! Answers and Wikipedia; (3) Gaming systems, which refer to the online games that depend
on players using the network to communicate (ESP Game); (4) Creative Systems, which ask the
workers to invent work such as drawing or coding.

2.5.2 Based on the motivation of the crowd

This categorisation is based on the idea that crowdsourcing depends on the nature of the re-
wards that the crowd will gain in exchange for their contribution. Corney et al. (2009) and
Andrásfalvy et al. (2003) classified crowdsourcing systems as follows: No reward (e.g., in social
studies where requesters asked people to volunteer for some experiment or give some infor-
mation); Fixed reward (e.g. all the workers are given a pre-defined fee as payment for a completed
task); and Success-based reward systems (e.g. where workers are rewarded based on achieving
some particular goals in the task, not just for completion of the task) (Andrásfalvy et al., 2003;
Corney et al., 2009).

Another study by Rouse (2010) reports seven potential motivations and Brabham (2013) arrived
at similar conclusions after conducting a survey which asked people about their reasons for
working on a crowdsourcing platform. Both studies summarised crowd motivation as: self-
marketing, where people are trying to find a full time job; social status, where people act socially
and try to make friends; instrumental, which is working on tasks to develop some skills and
experience; altruism, to share information and volunteer to help others; token compensation, to
earn some bonus rewards; market compensation, those who have real difficulty finding a job and
use crowdsourcing to cover their living costs; and finally, personal achievement, where people
find the task very attractive as a challenge.

A slightly different way of classifying people’s motivations is to use the reward systems that
might be offered. Doan, Ramakrishnan, and Halevy (2011) describe five recruitment mech-
nisms in crowdsourcing systems: (1) Allow the crowd to contribute by authority; (2) Pay a
specific amount of money for doing the job; (3) Ask the crowd to volunteer in the system; (4)
Use solving the task as a required step to use other services on the web; or (5) Piggyback on
established systems. The experiments in this research will be classified as a Fixed reward as
workers were paid a small amount of money to complete the task.
Overall, an even balance should be maintained between the effort spent in processing the task and the incentive reward when designing the task. Even given the low rewards of crowd work, there is an increasing number of workers who use it as their main source of income, particularly in developing countries (Ross et al., 2010; Ipeirotis, 2010b). Different studies draw connections between workers’ level of satisfaction and the reward with the type of the task and the effort spent to complete the job, as in Gadiraju, Kawase, and Dietze (2014) where they connect workers’ reward satisfaction with proposed categorisation of the task. Although the financial reward is not the primary motivation for the crowd to work on the platform, they found that using standard rewards for different classes of tasks could improve the quality of the results. Mason and Watts (2009) proved that assigning high financial rewards for a task increases the level of interest in doing the job, which leads to results being achieved in a shorter time, but it does not necessarily increase the quality of the output; this will be discussed further in Section 2.4.4.

2.5.3 Based on the identity of the crowd

People of different ages, educational backgrounds, employment status, and cultures can act as workers on the platform. Who is qualified to perform the job is the fundamental question in this classification; many studies show a strong relationship between the nature of the job and the level of expertise that the crowd should have. Generalist workers most commonly participate in marketplace platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk or Figure Eight and more specialised workers could be found on a content-based platform such as Threadless or TopCoder (Brabham, 2008; Ipeirotis, 2010b).

Rouse (2010), states that a simple task can be performed by a crowd with an average level of training, while tasks classified as Sophisticated need users with a high level of knowledge or that are specialised in solving that particular type of job. Doan, Ramakrishnan, and Halevy (2011) also refer to the importance of designing an appropriate task for an appropriate crowd, as Low-ranking users will only be able to perform Easy tasks, whilst High-ranking users will be able to perform Hard tasks. Other studies divided tasks according to who could solve them, such as in Corney et al. (2009) where the authors classify tasks as: ones that all users could solve, ones suitable for most users, and ones only for experts users. This classification of workers could be used in future studies of workers’ ability and its importance for task design.

2.5.4 Based on the nature of the platforms

This approach is to classify crowdsourcing based on how the platforms function. Howe (2008) classifies crowdsourcing into four categories: Crowd wisdom, Crowd creation, Crowd voting and Crowd funding. Another categorisation of crowdsourcing which uses the same approach is provided by Dawson and Bynghall (2011) who identified the following: Distributed innovation platforms, Idea platforms, Innovation prizes, Content markets, Prediction markets, and Competition platforms.

Geiger, Rosemann, and Fielt propose four different types of crowdsourcing systems depending on the services provided by each system. These are classified as: Processing, Solving, Creating,
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2.6.1 Overview of current crowdsourcing platforms

To understand the contribution of requesters and workers in crowdsourcing, we need to understand the platforms that provide the services and the extensive range of possible features that each one could present. The main structure could be similar across all platforms, although there are some variations in the process of task design and the mechanism of the services provided. However, to clarify some points, Table 2.3 sets out the different uses of terminologies across all six platforms presented in this section (Luz, Silva, and Novais, 2015).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform Features</th>
<th>MTurk</th>
<th>Figure Eight</th>
<th>ShortTask</th>
<th>CloudCrowd</th>
<th>Microworkers</th>
<th>Prolific Academia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Released Date</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Design Method</td>
<td>Templates</td>
<td>Templates</td>
<td>Templates</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Templates</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population size</td>
<td>Over 500 K</td>
<td>Over 10 K</td>
<td>About 125 K</td>
<td>About 25 K</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>About 60 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System terminologies</td>
<td>Job Project</td>
<td>Job Task template</td>
<td>Project Job</td>
<td>Study/Task</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Job</td>
<td>HIT</td>
<td>Unit Task</td>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Study</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Unit</td>
<td>Worker</td>
<td>Worker Solver</td>
<td>Worker</td>
<td>Worker</td>
<td>Participant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Worker</td>
<td>Requester</td>
<td>Requester Seeker</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Employer</td>
<td>Researcher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Requester</td>
<td>Qualification</td>
<td>N/A Credentials</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Eligibility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Qualification</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Gold unit</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Check task</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Reference unit</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Pre-screening test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This section presents some of the most common platforms for crowdsourcing services. Overall, the features and services provided for the requesters vary from one platform to another, and no single platform meets all the possible requirements that the requesters may have. For this and other reasons, researchers in the crowdsourcing field are aware of the need for improving (1) the design of the microtasks (Section 2.6.4), (2) the assignment of the right tasks to the most competent worker (Section 2.7), and (3) the aggregation mechanisms of the results of the crowdsourced tasks (Section 2.7). Furthermore, as an extension to MTurk, a new platform has just been released, TurkPrime\(^1\), to provide more features for the requesters and improve the functionality of the crowdsourcing services (Litman, Robinson, and Abberbock, 2017).

- Amazon Mechanical Turk

In late 2005, Amazon released its marketplace platform Mechanical Turk (MTurk)\(^2\). As it became the most popular online labour market for crowdsourced tasks, it had been primarily

---

\(^1\)https://www.turkprime.com/

\(^2\)https://www.mturk.com/
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featured as the main platform for crowdsource studies such as information retrieval, human computer interaction, economic data, and data mining research (Chen et al., 2011).

The requester creates a project which contains a set of tasks called Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs). This project can be established from scratch using a HTML layout or by using pre-defined templates as shown in Figure (2.8-a).

\[\text{(A) Requesters}\]

\[\text{(B) Workers}\]

\text{FIGURE 2.8: Requesters and workers interface in MTurk platform.}

MTurk allows requesters to specify the number of assignments per worker (who can perform single or multiple tasks) and also the number of qualifications the worker should fulfil. Some of these qualifications are already present in the worker’s profile, such as demographic location, age range, number of accepted HITs, and first language; and others require some action from the workers, such as completing a sample/practice test to evaluate their eligibility for the real task.
The workers can see a list of HITs which are available for them to select. Each task has the name of the requester, title, description, the time allowed for completing the task, and the qualifications required. They can display the task list according to the number of HITs, the date of creation, and the amount of the reward as shown in Figure (2.8-b).

After receiving the complete HITs from the workers, the requester can accept their solution and approve a reward to be granted or reject their solution. MTurk does not provide an aggregation method for the results, so the requesters will have multiple answers for each task and the analysis needs to be performed manually outside the platform (Luz, Silva, and Novais, 2015).

- CloudCrowd

The CloudCrowd platform\(^3\) was launched in October 2009 as an application on Facebook. The main difference between this platform and the others presented in this section is that online registration is only available for workers. To become eligible to work on a task, workers need to get credentials by completing test tasks with different levels of difficulty. Their answers are evaluated by comparing them with a reference unit which is similar to the gold unit in Figure Eight (Luz, Silva, and Novais, 2015).

![CloudCrowd Platform Interface](http://www.cloudcrowd.uk.com/)

**Figure 2.9:** The list of tasks available for the workers in CloudCrowd platform.

Figure 2.9 shows the workers’ interface where they can review the list of available jobs along with the required credentials and the reward. Moreover, based on the complexity level of some tasks, a bonus can be granted for completing a task that requires particular specifications.

- Figure Eight (previously known as CrowdFlower)

The CrowdFlower platform was established in 2007 as a connection platform that distributes a task over more than fifty crowdsourcing channels. In April 2018, the company expanded the platform and changed its name to Figure Eight (F8)\(^4\). The same services continue to be provided

\(^3\)http://www.cloudcrowd.uk.com/
\(^4\)https://www.figure-eight.com/
to the requesters and workers, but the policy of the company is shifting toward human-in-the-loop and more integrated solutions.

The mechanism of this platform is similar to that of MTurk: requesters can identify which workers can perform the task and F8 also provides a classification of three levels of workers according to their historical record of completed, accepted tasks. This platform has the ability to use Gold units which can be uploaded in the first stage of the design of the task. These units will help control the quality of the task by tracking the workers’ performance and remove spammers during the launch time. Moreover, there is an aggregation method for the results which allows the requester to see them based on weighted majority voting, where the weights are related to past worker accuracy (Luz, Silva, and Novais, 2015). Figure 2.10 shows the templates of the job that appears in the requester interface and the workers’ list of jobs.

![Figure 2.10: Requesters and workers interface in Figure Eight platform.](image-url)
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- Microworkers

The Microworkers platform\footnote{https://ttv.microworkers.com} was launched in 2009 by the Weblabcenter company. A task on this platform can be designed using one of the built-in templates. The nature of the tasks on this platform is less complex than tasks provided by other platforms (Luz, Silva, and Novais, 2015). Unlike other platforms, there is no possibility to modify the instructions with HTML which is considered one of the limitations of this platform. Also, it is not possible to allow multiple units per job. With these restrictions and the simplicity of the tasks, there are no particular requirements for the workers who can perform the job Figure 2.11.

![Microworkers platform](image)

**Figure 2.11:** The mechanism of creating the task in Microworkers platform.

- ShortTask

The ShortTask platform\footnote{http://www.shorttask.com/} is an online labour market which was released in July 2009 by “Career Mission”, a company based in California. The mechanism of this platform is similar to MTurk in that a requester can create a job and assign multiple units of that job to the workers.

- Prolific Academia

Prolific Academia\footnote{https://www.prolific.ac} is one of the most recent crowdsourcing platforms, released in 2014 by research students from the University of Oxford and Sheffield (Peer et al., 2016). This platform specialises in providing tasks for academic research studies. The aim of Prolific Academia is to offer the ability for researchers to reach the required number of participants with the exact the demographic details.

---

\footnote{https://ttv.microworkers.com}
\footnote{http://www.shorttask.com/}
\footnote{https://www.prolific.ac}
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Figure 2.12: The mechanism of creating the task in Prolific Academia platform.

The design of the task (study) can be done using four steps as shown in Figure 2.12: (1) Basic Details, where the requester manages the task setup such as reward, the time allowed for completing each task, and a unique URL for proving that participants have completed the study. (2) Description, for writing and editing the task. (3) Prescreening, where the requester can choose the demographic criteria of the people who are eligible to complete the task. (4) Publish, which presents a preview of the task and enables the compatibility feature for displaying the task on different device interfaces. Similarly to MTurk, there is no aggregation method for the results on the Prolific Academia platform.

2.6.2 The evaluation of crowdsourcing platforms

Few papers in the past have comparatively evaluated the performance of different crowdsourcing platforms and highlighted the differences between them. A study by Crump, McDonnell, and Gureckis (2013) validates MTurk as a tool for collecting data in cognitive behavioural research. Having designed several types of experiments, the researchers performed them online and in a traditional lab setting. After receiving data from both conditions, their findings confirmed that the quality of the data collected under the experimental conditions in MTurk is extremely comparable to the quality of the data collected in the traditional lab-based way.

Bentley, Daskalova, and White (2017) presented a similar case study using three different methodologies to collect data (one traditional and two online surveys) for a study of user behaviours. They compared the quality of the results obtained with MTurk and SurveyMonkey to those obtained using a traditional paper-based survey. This study showed that the results obtained with MTurk are highly similar to, and are obtained much faster when compared to the traditional way of collecting survey data. Although there are some limitations in the technical and visual design of the crowdsourced task and some unexpected behaviours in the crowd (such as dropping out of a task before finishing it), collecting data with crowdsourcing is considered a fast and economic method that reaches a wide range of users within seconds (Crump,
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In terms of comparing crowdsourcing platforms, Peer et al. (2016) provided a comparison study between the new platform Prolific Academic (ProA), F8, and MTurk. The results of this study recorded the highest response rate for participants in F8 and the highest data quality for participants in ProA and comparable to those from MTurk. In the same context, Mourelatos, Tzagarakis, and Dimara (2016) presented a ranking model for crowdsourcing platforms to collect data and compared the platforms over two periods of time. They also compared platforms according to: *type of service provided*, *quality and reliability*, *region*, *online imprint*. They discuss the impact of the platform characteristics on their traffic data and popularity (Mourelatos, Tzagarakis, and Dimara, 2016; Mourelatos, Frarakis, and Tzagarakis, 2017). This study showed a theoretical comparison between crowdsourcing platforms based on the Alexa Ranking system, while in this research we present a data-driven comparative analysis based on running experiments on two platforms.

2.6.3 The consistency and reliability of platform results

Studying the consistency and reliability of crowdsourcing has previously been done differently than the approach proposed in this research employs. Williams et al. (2017) studied the consistency of results when crowd workers repeat the same task twice. They used a method where they duplicated a task in a queue of tasks presented to the same worker. This method examines the reliability and consistency of workers when completing duplicated tasks.

Blanco et al. (2011) presented an evaluation of repeatable and reliable data generated using crowdsourcing platforms. They investigated the creation of an evaluation dataset for a semantic search task using crowdsourcing. They used a sample of entity-bearing queries from the Yahoo! and Bing search engine logs to create a keyword query set to benchmark. This study experimentally proved that a crowdsourcing platform can produce scalable and reliable results over a single repetition after one month. Moreover, the quality of the results was comparable to that of expert-generated judgements even when repeating the same task over time. Following this work, Tonon, Demartini, and Cudré-Mauroux (2015) proposed a continuous Information Retrieval evaluation methodology using crowdsourcing to extend an existing benchmark dataset by using additional crowdsourcing tasks over time, assuming unvaried reliability of the collected data. Compared to this body of work, in this research we perform a longer-term analysis by means of data collected during a longitudinal study over different crowdsourcing platforms in Chapter 5.

2.6.4 Crowdsourcing approaches

The existing crowdsourcing platforms provide many different features and task design mechanisms. However, the procedures for implementing long or complex tasks are not easy for the requesters, and without proper support tools, they may create weak tasks that can lead to poor outcomes. With this in mind, several researchers tried to develop some approaches and tools to enhance the process of designing and maintaining the task.

8https://www.alexa.com/
Each of these approaches presents a different perspective and provides various features. Some of these approaches have been used in the design process, while others have been developed to support the evaluation and aggregation of the results. Many of these approaches have been applied only to one platform or are useful in a specific area. Table 2.4 compiles the state of the art of these approaches and tools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approaches</th>
<th>Features Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TurKit (Little et al., 2010)</td>
<td>Java-Script tool that allows requesters to program a task and pass it to MTurk platform.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CrowdFlow (Quinn et al., 2010)</td>
<td>Tool for tuning speed, cost and quality of the task.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CrowdDB (Franklin et al., 2011)</td>
<td>SQL extension that auto-generates task interface for unsolved queries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CrowdForge (Kittur, Smus, and Kraut, 2011)</td>
<td>Framework used for systematic and dynamic break-down mechanism of complex tasks and controls the flow and dependencies between tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkomatic (Kulkarni, Can, and Hartmann, 2011)</td>
<td>Tool for using the crowd in planning and designing complex tasks along with requesters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jabberwocky (Ahmad et al., 2011)</td>
<td>Software consisting of three levels of programming environment: (1) Dormouse, enable programming models for complex tasks along different platforms, (2) ManReduce, framework for parallel data flow for human and machine computation. (3) Dog, high-level procedure focuses on expressive and reuse of task.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AutoMan (Barowy, Berger, and McGregor, 2012)</td>
<td>Crowd-programming system used for automatic handling of scheduling, quality control and paying for the task.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CrowdLang (Minder and Bernstein, 2012)</td>
<td>Framework for designing complex tasks that involve large number of actors and data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CrowdWeaver (Kittur et al., 2012)</td>
<td>Tool for managing complex tasks with the ability of real-time modification and support of reuse and data flow between tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CrowdMAP (Sarasua, Simperl, and Noy, 2012)</td>
<td>Prototype for ontology alignment that uses crowdsource tasks to enhance the quality of the task solutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkopticon (Irani and Silberman, 2013)</td>
<td>A toolbar extension used for MTurk to help workers find information about the requesters whose giving a rate from other workers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GATE (Bontcheva et al., 2014)</td>
<td>An open-source plugin the offer mapping documents and generate crowdsourcing task interface for NLP classification and selection tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AskSheet (Quinn and Bederson, 2014)</td>
<td>Extension tool by Google used to implement spreadsheets for a task.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CrowdSearcher (Bozzon et al., 2014)</td>
<td>Framework for reusing and monitoring the data flow of complex tasks in crowd-based systems including crowdsourcing platforms and social media.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CrowdTruth (Inel et al., 2014)</td>
<td>Framework for creating ground truth data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CrowdComputer (Tranquillini et al., 2015)</td>
<td>Tool for implementing flexible tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retool (Chen et al., 2017)</td>
<td>Web-based tool for designing interactive interface for text and image tasks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.7 The Assignment and aggregation mechanisms of crowdsourcing tasks

When microtasks are launched on the crowdsourcing platform, workers can choose any available task to complete. The availability of the tasks to any particular worker may vary depending on some pre-execution quality control mechanisms that the requester set up before the tasks are released on the platform. From the requester’s point of view it is crucial to assign the job to workers who have the required amount of skills to produce a high-quality result.

The crowdsourcing community gathers workers with different skills and a wide range of knowledge. For this reasons, the assignment mechanisms have been the focus of the attention of researchers looking for an optimal match between the workers and the microtasks.

Ambati, Vogel, and Carbonell (2011) used the workers’ profiles in MTurk to identify their preferred tasks in order to recommend new tasks for them. Additionally, in Yuen, King, and Leung (2012) a recommendation framework has been proposed, based on previous successfully completed jobs along with the worker’s search history for a particular type of task. These and many more methods found in the literature (Assadi, Hsu, and Jabbari, 2015; Karger, Oh, and Shah, 2011) have been called Off-line Assignment mechanisms in Chittilappilly, Chen, and Amer-Yahia (2016). The Off-line methods depend on the availability of the workers’ records which could be missing from some crowdsourcing platforms, and will not be available for new workers.

On the other hand, the On-line mechanisms depend only on defining the requirements of the task in the design stage such as the number of workers, time to solve the problem, and the amount of money to pay, and workers will be filtered by post-execution quality control methods (Yuen, King, and Leung, 2015; Ho, Jabbari, and Vaughan, 2013; Zheng et al., 2015; Boim et al., 2012; Mao et al., 2015).

The last stage is the aggregation mechanism, where the microtasks’ outcomes will be collected and aggregated to produce the overall result. Post-execution quality control methods will be applied at this stage to filter spammers and unproductive workers, which will lead to the elimination of low-quality results.

There are several studies of aggregation methods that have been used to represent the outcome of the crowdsourced tasks. Multiple studies surveyed the evaluation and the comparison of existing aggregation methods (Quoc Viet Hung et al., 2013; Venanzi et al., 2016; Chittilappilly, Chen, and Amer-Yahia, 2016). In addition, we evaluate the most recent published methods and present over 32 methods in this survey.

Table 2.5 summarises all these methods and the main features that are provided by each one. All of these methods classified according to the following main features: Type of iterative, type of task used for each method, and learning features (worker accuracy, worker confusion matrix, task difficulty, task duration, worker’s type, and quiz question). (Quoc Viet Hung et al., 2013; Venanzi et al., 2016).
## Table 2.5: Comparison of 32 aggregation methods for crowdsourcing task results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offline Method</th>
<th>Iterative</th>
<th>Binary-labelling</th>
<th>Multi-labelling</th>
<th>Sentiment analysis</th>
<th>Image tagging</th>
<th>Worker accuracy</th>
<th>Worker confusion matrix</th>
<th>Task difficulty</th>
<th>Task duration</th>
<th>Worker type</th>
<th>Quiz question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DS - (Dawid and Skene, 1979)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLAD - (Whitehill et al., 2009)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLIM - (Raykar et al., 2009)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RY - (Raykar et al., 2010)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM - (Ipeirotis, Provost, and Wang, 2010)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELICE - (Khattak and Salleb-Aouissi, 2011)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITER - (Karger, Oh, and Shah, 2011)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA - (Wang, Faridani, and Ipeirotis, 2011)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KJ - (Kajino and Kashima, 2011)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCC - (Kim and Ghahramani, 2012)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACE - (Hovy et al., 2013)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLC - (Sheng, 2017)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majority voting</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUBAM - (Welinder et al., 2010)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP - (Lee, Caverlee, and Webb, 2010)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YU - (Yan et al., 2010)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DARE - (Bachrach et al., 2012)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZenCrowd - (Demartini, Difallah, and Cudré-Mauroux, 2012)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MinMaxEntropy - (Zhou et al., 2012)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDAS - (Liu et al., 2012)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLNB - (Bragg et al., 2013)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM - (Bi et al., 2014)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP - (Rodrigues, Pereira, and Ribeiro, 2014)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU - (Liu, Peng, and Ihler, 2012)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WM - (Li, Zhao, and Fuxman, 2014)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBCC - (Venanzi et al., 2014)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APM - (Nushi et al., 2015)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCCTime - (Venanzi et al., 2016)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBAM - (Parde and Nielsen, 2017)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cBCMC - (Tam et al., 2017)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMMB - (Wei, Zeng, and Yin, 2017)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDBLA - (Hong, 2017)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Venanzi et al. (2016) presented the Time-Sensitive Bayesian Information Aggregation for Crowd-
sourcing Systems (BCCTime) method that predicts the reasonable duration for each task and
identifies the spammers and cheaters who were too fast or too slow in completing the task.

Parde and Nielsen (2017) have developed one of the most recent methods that uses a learning
regression-based model to aggregate labels with a wide range of quality and distribution. This
model, which has been used in annotating NLP tasks, automatically discovers any bias and
spammers by comparing the predicted labels from the model with non-expert annotators’ la-
bels. The presented approach worked efficiently with simple labelling tasks, while it requires
further improvements to obtain a better result in more complex tasks.

This method and others presented in Table 2.5 were implemented to aggregate the outcomes
of one or two types of crowdsourcing tasks and have been extensively tested on well-known
datasets; However, generalising these methods to different types of tasks or different levels of
complexity does not guarantee the same level of accuracy, nor does it guarantee unambiguous
results. In Checco et al. (2017), the authors show that commons agreement measures used to
assess the confidence of aggregation methods suffer from important problems and abnormali-
ties, and they propose a novel measure based on probabilistic parameter estimation to mitigate
such problems.

2.8 Chapter Summary

This chapter presented the state of the art in the development of the crowdsourcing concept. It
also provided an overview of the classification of crowdsourcing systems and listed the previ-
ous approaches used along with those platforms. Moreover, it presented the importance of task
design and the significant effect of task features on the overall outcomes and the researchers’
effort to improve the workers’ performance.

Still, there are some limitations in the studies carried out on task design. There is a large num-
ber of factors that could affect the quality of the task outcomes such as characteristics of the
task, crowd motivations and requesters’ needs. That is, existing design approaches could pro-
duce a high-quality result in some tasks and low-quality in another. A solution proposed by
Allabhakhsh et al. (2013) is a recommender system which could help the requesters in defining
the right task design with taking into consideration each requester’s profile, past activities, and
the task requirements.

Furthermore, this chapter looked at six factors of the task design that affect three main points
of impact on the crowdworkers. These factors affect the quality of the crowdsourcing outcome.
In summary, while several works looked at task types and task design strategies to improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of crowdsourced data collection, this is the first work experiment-
tally comparing different HIT ordering and balancing strategies to collect relevance judgements
from crowd workers (Chapter 4).

Finally, we presented in this chapter an analysis of crowdsourcing platforms and show that
these platforms are not flexible, due to their dependency on the features provided which vary
from one to another and the requesters cannot modify them based on any specific constraints they may want. We will study the consistency of crowdsourcing platforms by running a longitudinal study where we compare the reliability of results collected with repeated experiments over time and across crowdsourcing platforms (Chapter 5).

The design of some task types will be studied, with some focus on different kinds of tasks (classification tasks for images and documents) than the ones found in previous work and different levels of classification (binary, three classes and eight classes) as a starting point.

Next chapter will discuss the research methodology and represent the datasets and the selected platforms. Furthermore, it explains the basic formulas for the statistic measurements used in the analysis of the results display in the later chapters.
3.1 Introduction

Chapter 2 presented an in-depth analysis of the previous studies in the field of task design and the researcher’s contribution to the evaluation of crowdsourcing platforms. Throughout this thesis, the investigation is aimed at accuracy improvements due to interior technical features such as ordering and balance of HITs in a batch rather than improving individual GUI design, which can be applied orthogonally to our techniques.

Over three years of study, a data-driven approach was used - as described in Section 1.5 - to perform long-term analysis of a modern crowdsourcing task and evaluate the effects of different dimensions of the task design on workers’ performance.

With relation to the main research question, we performed several crowdsourcing experiments on specific platforms and measured the variation in the results while changing some technical factors in the design of a specific task.

The experiments in this research were open to all workers with no constraints regarding possession of specific qualification or level of experience required from the workers. No personally identifying information was recorded. Participation was entirely voluntary, and workers were free to discontinue at any point. The task had been approved by the Ethics Committee of the The University of Sheffield, Appendix A presents the consent forms that were presented to the workers before they started the task.
3.2 Datasets used in the experiments

The datasets considered in this research had already been annotated by experts (acting as the gold standard) and that allowed us to compare our results with this gold standard to measure variation in performance.

As mentioned previously, the research focused on the type of classification task (images and documents) and different levels of classification (binary, three classes, and eight classes). We used three datasets in our crowdsourcing experiments, each with a different classification task. The reasons behind using these particular dataset were: (1) the accessibility to the full dataset, (2) the validity of gold standard data to compare the results with, and (3) the availability of clear documentation on how labels had been collected before.

3.2.1 Dataset 1

The first dataset (Dataset 1) was a collection of tweets gathered during a crisis/emergency situation (Imran, Mitra, and Castillo, 2016). This dataset was collected from 2013 to 2015 from 19 different crises and consists of around 52 million disaster-related messages.

Figure 3.1 shows tweet examples from crisis events along with details about the name, type, and country of the crisis as well as the total size of collected tweets. The annotation schema used was to categorise each tweet content into one of the following nine possible categories:

1. Injured or dead people: Reports of casualties and/or injured people due to the crisis.
2. Missing, trapped, or found people: Reports and/or questions about missing or found people.
3. Displaced people and evacuations: People who have relocated due to the crisis, even for a short time (includes evacuations).
4. Infrastructure and utilities damage: Reports of damaged buildings, roads, bridges, or utilities/services interrupted or restored.
5. Donation needs or offers or volunteering services: Reports of urgent needs or donations of shelter and/or supplies such as food, water, clothing, money, medical supplies or blood; and volunteering services.
6. Caution and advice: Reports of warnings issued or lifted, guidance and tips.
7. Sympathy and emotional support: Prayers, thoughts, and emotional support.
8. Other useful information: Other useful information that helps understand the situation.
9. Not related or irrelevant: Unrelated to the situation or irrelevant.
3.2. Datasets used in the experiments

![Image of dataset examples]

**Figure 3.1:** Dataset 1 examples include crisis name, type, country, size of collection, tweet text, and category.

### 3.2.2 Dataset 2

The second dataset (Dataset 2) was a collection of product reviews related to fashion items accompanied by item images (Chernushenko et al., 2018). The size of this dataset is around 2.3 million text reviews collected in eleven different languages for several kinds of fashion items (e.g., shoes, tops, trousers etc.). The review of each item is displayed with a caption and a number of images that show the item from different angles as shown in Figure 3.2.

Crowd workers in this task were asked to identify the issue described in each product review and classify it into one of three aspects (size, fit, or ‘other issue’). For the “Size” issues, the comment is expressing feedback about the item’s size. When the sentiment is negative, the item’s size is either too large or too small compared to the regular one. Description of size can be labels M, L, XL and numbers for apparel; numbers for shoes (43, 44,..); children sizes usually relate to age.

For the “Fit” issues, the comment is expressing feedback about the item’s fit, but it does not specify a size issue. The problem could be related to comfort with regards to the fit.

For "No issue with size or fit", the comments are not related to sizing or fit. Moreover, the comments about delivery of a wrong size or missing a size in the inventory are not considered a size issue.
3.2.3 Dataset 3

The third dataset (Dataset 3) was a collection used in the Eighth Text Retrieval Conference (TREC8) (Hawking et al., 2000) which contains documents, queries, and editorial relevance judgements\(^2\) from a general web search.

From this dataset, we chose documents that have a similar length and reading difficulty level to avoid effects due to those dimensions. From this dataset, we sampled documents which had been classified as relevant or non-relevant to the topics by trained human assessors and also were judged in the same way by Sormunen (Sormunen, 2002). There are 2511 documents (85.64%) with the same judgment in TREC8 and Sormunen (0 \(\rightarrow\) 0 and 1, 2, 3 \(\rightarrow\) 1). Table 3.1 shows topics for which only documents with a coherent judgment were considered. We look at three topics (442, 421, and 428) from the collection as they are characterised by a high number of documents in both the relevant and the non-relevant class, giving us more flexibility in the design of different balance settings in the experiments.

Crowd workers were asked to read the search topic description and narrative before they classified documents as relevant or non-relevant to the given topic, (Figure 3.3).

\(^1\)http://trec.nist.gov

\(^2\)Assessors are human judges hired and trained by NIST.
### 3.3. Platforms used in the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic no.</th>
<th>No. of Relevant</th>
<th>No. of Non-relevant</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic 418</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 421</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 428</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 431</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 440</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic 442</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 3.1: TREC8 topic with coherent judgments with Sormunen

**Figure 3.3:** Example of Dataset 3 Topic 421 including the topic title, description, narrative and documents

### 3.3 Platforms used in the study

After studying the most common crowdsourcing platforms as presented in Section 2.6, we chose two popular commercial crowdsourcing platforms which have been used for data evaluation and acquisition in industry and academic research: Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) and FigureEight (F8) — previously known as CrowdFlower —, thus we hope that the contribution of this research will be applicable and useful for other academic and researchers in the same field. These were used to perform the experiments pertaining to this research.

### 3.4 The selection of crowdsourcing task type

Manual labelling and human annotation were used to create a corpus and datasets as this kind of task was one of the most common crowdsourcing tasks. As discussed in Section 2.4.3, researchers recommended using a clear and straightforward type of task for measuring the effectiveness of task design. Observing this recommendation makes it possible to compare the variations in the results every time certain factors in the design are changed. The type of task that was used in this part of research is a classification task. This task was chosen not only for being a straightforward one, but also based on the possibility of reproducing the same task GUI.

For this research, the first group of experiments evaluated relevance judgements for documents
from one of the information retrieval systems, that had already been labelled by human experts (Dataset 3). These were evaluated with different settings of order and balance (RQ1 - RQ3) of binary classes in the batch; more details in Chapter 4. After running several batches of these experiments, we observed for the same setup of the batch a variation in worker population and stability on the results, such that when using the same configuration and different topics, the accuracy of the results was not consistent. This led us to RQ4 and RQ5 to examine to what extent the design of the crowdsourcing task can be repeatable and reproducible.

The second group of experiments expanded on our experiments to include the examination of multiple classifications of images (Dataset 2) and tweets (Dataset 1) to examine RQ6 and perform a longitudinal comparison for the same task design by repeating it over time and on two platforms; more details in Chapter 5. During the repetition of the task design, we examined the effect of a motivation bonus, and we observed some significant changes in the workers’ performance. Moreover, we received complaints from some workers about low payment, and we found that they were getting less than the set-up payment. With an in-depth analysis, we found that in using F8, the beta channels that workers used were cutting a commission at a rate which was high and varied from one channel to another. This led us to (RQ7), that is the third group of experiments, which included collecting demographic data from past experiments performed on a crowdsourcing platform for the last four years. Additionally, we performed a quantitative analysis by surveying workers about their experience working for the platform and the amount of payment they receive from the used channels.

3.5 Evaluation metrics

A variety of evaluation methods in human computation have been developed over the past decade, each of which serves a different purpose. Nielsen (1993) devised four different usability inspection methods to evaluate user interface design: automatically, empirically, formally, and informally. Combinations of these methods and others were used to assess our work. The usability of the design of a crowdsourcing task is based on the workers’ performance so empirical or User-based Evaluation methods were used to assess the design by implementing controlled experiments with variations in the technical factors and compare the results of each different design version.

Performance measures: 1- Accuracy

To assess workers performance, we used statistical measures that have been used with binary as well as with multi-classification crowdsourcing tasks. One such measure is Accuracy. This measure is used to calculate the score of workers prediction labels when matched to the gold standard ones. Accuracy is also reported as the rate of correct predictions to the error rate, such that accuracy = 1.0 - error rate (Kakas et al., 2011). In a crowdsourcing classification task, accuracy is calculated according to (3.1), using Confusion matrix where we mapped the Actual class (gold standard) with the predicted class (crowd workers labels) as shown in Table 3.2.
3.5. Evaluation metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual Class (Gold Standard)</th>
<th>Worker prediction</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>FN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>FP</td>
<td>TN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where True Positive (TP) is the count of items correctly labelled by workers as positive classes and, True Negative (TN) is the count of items correctly labelled by workers as negative classes. On the other hand, False Positive (FP) is the count of items incorrectly labelled by workers as positive and False Negative (FN) is the count of items incorrectly labelled by workers as negative classes. With accordance to the Confusion matrix, the Accuracy score was calculated as the proportion of true annotated items (both true positives and true negatives) among the total number of all items examined (Metz, 1978; Kohavi and Provost, 1998).

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{(TP + TN)}{(TP + TN + FP + FN)} \tag{3.1}
\]

2- Positive Predictive Value (PPV) and Negative Predictive Value (NPV)

In addition, for a more concrete evaluation, we used Positive Predictive Value (PPV), that is the ratio of positive results that are true positives (also known as Precision)\( \tag{3.2} \), and Negative Predictive Value (NPV), that is the ratio of negative results that are true negatives, as compared to gold-standard data\( \tag{3.3} \) (Kohavi and Provost, 1998).

\[
\text{Positive Predictive Value (PPV)} = \frac{TP}{(TP + FP)} \tag{3.2}
\]

\[
\text{Negative Predictive Value (NPV)} = \frac{TN}{(TN + FN)} \tag{3.3}
\]

Krippendorff’s alpha \((\alpha)\) coefficient

The inter-annotator agreement between workers and completion time rate for each worker and for all the batches were compared with different experiment setups for different tasks. We performed several statistical analyses - such as Krippendorff’s alpha \((\alpha)\), Kendall’s \(\tau\) correlation, and Two-way ANCOVA - on these measures to evaluate and formulate the findings for each experiment. Following Krippendorff (2011), to measure the inter-rater reliability coefficient of the workers’ agreement, we used Krippendorff’s alpha \((\alpha)\) general form:

\[
\alpha = 1 - \frac{D_o}{D_c} \tag{3.4}
\]
Where $D_o$ is the recorded disagreement among workers, calculated as follows:

$$D_o = \frac{1}{n} \sum_c \sum_k o_{ck} \delta_{ck}^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.5)

and $D_e$ is the expected disagreement, calculated as follows:

$$D_e = \frac{1}{n(n-1)} \sum_c \sum_k n_c \cdot n_k \delta_{ck}^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)

The arguments in the two disagreement measures, $o_{ck}, n_c, n_k$ and $n$ refer to the frequencies of values in coincidence matrices. The value of $\alpha$ will be one of the following:

- $\alpha = 1$ refers to perfect reliability when workers agree perfectly $D_o = 0$.
- $\alpha = 0$ refers to lack of reliability when workers agree exactly as the expected $D_o = D_e$.
- $1 > \alpha > 0$ refers to the level of reliability.

**Kendall’s tau $\tau$ correlation coefficient**

Kendall’s $\tau$ was used to measure the correlation between different setting batches (Kendall, 1990) as follows:

$$\tau = \frac{n_c - n_d}{n(n-1)/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.7)

Where $n$ is the number of items to compare, and $c, d$ refer to different batches. The coefficient $\tau$ must be in range $-1 \leq \tau \leq 1$, where the correlation between the two ranking groups is near perfect if the coefficient nears 1.

**Analysis of covariance Two-way ANCOVA**

An Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) tests the interaction effect between two or more independent variables based on a continuous response variable (dependent variable). We used two-way ANCOVA to test the significance of differences among group means of two levels of independent variables on a dependent variable (i.e. accuracy) (Keppel, 1973), which was calculated as:

$$Y_{ab} = \mu_a + \beta (X_{ab} - \overline{X}_{..}) + \epsilon_{ij}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.8)

Where $Y_{ab}$ is the $b^{th}$ observation in the $a^{th}$ group, $\mu_a$ represents the true mean of the $a^{th}$ group effect, the $\overline{X}_{..}$ represents the overall means of $X$, and $\epsilon_{ij}$ are the Residuals or errors.
3.6 Chapter Summary

Relative percentage change

We used relative change ratio to compare the changes between two conditions and by multiplying this ratio by 100 we got the percentage. Hence, the relative percentage change was calculated as:

\[ \text{RelativeChange} (x, y) = \frac{\Delta}{y} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.9)

\[ \text{Relative percentage change} = \text{RelativeChange} \times 100 \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.10)

Where \( \Delta = x - y \) is the difference between two conditions. By using the Relative percentage change the results can be easily observed, as an increase from one condition to the other will result in a positive value while a decrease - in a negative value. (Törnvist, Vartia, and Vartia, 1985).

NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) assessment

Additionally, to measure total task workload, at the end of the task workers were asked to answer a one-page questionnaire about their perceived performance, using the NASA-TLX assessment tool (Hart and Staveland, 1988). This allowed us to measure batch design effects on the task complexity. This questionnaire consisted of six subjective questions described as: Mental Demand, Physical Demand, Temporal Demand, Performance, Effort, and Frustration. Appendix B shows a screenshot of the NASA-TLX questionnaire that was given to the workers.

3.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter presented the general setup for all the experiments that have been carried out in this research. To achieve the goal of this research, we performed a set of controlled experiments on three different datasets. The datasets were described and illustrated with examples, as were the criteria for selecting the task types. Furthermore, all the mathematical and statistical measurements used to analyse the results of all the experiments in the study were detailed in this chapter.

The following chapters will addresses the sub-research questions and describe the setup of each set of experiments in detail, along with an analysis of the results and the main findings that will shape the answer for the main research question.
4.1 Introduction

After studying the state of the crowdsourcing concept and presented an overview of the classification of crowdsourcing systems, in chapter 3, we displayed the methodological methods that will be used starting from this chapter. In this research, we aim to enhance the design of the task to improve workers’ performance. The first set of experiments will conduct an analysis focusing on workers’ performance to examine (RQ1), (RQ2), and (RQ3) which consider the evaluation of existing dataset by design the order and balance of the labels in the task in a particular way.

The evaluation of Information Retrieval (IR) systems is based on the degree of relevance search results have with respect to a search query. To measure the performance of such systems, relevance judgments are created by human assessors. Crowdsourcing relevance judgements have become a popular approach to scale the creation of IR evaluation collection. Studies have shown how crowdsourced judgements lead to similar results to standard Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) assessments (Alonso and Mizzaro, 2012; Maddalena et al., 2017) and that evaluation initiatives built on top of crowdsourced collections are reliable and repeatable (Blanco et al., 2011).

Crowdsourcing is often used to scale-out the collection of manual labels that are then used, for example, to train machine learning models or to create large IR evaluation collections. In such cases, it often happens that the frequency of the classes to be labelled in the data is unbalanced:
For example, there are typically few relevant documents as compared to the number of non-relevant ones in a judgment pool or there are few fMRI images which are positive for a certain disease as compared to the negative cases.

Several factors that influence the accuracy of human judgments have been studied in the past (Eisenberg and Barry, 1988; Park, 1993; Clemmensen and Borlund, 2016). It is also well known that class imbalance has negative effects on training supervised machine learning models. This creates problems such as biasing the model towards the class which is most frequent in the training data (Ali, Shamsuddin, and Ralescu, 2015). In this chapter, we apply priming effects by presenting certain data items first thus introducing workers with examples of the classes to be labelled in the batch of HITs.

In our work, compared to Cai, Iqbal, and Teevan (2016) work discussed in Section 2.4.4, we instead focus on the impact of ordering tasks in a batch on worker effectiveness. We also focus on a different task type, that is, relevance judgements rather than creative tasks. We also investigate the effect of class imbalance on user completion time. Related work in this area has looked at how limiting available task time influences relevance judgements quality in crowdsourcing setting (Maddalena, Basaldella, and Innocenti, 2016).

Our hypothesis is that similar effects may be present in crowdsourcing where class imbalance situations may bias workers in the way they assign labels to data items. We also hypothesise that presenting workers with instances of a certain class first can help them label data more accurately later in the batch of tasks.

As presented in Section 1.3, in this chapter, we report results towards the investigation of the following questions:

- **RQ1**: Do class imbalance and order in a batch of Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs) affect the performance of crowd workers involved in the creation of manually labelled datasets?
- **RQ2**: How should crowdsourcing tasks be split into microtasks between workers? What is an appropriate length of a task?
- **RQ3**: Does providing a training test question or an example improve workers' answers?

To answer these questions, we run comparative experiments on a popular commercial crowdsourcing platform where we measure judgment quality and work efficiency for different class distribution settings both including class balance (e.g., one dominant class) as well as ordering (e.g., positive cases preceding negative ones).

Our results show that being able to train workers with the positive class (i.e., showing them the items they are looking for) yields to significantly better quality judgments and reach similar conclusions to those performed by experts in Scholer, Turpin, and Sanderson (2011), (see Section 2.4.1). Opposite to Damessie and Culpepper (2016) results’ (see Section 2.4.4), our results show that there is a positive effect in presenting relevant documents first to train assessors with positive examples. We additionally expand on this by examining different task lengths and different ordering and balance settings.
4.2. Research Hypotheses

We additionally show that workers tend to agree more and be faster when many not-relevant documents are present in the batch and when relevant documents are presented early in the batch.

The main contributions of this chapter are the identification of order and class balance factors that affect crowdsourcing relevance judgment quality and a set of recommendations for crowdsourcing relevance judgment design best practices. Our results show significant effects across different topics of task order and class balance on the quality of the relevance judgments collected by means of crowdsourcing. Ordering HITs based on document retrieval rank rather than at random may allow crowd workers to encounter relevant documents early in the judgment batch thus leading to better quality IR evaluation collections.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. First, we present our hypotheses on the effect of ordering HITs in a batch and of different class balance situations on worker behaviours. Next, we present our experimental results measuring such effect in different conditions both looking at order and balance effects. Finally, we conclude by summarising our main findings and lessons learned that can inform the design of future crowdsourcing relevance judgment experiments.

4.2 Research Hypotheses

In this section we present our hypotheses on 1) how datasets with different class balance situations can generate biases in crowd answers and on 2) how the order in which HITs are presented to crowd workers may impact the results collected back from a crowdsourcing platform.

We discuss this in the context of a binary classification problem (e.g., positive/negative sentiment classification or relevant/non-relevant judgments), but it can be easily generalised to multi-class classification problems.

4.2.1 Class Balance in a HIT Batch

First, we claim that (similarly to what happens when training machine learning models) there is a bias effect on crowd workers in an imbalanced class situation where the batch of HITs they complete contains significantly more data points of one class as compared to the other class. For example, out of 50 relevance judgment HITs, it is common to encounter 40-45 non-relevant documents and just a few relevant ones. For this case, we define the following hypothesis:

**H1** A class imbalance situation (many HITs of the same class in a batch) will bias worker labeling behavior tending to favor the **dominant** class because of a **developed habit** of labeling instances from such class.

On the other hand, it would also be valid to assume that **H1** does not hold in the case of an **implicit expectation** of crowd workers to find a similar number of instances from the two classes.
4.2.2 Ordering HITs in a HIT Batch

We also claim that the order in which HITs of a homogeneous batch (e.g., of relevance judgment tasks) are presented to workers has an effect on their performance.

Our hypotheses in this case are the following:

**H2** The order in which workers complete HITs has an effect on their training and performance (i.e., both efficiency and effectiveness).

**H3** We can train workers on distinguishing between classes (e.g., relevant or not-relevant) by presenting them first with certain instances from the dataset, improving the overall judgment quality.

While crowd performance may depend on many factors including worker background, experience, and intrinsic motivation, in this chapter we run several controlled experiments to test our hypotheses and draw conclusions that can help address the research questions (RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3) presented in Section 1.3, and design better crowdsourced relevance judgment experiments and create higher quality IR evaluation collections. In this chapter we verify which of these hypotheses hold in a crowdsourcing relevance judgment setting and what this means in terms of designing such HITs.

4.3 Design of the experiments

4.3.1 Dataset

In this study, we used Dataset 3 which was described in Section 3.2.

Crowd workers participating in our experiments are asked to read the topic description and narrative before they can start the task, similarly to expert assessors having previously judged the same documents. Appendix C shows GUI for the task design instructions and examples of the questions.

All experiments were performed on the Figure Eight platform (F8). As a quality control mechanism, we discarded answers from crowd workers who completed a 10-judgments batch in less than 3 minutes (this threshold has been selected based on a pilot study where participants took an average of 15 to 20 minutes to perform the 10-judgments task).

4.3.2 Participants

We collected 550 (Experiment 1), 750 (Experiment 2), and 80 (Experiment 3) judgments on Figure Eight to complete a 10-30 documents task that included a sequence of documents to be judged as relevant or not. Compensation was computed based on the expected HIT time duration at around $8.00 per hour.

We provided crowd workers with a brief description of the topic they had to judge documents for, and some guidance to help them recognize whether a document is relevant to the topic or not, similarly to the procedure for TREC assessors.
4.4. Experiment 1: Class Imbalance

In Experiment 1, we asked 50 workers to judge 10 documents in a batch (as Relevant or not Relevant to specific topic), where each batch had a different ratio (10% - 100%) of relevant documents. In Experiment 2, for each batch represented in Figure 4.2, we asked 50 workers to judge 10 documents in one of the pre-defined orders. In Experiment 3 we changed the batch length (i.e., more judgment tasks to be completed). In this experiment, we tested our hypothesis with an extended batch to see if the results hold when changing one of the experimental setups. For this longer batch we adapted the reward to keep the hourly rate equivalent to Experiment 1 and 2.

To prevent memory bias, each worker was allowed to participate in only one of the experiments. For all three experiments, all batches with the same setup were run at the same time. To avoid bias caused by judging documents from different topics in one task interface as mentioned in Eickhoff (2018), in each batch we asked workers to judge documents on the same topic.

4.4 Experiment 1: Class Imbalance

Experiment 1 (E1) is an assessment of the sole effect of class imbalance on relevance judgment performance, when the effect of the HIT ordering in the batch is removed. Each participant is asked to perform a sequential judgment of 10 documents. We vary the class ratio from 10% to 100% relevant, in steps of 10%, thus obtaining 10 batches of HITs with different ratios of relevant documents.

To remove the effect of the ordering in which relevant and non-relevant documents appear to workers, from the set of all possible orderings we select the ten that differ most in terms of adjacent swaps between a relevant and a non-relevant document (as crowdsourcing all possible orderings for each balance situation would be infeasible). We then let 5 workers judge documents for each batch, thus performing a total of 550 judging experiments, each of which consists of 10 sequential judgment tasks.

4.4.1 Results and Discussion

We start by looking at judgment accuracy (measured against TREC judgments) to test H1 and to study the differences between the two relevance classes.

As shown in Figure 4.1a, we observe an increase in accuracy as the ratio of relevant documents in the HIT batch increases. Moreover, the two classes are clearly asymmetrical: a high ratio of relevant documents leads to higher accuracy as compared to the case with same ratio of relevant and non-relevant documents (Figure 4.1).

We can thus conclude that crowd workers are more prone to error in unbalanced (low number of relevant documents) HIT batches showing similar challenges to what Machine Learning algorithms face when trained over unbalanced datasets (Figure 4.1). However, when looking at inter-assessor agreement among crowd workers judging the same documents, in such situations workers tend to agree more (Figure 4.9a). To confirm these intuitions, we perform a linear
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Figure 4.1: Judgement Accuracy, Positive Predictive Value (PPV), and Negative Predictive Value (NPV) box-plot for E1. The horizontal line in the middle of each box represents the median value. The x-axis label indicates the ratio of relevant documents in the batch.

regression, that confirms the effect of the balance on the accuracy ($b = 0.011$, $t(99) = 21.19$, $p < 10^{-4}$, $R^2 = 0.819$).

With respect to H1, we can conclude that a balanced batch does not necessarily lead to higher judgement quality.

4.5 Experiment 2: Class Imbalance and Order

Experiment 2 (E2) focuses on the effect of class imbalance and document ordering on more realistic relevance judgment scenarios.

Regarding class imbalance, we used two different relevant/non-relevant ratios in a batch of judging tasks. The first is composed of 10% relevant and 90% non-relevant documents (i.e., batch 1 and 2). The second is composed of 50% relevant and 50% non-relevant documents (i.e., batch 3-5). Regarding class ordering, we use two different configurations, each one characterized by a different order of the two classes in the batch (i.e., relevant documents first, as in batch 1 and 3, or non-relevant documents first, as in batch 2 and 4), as shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Order and balance of document classes for experiments 2 and 3 (blue for relevant and red for non-relevant).
4.5. Experiment 2: Class Imbalance and Order

We additionally tested a fourth ordering composed of 20% of the relevant documents at the beginning followed by a random ordering of the remaining 30% of relevant and 50% non-relevant ones (i.e., batch 5). This ordering mimics a real setting in which few editorial relevance judgments may be available (e.g., to be used as quality check to validate workers’ answers) and thus allows the experimenter to put a few relevant documents first followed by all the other unjudged documents to be manually assessed (i.e., the latter 80% randomized documents). We test whether this setting can be used as a surrogate (in terms of quality of assessment) as compared to the ‘relevant first’ setting.

4.5.1 Results and Discussion

For the second experiment, we analyze the judgment quality for each of the settings, as shown in Figure 4.3. The trend we observe is that showing relevant results first improves accuracy and PPV (especially for balanced batches) and, in general, a more balanced ratio between relevant and non-relevant documents improves PPV and accuracy.

![Figure 4.3](image)

**Figure 4.3:** Judgement Accuracy, Positive Predictive Value (PPV), and Negative Predictive Value (NPV) box-plot for E2. The horizontal line in the middle of each box represents the median value.

To validate these observations we first perform a two-tailed ANOVA test on the PPV with the two factors being the order (‘relevant first’, ‘relevant last’) and the balance (10%-90% and 50%-50%). The results show that both balance and order affect PPV scores ($F(1,499)=510.8, p < 10^{-78}$ and $F(1,499)=5.65, p = 0.01$). This test does not include batch 5 as we applied this order only to the balanced setting (because the imbalanced one does not contain enough relevant documents) and we will thus include this in a post-hoc analysis below.

**Class imbalance.**

As shown by the statistical test above, highly balanced batches obtain higher PPV as compared to unbalanced ones ($F(1,499)=510.8, p < 10^{-78}$). This effect is consistent with results from E1 showing that having more relevant documents in a batch leads to higher accuracy.

**Class ordering.**

As a post-hoc analysis (with FDR correction for multiple tests) we investigate whether ‘relevant first’ does, indeed, lead to a better PPV. Thus, we perform two one-tailed t-tests, one for each balance setting (i.e., 10%-90% and 50%-50%). For the unbalanced setting the results are
not statistically significant, while for the balanced case, indeed, crowd judgement accuracy is higher when relevant results are presented first in the batch, with an effect size of $d = 0.04$ and $p = 0.002 < 0.05$.

### Relevant first (Batch 5).

We did not include the batch 5 setting in the aforementioned two-way ANOVA test as this ordering approach cannot be applied to a very imbalanced setting (because of not having enough relevant documents). We thus perform, for the balanced case, a one-way ANOVA on the PPV and order (‘relevant first’, ‘relevant last’, and ‘batch 5’), that confirms that PPV is affected by the order ($F(2, 381) = 5.45$, $p = 0.004 < 0.05$). We then perform a post-hoc Tukey HSD test (included in the FDR correction used above), that confirms that ‘relevant first’ and ‘batch 5’ are significantly different than ‘relevant last’ ($p = 0.03 < 0.05$, $p = 0.008 < 0.05$), while ‘relevant first’ and ‘batch 5’ are not significantly different. This result corroborates the intuition that batch 5 can be used as surrogate for batch 4, when it is not possible to put all relevant documents at the beginning of the batch as the relevant labels are still unknown.

In conclusion, showing a small portion the relevant documents first (20% of the whole dataset) is enough to obtain an increase in performance that is statistically indistinguishable from the case in which all relevant documents are shown first.

### The effect in different topics.

Figure 4.4 shows a breakdown over three topics of the results presented above and depicted in Figure 4.3.

The results indicate only minor variations across topics, especially looking at judgment accuracy and PPV. For example, across topics we observed similar PPV (e.g., for batch 1 and 2) and similar accuracy values.

While for some topics scores are lower (e.g., PPV values for topic 421 tend to be lower than those obtained for the other two topics) we observe consistent performance in terms of batch ordering and class balance settings.

### The evaluation of different batches

Since multiple workers judged the same batch of documents, we build document rankings using, as a score, the sum of relevant judgments minus the sum of non-relevant judgments given by workers who judged that document. This technique generates a ranking score for each document based on the number of distinct relevance judgments for that document.

Table 4.1 shows Kendall’s $\tau$ correlation values between the document rankings generated by different batch settings in E2 (p-values obtained after FDR correction).

Kendall’s $\tau$ correlation for similar balance and different order of the classes in the batches (batches 1&2, batches 3&4, batches 3&5, and batches 4&5) indicates that, as could be expected, the batches with lower Kendall’s $\tau$ correlation are the ones in which the order is reversed.
4.6. Experiment 3: Batch Size

As a follow-up study to assess the effect of the number of documents judged by a worker (RQ2), in Experiment 3 (E3) we repeated E2 increasing the number of documents from 10 to 30 documents per batch. We asked 20 workers to judge documents for batches where order differs most, that is, batches 1, 2, 3 and 4. This allows us to compare with E2 where only 10 documents

(batches 1&2 and batches 3&4), with an average Kendall’s τ below 0.67, while the average τ for the rest of the batches is above 0.73 ($p < 0.05$).

Moreover, the direct comparison of the correlation coefficients of batches 1&2 and batches 3&4 indicates that priming might have a slightly stronger effect on the ranking when the number of relevant documents is low, as batches 1&2 have the lowest average τ.

**Table 4.1:** Kendall’s τ correlation for pairs of order and balance settings over different topics (with FDR-corrected p-values).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>$\tau$</th>
<th>batch 1 &amp; 2</th>
<th>batch 3 &amp; 4</th>
<th>batch 3 &amp; 5</th>
<th>batch 4 &amp; 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>442</td>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>0.0436</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
<td>0.0028</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>421</td>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>428</td>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>0.0103</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>0.0046</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.4:** Judgement Accuracy, Positive Predictive Value (PPV), and Negative Predictive Value (NPV) box-plot for Topic 442 (light blue, top plots), Topic 421 (gray, middle plots), Topic 428 (dark green, bottom plots). The horizontal line in the middle of each box represents the median value.
were used. We are then able to observe whether a longer batch (30 vs 10 HITs) displays similar effects of imbalance bias and priming, or not.

4.6.1 Results and Discussion

From the results (shown in Figure 4.5) we can see two opposing trends: for unbalanced batches (1 and 2), increasing the number of documents improves the performance, whereas for balanced batches (3 and 4) the trend is inverted.

From Experiment 1 and 3, we can conclude that the more relevant documents workers encounter, the more accurate work they provide. Again, this is in line with the proposed approach of priming workers towards the positive class.

In unbalanced situations, the longer the batch, the better the workers’ performance (Figure 4.5 batch 1 and 2). This is in line with related work looking at how breaking down complex crowdsourcing tasks helps improve worker accuracy (Cheng et al., 2015). On the one hand, the increased temporal demand and fatigue can lead to a reduction in judgment quality, but, on the other hand, the possibility of seeing more rare class cases can counteract this negative effect in the case of heavily unbalanced batches.

4.7 Analysis of The Worker Experience

4.7.1 Perceived Workload

For all the experiments we run, no significant differences have been observed in the workload perceived by workers across the different settings. In Figure 4.6 (top) we show the result of the NASA-TLX questionnaire for E1. We can observe that, as more relevant documents are present in the batch, frustration tends to decrease together with an increased perceived performance.

In Figure 4.6 (bottom) we show the result of the NASA-TLX questionnaire for E2. While the differences between the scores are not statistically significant, we can observe that the maximum
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![Figure 4.6: Perceived workload using the NASA-TLX assessment tool for each setting in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2.](image)

perceived performance and minimum effort were observed for batch 3 (50% of relevant documents shown first, followed by 50% of non-relevant). The corresponding more realistic version of it (batch 5) shows the lowest level of frustration and, together with the results of Figure 4.3, corroborates the idea that it is a suitable candidate for a re-balancing technique to maximize performance without affecting the assessor’s perceived workload. Similar results are observed for E3 where batch length has no significant impact on perceived judgment complexity.

The effort required to complete the HIT batch is not affected by the class balance or by the order of items presented to workers (Figure 4.6). This is a positive result that allows us to re-order HITs in a batch without impacting on the crowd worker experience.

4.7.2 The Effect of Document Position on judgement Quality and Time

Since workers completed HITs in sequence, we also analysed the effect of the HIT position on their performance, regardless of the class balance setting. In this way we can answer questions like, for example: is the judgment accuracy of the first document appearing in a batch different than the judgment accuracy of the document in the last position? Even if the differences in
judgment accuracy were not statistically significant, we noticed that documents presented first in a batch have the lowest accuracy showing a possible learning effect of workers getting into a new batch (Figure 4.7). This finding is consistent with previous work (Maddalena, Basaldella, and Innocenti, 2016).

On average, the first document being judged in a batch shows lower accuracy levels. More interestingly, documents in the first position of the batch show high precision and low NPV values: When the first document is relevant, workers tend to be very accurate while when it is non-relevant, workers make more mistakes. This supports even further the ‘batch 5’ alternative in E2, that is, to include in the first positions documents known to be relevant from editorial judgments: This will both train workers on relevance as well as allow for training. We also observed that the position of the document to be judged does not affect the completion time in a significant way for any of the batches.

4.7.3 Completion Time

We analysed the relationship between judgment quality and HITs completion time for Experiment 1, 2 and 3. For Experiment 1, we found that workers that spent between 3 - 5 minutes working on the experiment had a low accuracy. Similarly, for Experiment 2, the majority of the workers who spent between 500 and 1800 seconds on the experiment had an accuracy between 0.6 and 1.

Figure 4.8 shows the average completion time for all batches considered in E1 and E2 compared to PPV values. We can observe that in E1 completion time shows no clear pattern as compared to balance and order settings. In E2, fastest completion time was achieved in balanced batches (30-50%). Comparing time with judgment effectiveness, we can see no strong correlation of PPV with the average completion time. We conclude that while introducing lower bounds in task completion time allows to filter out workers who randomly judge relevance, in general,
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Completion time is not a sufficient indicator of judgment quality: a result in agreement with previous work (e.g., (Cai, Iqbal, and Teevan, 2016)).

4.7.4 Effect on Agreement

Since different workers have been judging the same documents in the same order and balance conditions, we are also able to measure the effect of document order and class balance on assessor agreement across experimental settings.

Figure 4.9-a shows Krippendorff’s alpha scores computed in different class balance situations (E1). We can observe that inter-annotator agreement scores tend to be higher when fewer relevant documents are present in the batch of tasks (which is the most realistic setting). Lowest agreement levels are observed around 50% balance levels.

Figure 4.9-b shows average assessor agreement levels computed on documents appearing at the beginning or at the end of a batch. We can observe that higher worker agreement levels are
observed when relevant documents are presented first and when few relevant documents are present in the batch (10% vs 50%) consistently with Figure 4.9-a.

4.8 Discussion

Regarding class balance we formulated hypothesis \(H_1\). Given our results, we have observed a more convoluted situation: We can conclude that an unbalanced situation with many instances of the positive (i.e., relevant) class leads to good quality results, especially when such positive instances are presented early in the batch as a form of priming. Based on our results, we can conclude that \(H_2\) holds with respect to worker effectiveness; on the other hand, order has no significant effect on worker efficiency. With respect to \(H_3\), we can conclude that showing relevant documents first in a batch leads to a priming effect that leads to more accurate judgments across the entire batch.

While our experimental results do not directly generalise to non-binary classification problems, we expect that a similar priming effect toward the minority class would be present similarly in non-binary situations. That is, by showing instances from all different classes at the beginning of a batch or by starting with one of the minority class (like we did with relevant documents) should lead to more accurate labels.

Thus, when running a relevance judgment HIT batch we can leverage gold questions (to be used, for example, as a quality check) early in the batch. In the absence of gold labels, we can decide to order HITs by decreasing likelihood of relevance (e.g., based on the document ranking generated by the IR systems contributing to the judgment pool).

4.9 Chapter summary

In this chapter, we looked at the bias effect of class imbalance in a batch of crowdsourced relevance judgment tasks. For our experimental design, we focused on binary classification (i.e., binary relevance judgments) tasks and on how imbalance and order affect worker performance.

We observed that in the cases in which the number of relevant and non-relevant documents is approximately the same (i.e., balanced classes), crowd workers perform better when the relevant ones are presented first. An analysis of document rank correlation corroborates this observation: priming workers has a significant effect on the resulting ranking, and this effect is consistent within TREC topics.

Similarly, inter-annotator agreement is higher when relevant documents are shown at the beginning of the batch. This is a positive result which can be applied to real IR evaluation settings, e.g., based on pooling documents retrieved by different IR systems. While in a real setting it is not possible to put relevant documents before non-relevant ones as their relevance label is unknown, it would still be possible to order documents by attributes indicating their relevance (e.g., retrieval rank, number of IR systems retrieving the document, etc.) thus presenting first to the workers the documents with higher probability of being relevant, similarly to Damessie et al. (2018) but keeping our configuration for the document ordering.
Moreover, we found that showing a small portion of the relevant documents first (20% of the whole dataset) is enough to obtain an increase in performance that is statistically indistinguishable from the case in which all relevant documents are shown first. In the cases where few gold relevance judgments are available, it is possible to use this technique to train workers on what a relevant document looks like thus enabling them to make comparisons when looking at the subsequent documents in the batch.

We state that ordering tasks in an appropriate manner can be useful to increase crowd worker performance in unbalanced label situations. This confirms previous results showing that inter-task effects can be leveraged to increase outcome quality for image labeling tasks (Newell and Ruths, 2016).

A different way to deal with the class imbalance problem in crowdsourced labeling tasks would be to perform an activity similar to over-sampling for supervised learning training: When a dataset to be labeled is known to be unbalanced, it is possible to introduce additional (possibly artificial) data points to re-balance the dataset. To make such additional tasks useful, they can be exploited as gold questions with known answers to check for worker reliability.

Furthermore, in this chapter we compared our results with human expert assessors who labelled for these documents more than ten years ago. Researchers pointed that replicating tasks over time is needed to measure the consistency in human-based experiments (Thimbleby et al., 2011). We assume that the level of expertise and knowledge of the crowd workers has changed over time compared to the experts and for this reason and others we are asking the question: are the results coming from TREC8 still reliable? Is it possible to get the same results if we repeat the task on different workers? And what if we reproduce the same task on a different platform? These questions will be answered in Chapter 5.
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5.1 Introduction

The rise of several crowdsourcing platforms has enabled the collection of human labels at scale. Researchers using such platforms (as requesters) aim to obtain reliable, repeatable, and reproducible results from the crowd, as required by scientific best practice.

In a crowdsourcing setting, we adapt these standard definitions in scientific experimentation as follows:

- **Reliable** results are obtained when the crowdsourced data shows a high level of accuracy compared to gold-standard data or according to other quality measures like, for example, inter-annotator agreement. Using quality control mechanisms to obtain reliable results is identified as one of the main challenges in crowdsourcing (Kittur, Nickerson, and Bernstein, 2013; Assis Neto and Santos, 2018).

- **Repeatable** results are obtained when holding consistency after repeating the same experiment multiple times. In Wilson et al. (2013) authors refer to it as “Conceptual Replication”, a common form of replication in Human Computer Interaction (HCI) where a study is to be replicated with alternative methods to confirm its finding. Prior work in human assessment research showed inconsistency when repeating the same experiment over time, revealing the need for new approaches when assessing repetitive tasks (Harter, 1996). In Paritosh (2012) he use of thresholds on Krippendorff’s alpha values is suggested as a
form of consistency measurement for human computation tasks. However, it has been argued in later studies that this measure may be not appropriate for crowdsourcing (Checco et al., 2017). While previous work has addressed this issue by providing guidelines for requesters (Paritosh, 2012), these guidelines are not sufficient to assess workers performance (Waterhouse, 2013).

- **Reproducible** results are obtained when consistent observations can be made across different crowdsourcing platforms. Previous studies (Campo et al., 2018; Blohm et al., 2018; Mourelatos, Frarakis, and Tzagarakis, 2017; Kohler, 2018; Peer et al., 2017) have discussed output variability across crowdsourcing platforms by studying external and internal factors affecting it, as shown in Section 2.6.2; Nevertheless, reproducing the results for identical tasks over multiple platforms has not been previously explored.

Previous studies in machine learning (Rosten, Porter, and Drummond, 2010) and human-computer interaction (Thimbleby et al., 2011; Hornbæk et al., 2014) used reliability as a measure of consistency. In the crowdsourcing field, a limited number of studies have examined result consistency (Blanco et al., 2011; Sun and Stolee, 2016; Bentley, Daskalova, and White, 2017; Cheng et al., 2015). Thus, many questions still need to be addressed:

1. Does an experiment on the same platform give different result quality levels when repeating the same task over the same dataset?
2. Is it possible to obtain the same result quality level when the same task is launched on different platforms (and thus with potentially different crowds)?

In this chapter, we present the first experimental study showing how crowdsourcing results are more or less consistent with such requirements of scientific research. We execute a longitudinal experiment over time and across different crowdsourcing platforms (i.e., MTurk and FigureEight) showing how the result reliability significantly changes across platforms (thus not resulting in reproducible experiments), while repeating experiments on the same platform produces consistent results.

This work is the first to address the reproducibility of a crowdsourcing task on different platforms in a rigorous and controlled manner (by ensuring identical user experience on different platforms). Moreover, the time scale used in this work (weeks) is novel as compared to previous work, and allows obtaining useful insights on using crowdsourcing for tasks that require a continuous, regular polling of the crowd over time. Another important novel contribution of this work is the uncovering of the fundamental effect of the payment scheme on the reproducibility of the results. The aim of this study is to reach an understanding of what the best strategies are in designing a crowdsourcing task and to advise crowdsourcing experimenters on the best way to achieve reliable results from the platforms they use.

The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.2 presents our research questions and summarises the contributions of our work. Section 5.3 introduces our methodology, the dataset used in the experiment, task design, and the pilot experiments that validate our design and determine the sample size for the main experiments. Section 5.4 presents our experimental
results and findings on obtaining repeatable results. Section 5.5 presents our experimental results and findings on achieving reproducible results. We conclude with a discussion on the implications of our findings and directions for future work in Section 5.6.

5.2 Research Questions and Novelty

In this chapter, we examine the following research sub-questions:

- **RQ4 - Repeatability**: Is there a significant difference in the quality of the results for the same task repeated on the same crowdsourcing platform at a different point in time?

- **RQ5 - Reproducibility**: Is there a significant difference in the quality of the results for the same task reproduced on a different platform?

- **RQ6 - Generalisability**: Are the results obtained consistent over different classification tasks?

To address **RQ4**, we repeated the same experiment over multiple weeks to measure the reliability and consistency of the results over time (i.e., repeatability). When addressing **RQ5**, to compare the quality of data obtained through different crowdsourcing platforms (i.e., reproducibility) we chose two popular commercial crowdsourcing platforms which have been used for data evaluation and acquisition in industry and academic research studies: Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) and FigureEight (F8).

To generalise our findings (**RQ6**) we used the same task design as in Experiment 1 and 2 over three different classification tasks described in Section 5.3. We reproduced the experiment on both platforms and over five weeks.

Overall, we collected data from over 4500 unique workers over the timespan of a week for each run.

Our results have implications for AI researchers using crowdsourcing platforms to perform experiments and to collect datasets over time or across multiple platforms. We have observed:

- A high level of agreement between crowd workers and expert annotators for the dataset we used in our tasks. In other words, crowdsourced results are **reliable**;

- **Consistency** of results when repeating the same task once every week according to a within-platform analysis;

- Inconsistency in responses when reproducing the same task at the same time on different platforms. That is, crowdsourcing results are **not reproducible**.

- We notice consistent performance for each dataset and on each platform over multiple weeks.
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5.3 Methodology

We performed the first experiment to address \textbf{RQ4} and \textbf{RQ5}. After analysing the results of Experiment 1, we observed a statistically significant difference in accuracy between the results collected from the two platforms. Thus, we constructed a hypothesis to explain this difference and designed a follow-up experiment (Experiment 2) to test it, as explained in Section 5.5.

Furthermore, to answer \textbf{RQ6} we repeated Experiments 1 and 2 on two additional datasets to assess the generalisability of our findings.

The crowdsourcing tasks have been launched on the two platforms, MTurk and F8, at the same time and day of the week and repeated five times (once a week). We strived to create the same setup on both platforms to produce results that are statistically comparable. For this reason, we avoided using any qualifications such as Master workers in MTurk which would not have a comparable qualification in F8.

5.3.1 Dataset

For both Experiment 1 and 2, we used three different classification tasks with three different kinds of labelling: documents, tweets, and images. We used all the three datasets that were mentioned in Section 3.2, each with a different classification task and difficulty level.

5.3.2 Task Design

The task consisted of one batch of 10 documents from Dataset 1 and 20 documents from Dataset 2 and Dataset 3, obtained by sampling uniformly at random from the datasets. Counter to the design of the task in chapter 4 where we used short and long batch, the number of documents in this experiments was selected to ensure each task could be finished in approximately 5-6 minutes.

The interface was designed to appear identical in both platforms, thus, we used an external server to host the task interface and visualised it into each platform using iframes. The only difference between the worker experience on the two platforms was the way the task preview was visualised and the way the workers could reach the task (e.g., with platform search functionalities). These variables might have an effect on both completion time and population selection bias. Appendices D, E, and F show an example of the GUI for the task design for Experiment 1 and 2 as it appeared to the workers on both platforms.

Crowd workers were rewarded according to US minimum wage rates ($8 per hour) after internal tests to estimate the average task execution time. Since our focus was on the differences between platforms, we run a unique Human Intelligent Task (HIT) consisting of 20 individual judgements, that was functionally equivalent to 20 HITs, each with a single judgement. This design choice removes the confounding effects caused by the order of HITs being decided by the platform, by the fact that workers will typically complete a different number of HITs, and by other learning effects.
To ensure unbiased results, crowd workers in each platform were allowed to perform the task only once: after that, worker identifiers were not allowed to participate in future batches of the same task. It is important to notice that the goal here is to assess the variability of the workers’ behaviour over time and across different populations, to achieve bounds on the reproducibility of tasks. Based on a recent study by Difallah, Filatova, and Ipeirotis (2018), the likelihood of having the same workers participating in future tasks is very low. However, this approach allowed us to assess all workers equally as they all had the same level of experience when completing the task. With regard to quality control, we also checked task completion time and removed workers who took less than 3 minutes (i.e., the 20th percentile over the entire experiment) to complete the task.

To reduce the effect of external information gathering on the classification task, we asked workers to base their judgement only on the content presented in the task, and we advised them not to access any of the URLs present in the data item; to encourage this behaviour, we made the URLs appear without hyperlinks.

5.3.3 Pilot Experiment and Sample Size

We ran a pilot experiment on both platforms to test the validity of the task design and to calculate the ideal sample size for the main experiment. The settings and the interface used in this experiment were the same as the ones that were later used in Experiment 1. Isaac and Michael (1995) and Hill (1998) suggested 10–30 participants for studies where the population size is unknown and influenced by many factors. For that reason, we used 30 participants per platform for the pilot experiment.

To calculate the sample size needed for our main experiments, we used equation 5.1, that allows to estimate the sample size when comparing the means of a continuous outcome variable in two independent populations Thompson, 2012.

\[
\begin{equation}
  n_i = 2 \left( \frac{Z_{1-\alpha/2} + Z_{1-\beta}}{ES} \right)^2
\end{equation}
\]

where \( n_i \) is the sample size required on each platform \( i \), \( \alpha \) is the selected level of significance and \( Z_{1-\alpha/2} \) is the value from the standard normal distribution holding \( 1 - \alpha / 2 \) below it, \( 1 - \beta \) is the selected power and \( Z_{1-\beta} \) is the value from the standard normal distribution holding \( 1 - \beta \) below it. \( ES \) is the effect size:

\[
ES = \frac{|\mu_1 - \mu_2|}{\sigma}
\]

According to the results of the pilot, \( ES = 0.29 \), and, to have 75% statistical power, the sample size needs to be \( n_i = 150 \) workers on each platform \( i \) for each weekly run. Using this number of workers guarantees that we can have a statistically significant sample size to make an observation on repeatability and reproducibility, but it does not require requesters to use this sample size. Should this experiment observe similar results across time or platforms, the requester will then be able use a small number of workers confidently, knowing that the variability that will be obtained is statistically bounded over time. In other words, should the results from this
experiment indicate that crowdsourced classification tasks are repeatable and reproducible, a requester might confidently run longitudinal tasks over multiple platforms using a small number of workers.

5.4 Experiment 1 - Achieving Repeatability

For Experiment 1, we used the same task design as presented in Section 5.3.3. We launched the task on the same day of the week and at the same time of the day on each of the two platforms and repeated the same experiment five times (once every week). Each week, we had 150 different workers completing the tasks on each of the platforms.

![Figure 5.1: Average time per assignment for Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 for all 3 datasets.](image)

For the three datasets we used in the experiment, the results show a high level of label quality consistency over the five repetitions. For Dataset 1, crowd workers in MTurk were individually faster than those in F8. MTurk workers took an average of 4 minutes to complete the task while it took approximately 6 minutes for workers in F8. For Dataset 2, each worker took an average of 5 minutes in MTurk and 4 minutes in F8 and similar results were observed for Dataset 3, as shown in Figure 5.1 and Table 5.1 (Average time per assignment).

Moreover, Figure 5.2 and Table 5.1 (Avg. accuracy) show the same consistency level in the distribution of the result accuracy over time on each platform and for each dataset. Overall, the accuracy of each run on MTurk was over 75% whereas on F8 it was in the 70% range for
### Table 5.1: Results of five runs in MTurk and F8 for Experiment 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Data 1</th>
<th></th>
<th>Data 2</th>
<th></th>
<th>Data 3</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MTurk</td>
<td>F8</td>
<td>MTurk</td>
<td>F8</td>
<td>MTurk</td>
<td>F8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average Time per</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assignment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 1</td>
<td>4 m, 16 s</td>
<td>6 m, 09 s</td>
<td>5 m, 17 s</td>
<td>4 m, 50 s</td>
<td>6 m, 36 s</td>
<td>5 m, 10 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 2</td>
<td>4 m, 49 s</td>
<td>6 m, 33 s</td>
<td>5 m, 55 s</td>
<td>5 m, 16 s</td>
<td>5 m, 06 s</td>
<td>4 m, 24 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 3</td>
<td>4 m, 24 s</td>
<td>6 m, 18 s</td>
<td>5 m, 47 s</td>
<td>4 m, 29 s</td>
<td>5 m, 53 s</td>
<td>4 m, 15 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 4</td>
<td>4 m, 25 s</td>
<td>5 m, 30 s</td>
<td>5 m, 40 s</td>
<td>4 m, 20 s</td>
<td>4 m, 15 s</td>
<td>4 m, 17 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 5</td>
<td>4 m, 37 s</td>
<td>5 m, 49 s</td>
<td>5 m, 19 s</td>
<td>4 m, 46 s</td>
<td>5 m, 31 s</td>
<td>3 m, 59 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Avg. Accuracy</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>&amp; Standard</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>deviation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 1</td>
<td>0.73 ± 0.20</td>
<td>0.63 ± 0.28</td>
<td>0.71 ± 0.20</td>
<td>0.85 ± 0.20</td>
<td>0.72 ± 0.17</td>
<td>0.70 ± 0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 2</td>
<td>0.76 ± 0.17</td>
<td>0.66 ± 0.25</td>
<td>0.67 ± 0.22</td>
<td>0.64 ± 0.18</td>
<td>0.69 ± 0.18</td>
<td>0.68 ± 0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 3</td>
<td>0.76 ± 0.14</td>
<td>0.67 ± 0.25</td>
<td>0.64 ± 0.23</td>
<td>0.61 ± 0.21</td>
<td>0.71 ± 0.19</td>
<td>0.65 ± 0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 4</td>
<td>0.74 ± 0.19</td>
<td>0.66 ± 0.27</td>
<td>0.58 ± 0.27</td>
<td>0.63 ± 0.20</td>
<td>0.70 ± 0.18</td>
<td>0.68 ± 0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 5</td>
<td>0.76 ± 0.14</td>
<td>0.64 ± 0.28</td>
<td>0.68 ± 0.22</td>
<td>0.69 ± 0.16</td>
<td>0.73 ± 0.17</td>
<td>0.70 ± 0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Completion Time</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>for the Batch</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 1</td>
<td>72 h, 14 m</td>
<td>05 h, 11 m</td>
<td>14 h, 20 m</td>
<td>13 h, 22 m</td>
<td>151 h, 01 m</td>
<td>54 h, 54 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 2</td>
<td>73 h, 29 m</td>
<td>04 h, 45 m</td>
<td>49 h, 37 m</td>
<td>13 h, 29 m</td>
<td>168 h, 02 m</td>
<td>64 h, 06 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 3</td>
<td>56 h, 36 m</td>
<td>07 h, 10 m</td>
<td>18 h, 16 m</td>
<td>15 h, 42 m</td>
<td>143 h, 57 m</td>
<td>60 h, 58 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 4</td>
<td>85 h, 54 m</td>
<td>04 h, 43 m</td>
<td>24 h, 30 m</td>
<td>28 h, 41 m</td>
<td>168 h, 00 m</td>
<td>25 h, 31 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 5</td>
<td>75 h, 28 m</td>
<td>04 h, 04 m</td>
<td>42 h, 20 m</td>
<td>50 h, 19 m</td>
<td>167 h, 55 m</td>
<td>66 h, 18 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dataset 1, over 60% on MTurk and 68% on F8 for Dataset 2, while for Dataset 3 the average accuracy was over 70% on MTurk and 65% on F8.

**Figure 5.2:** Accuracy distribution over time for Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 for all 3 dataset.

Dataset 1 shows a statistically significant difference in accuracy between the two platforms when using the default payment scheme (Experiment 1)
We carried out a statistical analysis on accuracy as the dependent variable and studied two factors: Week and Platform. Consecutive repetitions of the same experiment are called Week 1-5. Platform refers to the two crowdsourcing platforms used to reproduce the experiment: MTurk and F8 (Tables 5.2-5.8). The effect of the platform on accuracy is statistically significant ($p < 0.05$), while repetition effect and joint repetition-platform effects are not significant. This indicates the consistency of the outcome of each platform: we have successfully obtained the repeatability of the experiment, but we observe a problem of reproducibility over different platforms. These results are still statistically significant after Bonferroni-Holm (BH) correction over the whole set of experiments.

The total completion time (to obtain 150 results) for the entire batch was, on average, 3 days in MTurk and 4 to 7 hours in F8 for Dataset 1, 30 hours in MTurk and 23 hours in F8 for Dataset 2, and for Dataset 3 it took 6 days in MTurk and 2 days in F8, as shown in Figure 5.3 and Table 5.1 (Completion time for the batch).

We further investigate the reasons behind such differences in accuracy between the two platforms and in the long completion time in 5.5.

**Table 5.2: Two-way ANCOVA for Dataset 1 in Experiment 1.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sum_sq</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>PR(&gt;F)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Platform</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>47.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week</td>
<td>0.00002</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform: Week</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>53.16</td>
<td>1283.0</td>
<td>NaN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After Bonferroni-Holm (BH) correction, only the effect of factor Platform is statistically significant ($p^* = 1.15 \times 10^{-10}$).

**Table 5.3: Two-way ANCOVA for Dataset 2 in Experiment 1.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sum_sq</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>PR(&gt;F)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Platform</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform: Week</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>54.00</td>
<td>1195</td>
<td>NaN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After BH correction, no factor has a statistically significant effect.

**Table 5.4: Two-way ANCOVA for Dataset 3 in Experiment 1.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sum_sq</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>PR(&gt;F)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Platform</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>7.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform: Week</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>36.64</td>
<td>1161.0</td>
<td>NaN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After BH correction, no factor has a statistically significant effect.

### 5.4.1 Experiment 1 - Discussion

In Experiment 1, we observed a consistent superiority of MTurk over F8 in terms of accuracy. One potential explanation for this result is that the user interface of F8 explicitly shows whether a quality control system based on gold questions is being used or not. Moreover, workers in F8 get paid as soon as the task is completed (even if the quality is not satisfactory), while in
MTurk the requester has the option to reject and not pay for a task. Since we did not use any of the embedded quality control schemes provided by F8 (for better comparability across platforms), workers in F8 had access to that information, whereas the workers in MTurk did not. Additionally to that, F8 workers knew that completing a task would guarantee them the payment even if the quality of the provided labels were unsatisfactory. Based on these results, we can construct the following hypotheses:

H1 Knowledge of the absence of a quality control scheme reduces crowd worker performance.

H2 The potential for work rejection increases crowd worker performance.

To test these hypotheses, we designed a second experiment to equalise the conditions related to these two hypotheses on the two platforms, as explained in the next section.

5.5 Experiment 2 - Achieving Reproducibility

To equalise the conditions between platforms as described in Section 5.4.1, we adapted the task instructions by promising crowd workers that their submissions would not be rejected, and by offering a bonus to workers able to achieve at least 80% accuracy. This has two effects: 1) it motivates F8 crowd workers with the potential bonus (H1); 2) it reassures MTurk workers that no rejection would be performed (H2).

Workers on MTurk still recorded faster results than F8 workers (as in Experiment 1), completing tasks with an average time per assignment of 5–6 minutes, where the average in F8 was 7-9 minutes for Dataset 1, while for Dataset 2 and Dataset 3, there was no difference in the completion time observed for each task, as opposed to what was observed in Experiment 1 and 2 for Dataset 1. The same completion time of approximately 6 minutes was recorded for both platforms, as shown in Figure 5.1. This can be related to the level of content complexity as we discuss later in this Section.

The reasons why significant differences between platforms in completion time per single task for Dataset 1 were observed (as shown in Figure 5.1 and Table 5.5 (Average time per assignment)) could be related to language and demographics distribution of crowd workers on these platforms. The majority of workers on MTurk are based in the US Difallah, Filatova, and Ipeirotis, 2018 and as such they could be native English speakers and also more familiar with the data items present in the tasks, as the tweets are all in English and describe incidents that mostly happened or were discussed in the US. This may have led them to finish the task faster than workers in F8 who constitute a more demographically diverse group and may be from other countries around the world.

The modification that we introduced in the task instructions had a significant effect on the number of workers attracted to our task in MTurk: the completion time for the whole batch (which is related to how often workers would choose this task) is remarkably lower than the completion time for Experiment 1 for all 3 datasets on both platforms, as shown in Figure 5.3 and Table 5.5 (Completion time for the batch). This can be explained by the fact that the workers were reassured that they would receive a guaranteed payment for the time spent on
the task, reducing the uncertainty in payment. Even more importantly, the rejection uncertainty was also reduced with this payment scheme.

Despite the guaranteed payment, workers did not reduce their effort in completing the task: on the contrary, workers performed significantly better on difficult classification tasks (Dataset 1). The results from Experiment 2 show significant improvements in the performance on the F8 platform, Figure 5.2 and Table 5.5 (Avg. accuracy) show the distribution of the accuracy of the results over time on each platform and for each dataset. The average accuracy of each run on MTurk was over 80% and over 70% in F8 for Dataset 1, which shows some improvement compared to the results of Experiment 1.

The results for Dataset 2 and Dataset 3 recorded the same consistency in performance with repeating the task over multiple weeks as we had presented previously in Experiment 1 over various platforms with an overall accuracy of 65% for Dataset 2 and 70% for Dataset 3 on both platforms. After Bonferroni-Holm correction, we do not observe a statistically significant effect of the factors on accuracy.

| Table 5.5: Results of five runs in MTurk and F8 for Experiment 2. |
|-----------------|----------------|----------------|
|                 | Data 1         | Data 2         | Data 3         |
|                 | Mturk          | F8             | Mturk          | F8             | Mturk          | F8             |
| Average Time per Assignment |  |  |  |  |  |  |
| Week 1          | 5 m, 37 s      | 9 m, 00 s      | 5 m, 21 s      | 5 m, 43 s      | 5 m, 57 s      | 6 m, 24 s      |
| Week 2          | 5 m, 09 s      | 7 m, 46 s      | 5 m, 30 s      | 5 m, 56 s      | 6 m, 31 s      | 6 m, 13 s      |
| Week 3          | 5 m, 37 s      | 8 m, 54 s      | 8 m, 27 s      | 5 m, 44 s      | 6 m, 26 s      | 6 m, 12 s      |
| Week 4          | 5 m, 20 s      | 8 m, 27 s      | 6 m, 20 s      | 6 m, 16 s      | 6 m, 27 s      | 6 m, 43 s      |
| Week 5          | 6 m, 03 s      | 9 m, 13 s      | 6 m, 01 s      | 4 m, 38 s      | 6 m, 34 s      | 6 m, 08 s      |
| Avg. Accuracy & Standard deviation | 0.71 ± 0.23 | 0.71 ± 0.25 | 0.71 ± 0.19 | 0.65 ± 0.17 | 0.70 ± 0.17 | 0.70 ± 0.17 |
| Week 1          | 0.77 ± 0.18    | 0.73 ± 0.21    | 0.62 ± 0.24    | 0.66 ± 0.18    | 0.73 ± 0.17    | 0.70 ± 0.18    |
| Week 2          | 0.78 ± 0.15    | 0.77 ± 0.21    | 0.58 ± 0.28    | 0.61 ± 0.20    | 0.69 ± 0.20    | 0.71 ± 0.18    |
| Week 3          | 0.80 ± 0.16    | 0.70 ± 0.25    | 0.59 ± 0.27    | 0.64 ± 0.20    | 0.68 ± 0.18    | 0.67 ± 0.18    |
| Week 4          | 0.76 ± 0.20    | 0.76 ± 0.24    | 0.65 ± 0.22    | 0.67 ± 0.20    | 0.67 ± 0.17    | 0.68 ± 0.19    |
| Week 5          | 0.71 ± 0.23    | 0.71 ± 0.25    | 0.71 ± 0.19    | 0.65 ± 0.17    | 0.70 ± 0.17    | 0.70 ± 0.17    |
| Completion Time for the Batch | 04 h, 45 m | 03 h, 09 m | 02 h, 29 m | 12 h, 11 m | 07 h, 08 m |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |
| Week 1          | 04 h, 45 m     | 03 h, 09 m     | 02 h, 29 m     | 12 h, 11 m     | 07 h, 08 m     |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |
| Week 2          | 04 h, 33 m     | 01 h, 31 m     | 03 h, 26 m     | 05 h, 12 m     | 08 h, 32 m     |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |
| Week 3          | 04 h, 46 m     | 01 h, 54 m     | 08 h, 11 m     | 15 h, 31 m     | 07 h, 14 m     |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |
| Week 4          | 08 h, 48 m     | 01 h, 45 m     | 08 h, 48 m     | 10 h, 54 m     | 23 h, 02 m     |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |
| Week 5          | 06 h, 45 m     | 02 h, 16 m     | 03 h, 02 m     | 08 h, 45 m     | 13 h, 55 m     |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |
Similarly to Experiment 1, a two-way ANCOVA was performed to analyse the effect of repeating the same task every week and reproducing it over two different platforms. Table 5.6 shows that none of the factors have a significant effect on accuracy, corroborating the idea that by taking into account the difference in payment schemes (being guided by H1 and H2) it is possible to achieve both repeatability and reproducibility (see Table 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8). It is important to notice that, differently than for Dataset 1, we did not observe a difference in accuracy between the two platforms for Datasets 2 and 3. This can be explained by the fact that Dataset 1 was obtained from a more difficult task, where the elements to be classified have 9 potential classes, and can also explain why this effect has not been observed in the past in the literature: Dataset 1 has an extreme correction by chance factor, by having 9 potential classes, and requires a higher cognitive effort than the other two datasets, where a quick glance at the text could be sufficient to allow an average quality classification level.

**Table 5.6: Two-way ANCOVA for Dataset 1 in Experiment 2.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sum_sq</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>PR(&gt;F)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Platform</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform: Week</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>1298.0</td>
<td>NaN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After BH correction, no factor has a statistically significant effect.

**Table 5.7: Two-way ANCOVA for Dataset 2 Experiment 2.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sum_sq</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>PR(&gt;F)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Platform</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform: Week</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>60.56</td>
<td>1260.0</td>
<td>NaN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After BH correction, no factor has a statistically significant effect.

**Table 5.8: Two-way ANCOVA for Dataset 3 Experiment 2.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sum_sq</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>PR(&gt;F)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Platform</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform: Week</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>36.36</td>
<td>1143.0</td>
<td>NaN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After BH correction, no factor has a statistically significant effect.

5.5.1 Experiment 2 - Discussion

While the inability to reject the null hypothesis can be indicative of repeatability and reproducibility, it is important to consider that equivalence tests should be carried out to corroborate these findings (Parkhurst, 2001).

Despite H1 and H2 being potentially confounded by additional factors (like the motivation induced by the presence of a payment scheme), the findings suggest that H1 should be confirmed, while H2 should be rejected; reducing the uncertainty of being paid did not reduce quality: instead, it significantly increased the attractiveness of the task and, in turn, decreased
the batch completion time (these changes affected MTurk). On the other hand, letting the workers know that the quality is monitored, while guaranteeing a bonus for high quality results, has statistically increased the quality of the results for difficult tasks (these changes affected F8).

5.6 Chapter summary

In this chapter, we have looked at how crowdsourcing experiments can be repeatable and reproducible. Our findings show that:

1. **(RQ4)** it is possible to obtain repeatable experiments in each of the studied crowdsourcing platforms, but we have observed a problem of reproducibility over different platforms when the task is extremely difficult (Dataset 1);

2. **(RQ5)** by setting the same expectations on payment and rejection rate across different platforms, it is possible to achieve both repeatability and reproducibility of crowdsourcing results;

3. using standard crowdsourcing platform settings, the same data collection experiment may finish orders of magnitude faster on F8 as compared to MTurk, but with lower accuracy;

4. by using different datasets, we observed consistent results over time and over different platforms. After the equalisation of the payment scheme, our findings generalise over different classification tasks (RQ6).

While the absence of quality control does reduce the labelling quality for difficult tasks, we can observe that the threat of unpaid rejection of a task does not increase its labelling quality, but reduces the attractiveness of the task and thus its overall completion time. On the other hand, introducing a bonus for high-quality labelling has a positive effect on the labelling quality.

Our future work will consider equivalence testing (Parkhurst, 2001) to corroborate our findings, investigate other realistic settings in terms of rejection and quality control, examine task repeatability and reproducibility on datasets with varying complexity levels, and consider other crowdsourcing tasks, and also consider additional crowdsourcing platforms in our comparative analysis.

After receiving a complaint from a worker about a low payment that was not the amount we set up for the task, we noticed a variation in the actual payment amounts the workers received on F8, especially for those who are using beta channels to access crowdsourcing tasks instead of using the F8 platform directly (Elite channel). This issue led us to investigate the payment scheme on the F8 platform and brought to light some issues related to the money transactions between different channels before the payment reaches the workers. In Chapter 6 we will present this study along with a demographic analysis of the workers who have been using F8 in the last four years and a survey crowdsourcing task on the platform to ask the workers using a specific channel about their experience and motivation for choosing this channel and task.
5.6. Chapter summary
6.1 Introduction

In chapter 6, we compared the performance of MTurk and F8 platforms and observed that a motivational bonus allowed to achieve reproducibility and repeatability. The comparison of the performance between the two platforms raised payment concerns noticed when using different channels on F8 platform, which led us to develop (RQ7) presented in Section 1.3.

RQ7: Is the crowdsourcing platform transparently communicating the fee payment with the workers? Does the amount of payment affect workers’ performance?

Workers on MTurk get their payment directly after the requester has approved the results. During the task design, the requesters are trying to adjust payment to be ethically acceptable and pay around the current minimum wage. However, Hara et al. (2018) point out that workers are getting around 4-6$ per hour on the MTurk platform, which uses a direct payment process, but still the payment is far lower than the US minimum wage (8$ per hour). There are many factors that cause this gap between the intended payment and the actual reward received by a worker. One of these is the time workers spend to find the right task (Hara et al., 2018), workers leaving the task before submitting because they don’t understand something or fear rejection (Han et al., 2019; McInnis et al., 2016), requesters estimating shorter time to complete the task which leads them to set up lower payments (Silberman et al., 2018), and many other reasons, such as the difference in the economic growth between countries which makes the payment for a task more valuable in some countries more than in others.
During the literature review of the field, it was discovered that several studies discussed the fair reward for crowdsourcing tasks in MTurk (Horton and Chilton, 2010; Silberman et al., 2018; Hara et al., 2018; Ipeirotis, 2010a; Ipeirotis, 2010b; Ross et al., 2010; Marshall and Shipman, 2013; Williamson, 2016; Tate, Johnstone, and Fielt, 2017) and a few were comparing the performance of other platforms (Borromeo and Toyama, 2016; Peer et al., 2016; Difallah, Filatova, and Ipeirotis, 2018).

Furthermore, other platforms, such as F8 use intermediary channels. These channels connect workers and give them access to the F8 platform. In exchange for their services, these channels take a commission that will be subtracted from the workers and the requesters. Based on the F8 platform, we noticed that the commission amount varies from one channel to another. However, when a requester is designing a task, they only take into consideration the general ethical regulations that they should follow, not the commission rate at which a particular channel will reduce the payment. A large number of requesters do not pay attention to the issue of reduced rate which will affect the actual payments the workers receive after they finish the task. As far as we know, no study has been conducted in the area of analysing channel payments in crowdsourcing platforms. This chapter investigates the variation of the payment schema in F8 channels. We ran a survey task asking the workers in F8 how much they had been rewarded, and we compared the payment amount for each channel. Furthermore, we collected results for over 150 tasks running between 2016 - 2018. We provide a comparative analysis of the demographics and channel distribution for over 50k workers over time.

In this chapter we will present all of these efforts to view payments as motivation and measure the effectiveness of incentive rewards. Before that, we will present some of the researchers’ efforts that address the ethical and moral issues around payment in crowdsourcing tasks. Researchers address some of the rules for payment in human interaction studies. We present these rules and how one could apply them to crowdsourcing tasks. These rules should be consistent for all requesters and need to be adjusted for all kinds of crowdsourcing tasks.

6.2 Ethical issues and right regulation around payment

The globalisation of crowdsourcing work makes it difficult to apply any regulations or ethical conduct guidelines that are already used in business and academic field. For example, the requester could be from Europe following the ethical code of payments like the German ethical code (Martin et al., 2016) and workers could be from the US or Asia and they could not agree with the payment amount for a given task. Another issue is the variation of time spent on a task which would be different from one worker to another and each should be rewarded according to the time they spent on the task. These and many other issues around payment in crowdsourcing tasks are not easy to deal with.

Using crowdsourcing to collect data in social science studies brings together the benefit of having a varied demographic distribution and fast responses. However, many researchers raised the issues of improper payments and low rewards, especially in the kind of studies where researchers are not experts in the domain of crowdsourcing task design. Andersen and Lau
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(2018) discussed the pay rate in social science experiments that have been carried out using crowdsourcing. Two experiments of different length were conducted to measure the effect of payment rate on the quality of the performance of the workers. The findings of this study confirmed that high or low pay rates did not have a significant effect on workers’ performance, but they did have a different kind of effect, such as the speed of finishing the task on the platform. A similar study by Haug (2018) explored the moral and ethical issues in collecting data for survey research using crowdsourcing. Several studies considered using crowdsourcing as a fast, cheap and high-quality tool for managing data for social science. However, others (Borromeo et al., 2017; Williamson, 2016; Fort, Adda, and Cohen, 2011) have risen concerns, claiming that low pay rate could ruin the ethical essence of the collected data for such studies. In Haug (2018), the author discusses both scenarios (high and low payments), and points out that raising the payment did raise the risk of having workers who are used to doing the same kind of task which would increase the level of bias and that could harm the results of their survey study that require workers who are not familiar with this kind of task.

Paul and Lars (2018) developed a model to test the fairness of the payment during the execution of the task and after the submission. Another work by Goel and Faltings (2018) discussed the fairness and the workers’ trust in crowdsourcing platforms. They proposed a mechanism that used peers’ answers to verify workers and reduced the number of gold questions needed in the task. A deeper study by Archambault, Purchase, and Hoßfeld (2017), pp 27-69, discusses the ethical issues around the use of crowdwork in academic research. The authors recommended following the guidelines provided by the Dynamo project and the Crowdworking Code of Conduct as a moral guide for the researchers planning to use crowd tasks in their work.

In most of the studies around payment issues, researchers strive to pay attention to the fair payments when using crowdsourcing tasks (Silberman et al., 2018; Brawley and Pury, 2016; Ipeirotis, 2010a). Silberman et al. (2018) notes the ethical responsibility of paying workers fair wages and discusses the importance of money as a motivation factor for most of the workers as it had been considered in previous studies (Ross et al., 2010; Ipeirotis, 2010b; Ho, Jabbari, and Vaughan, 2013; Ye, You, and Robert, 2017; Finnerty et al., 2013). Moreover, they point out that fair payment leads to high-quality performance from the crowd. Researchers tried to develop models or implement criteria as a base for giving the right payment for each kind of task. However, even if the requesters are paying an acceptable rate with accordance to the minimum wage, workers still complain that they are not getting a fair payment and that could be due to multiple reasons. In our study, we examine these issues and focus on the one related to intermediary channels and the gap between the actual payment made by the requester and the payment received by the workers on the F8 platform.

6.3 Motivation and payment in crowdsourcing tasks

One of the earliest studies that examined the effectiveness of financial incentives on the crowdsourcing task outcomes was by Mason and Watts (2009). The authors discussed the impact of increasing the task rewards on the workers’ expectations of the task, and they found that high rewards make the tasks more attractive to the workers but did not increase the quality of the
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outcome as we stated in the previous chapter. A similar study by Borromeo and Toyama (2016) compared the performance in an unpaid crowdsourcing task with a paid one. They used Py-Bossa for the unpaid crowdsourcing task and Figure Eight for the paid one. The findings of the study show that the results of the task used (sentiment analysis and data extraction) were highly similar in the paid and the unpaid condition, but it took longer to finish the unpaid tasks. In contrast, Kost, Fieseler, and Wong (2018) define incentive rewards as one of the four sources of experience meaningfulness for the workers. During their experiments, they found that the level to which the payment affects the workers depends on their employment status in real life and how much they rely on the crowdsourcing work.

These studies and others show that the impact of the payment cannot be ignored even if it may have only a slight effect on the workers’ performance. Ye, You, and Robert (2017) investigated the impact of the payment amount on the workers’ performance in two types of crowdsourcing tasks. They introduced the concept of Perceived Fairness in Pay (PFP) and measured it in their experiments. This study aimed to clarify the relationship between fair payment and the quality of the results.

More studies investigated extensively the effect of fair payments and the loss of time in crowdsourcing tasks. Researchers found that there is a massive gap between the earnings and the time and the effort spent to complete a task. They warn the academics and all requesters in general that discarding these details could threaten the popularity of crowdsourcing jobs in the future. Hara et al. (2018) discussed workers’ earnings on MTurk and considered the non-payment time, e.g., time spent finding a task and working on tasks that are rejected. The authors expressed their concerns about some waste time that affects the hourly wage, such as time spent searching for the right task and time spent on work that will be rejected or withdrawing before submitting.

Another study by Borromeo et al. (2017) discusses the implementation and evaluation of transparency and fairness principles on a crowdsourcing platform. On the one hand, the authors discussed the fairness in task assignment, completion time and payment. On the other hand, they recommended having a special framework to encourage a more transparent process for requesters and platform developers. Moreover, in Ho et al. (2015), the authors suggested a different payment scheme such as payment per unit as well as a bonus for achieving a specific target.

Furthermore, other researchers show that workers could be motivated and work on a task with low or unfair payment or even work as volunteers if the task has deep meaning to them. Some researchers claim that workers will respond to the good humanitarian causes such as tasks for World health Organisation (WHO) or disaster responses. For example, in Spatharioti et al. (2017) the authors point out that workers tend to do more work in - as the authors refer to it - a “meaningful task” such as a disaster response task. They designed a task with a fixed amount of minimum units to be completed by the workers and gave the workers choice to complete as many units as they wanted. With this kind of a flexible number of units and an interesting task, workers did more work and showed more commitment to finish it.
Most of the studies that discuss the payments and intensive rewards used MTurk to analyse the quality of the results vs payments. However, most of the work in MTurk - as mentioned in Ho et al. (2015) - is "performance-based" which means workers tend to submit a high-quality piece of work because they are afraid of rejection if their work does not meet the task criteria or the requesters' level of expectation. On the other hand, on the F8 platform low payment could affect the workers' performance as we saw in Chapter 5, since the workers know that they are getting paid regardless of the requester feedback (accept or reject) for their work, thus low payment will not motivate them to expand effort to submit high performance results. In this work, we focused on the F8 platform and the variation of payment due to different commission rates taken by the channels. Based on an analysis of over 150 tasks in the last four years, we present the most common channels and show how they work.

6.4 Analysis of workers on Figure Eight

Following the appearance of crowdsourcing platforms, researchers made effort to publish a statistical analysis for these platforms and provide users in academic and business fields with fruitful data about these platforms in terms of workers population and diversity. Each platform claims that they have the largest crowd population and the most diverse expertise of online users. MTurk provides the number of workers available to work on the task and claims that they hire over 500,000 workers on the platform. Other platforms - such as F8, CROWD, Swagbucks, and Clixsence - combine and use network channels to provide a large crowd across these platforms (Schmidt and Jettinghoff, 2016). We chose to focus on the F8 platform as it considered one of the most commonly used platforms that work with these channels.

Many studies used MTurk as their crowdsourcing platform as it allows for the analysis the workers giving a wide range of information about the demographic, gender and academic qualifications. This platform has also been used to study the ethical and moral issues around payments as we discussed in Section 6.3 and Section 6.2. Archambault, Purchase, and Hoßfeld (2017), compared the performance of the workers in the USA and India using qualitative studies and close observations. In this study, the authors tried to make sense of how workers behave when trying to understand the task and how that impacts their work. In our study, we analysed the workers in F8 marketplace and compared the payment through different channels. We also used a survey task to collect information from workers and to understand their perspective as to what motivates them to use and work on this crowdsourcing platform.

The following sections present an overview of the top 5 channels and looks into the reasons that motivate workers to choose to use these channels rather than access the crowdsourcing task directly from the website (Elite channel).

1- ClixSense channel

Established in 2007, Clixsense\footnote{https://www.clixsense.com/} is one of the most popular PTC websites. On this platform, a weekly contest is run and the top 10 workers (with the highest number of tasks completed) win
$100 in total prizes. The tasks include completing surveys, offers, F8 tasks, watching a video, and others. There is a standard and a premium membership option; the difference between the two levels is the percentage amount the worker gets from doing the daily checklist and how much they receive from their referrals. Members are given referrals links, and a worker can get a 20% commission on what their referrals earn at Clixsense. Payments are issued every Monday if the worker has earned more than $8 for Standard Members and $6 for Premium members. As a motivation, this channel offers a $5 bonus if the worker earns $50. The minimum reward for a task is 1 cent and if the worker completes a task worth less than 1 cent they will not get paid in Clixsense unless they complete another task for the same job.

2- Elite Figure Eight channel

Most of the other channels offer crowdsourcing tasks as one of many services and ways to earn money. The Elite\textsuperscript{2} channel is the most straightforward way of accessing a task in F8 and provides a slightly higher payment as there is no commission like in other channels, but workers may prefer other channels because they offer bonuses and other ways to gain extra points by completing surveys, games, and ads. Workers have to complete at least 100 test questions and pass them to be officially working on the real tasks. There is no payment for these test questions, but rewards follow when further levels of accuracy are maintained. To reach level 1, workers must achieve 70% accuracy, 80% to reach level 2, and 85% accuracy to reach level 3. Workers were moved to a new "Contributor Portal"\textsuperscript{3} after the change to the company administration and the changes to the platform policy are still unknown.

3- NeoBux channel

NeoBux\textsuperscript{4} is an online Paid to Click (PTC) website established in 2008 and is still operating under the same name and policy. It offers free registration (Standard membership) and pays members for every click on ads (the clicks, however, are limited and workers need to be active daily to avoid suspension or cancellation of their membership). Workers can earn more when they upgrade to Golden membership for $90 per year, for which they will get up to 2000 clicks per month at 0.01, and rent referrals. Once the workers earn money, they can withdraw it to their Paypal and Payza accounts with the minimum withdrawal amount of $2 for the first time, and then when they reach a fixed minimum amount of $10. The crowdsourcing tasks come as mini jobs to earn extra money.

4- InstaGC channel

Set up in 2011, InstaGC\textsuperscript{5} channel offers free registration and is similar to Clixsense and Neobux, in the kind of services and referral system it provides; the only advantages of using it rather

\textsuperscript{2}https://elite.figure-eight.com/
\textsuperscript{3}https://contributors.figure-eight.work/
\textsuperscript{4}https://www.neobux.com/
\textsuperscript{5}https://www.instagc.com/
than the previous two is that the payout threshold is only $1 for 100 collection points. The payment is in the form of a gift card or a cash payment made through bitcoins or other electronic money transaction with a small fee due to the cash exchange process.

5- Swagbucks via Prodege channel

This channel supports online shopping to earn Swagbucks (SB) points. It is connected to the Swagbucks\textsuperscript{6} website where workers can enter F8 and complete a task to get SB points that will be exchanged for real money. The primary ways to redeem Swagbucks are Paypal, Visa gift card, and Merchant gift cards. For each 100 SB, a worker gets $1 at the end of the month. There are several ways to earn SB points such as using the SB search engine, playing games, watching videos, shopping online, answering surveys, and completing F8 tasks.

6.4.1 Data collection and analysis of channels

The data has been collected from the Figure Eight (F8) platform. We aggregated data from the last four years (2016 - 2018) from multiple requesters’ accounts. This gave us access to over 130 tasks with 54,000 rows of data. From this data, we found that workers in F8 come from over 110 countries. We looked carefully at the channel distributions in each country. Channel popularity varies from one country to another. Figure 6.1 shows the top 10 countries for the workers in F8 platforms in the last four years and the frequency with which the channels are used in each country. Workers in the USA tend to use many different channels compared to workers in other countries. Over 5000 workers used InstaGC channel, which was the most popular channel in USA, while Elite channel came in the second place with over 4000 workers in the last four years. Venezuela came in the second place with more than 90% of workers using NeoBux channel. India was third with over 4000 workers using Clixsense in the first place and Elite the second most used channel.

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{Number of workers per channel in the top 10 countries}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{6}https://www.swagbucks.com/
In addition, Figure 6.1 shows that more than 70% of workers in the GBR rely on using Elite channel rather than using the other channels. The variation of the uses and popularity of these channels depends mostly on the payment amounts and the advertising campaigns by the channels to gain workers’ loyalty. For example, in Anand (2018), the author presents some guidelines and recommendations for earning from crowdsourcing websites, especially from the Figure Eight platform. He shows why Clixsense is one of the most popular channels as it provides some benefits to the workers and maximises their rewards.

Most of these results were collected from tasks that did not have any restrictions and workers from all over the world could access and perform the task. We analysed the demographic distribution of the workers over the world. With many channels providing the same services, some channels were more attractive to the workers. Figure 6.2 shows the number of workers in the top 5 channels used in the last four years. NeoBux, Elite, and ClixSense were the most popular channels for F8 workers from all over the world, followed by InstaGC and Swagbucks channels.

6.4.2 Results of survey workers

We ran a survey task, as shown in Appendix G, on F8, in which we focused on the top five channels shown in Figure 6.2. We collected information from 60 workers from each channel. Based on the results, the channels were divided into two different groups:

- **Group 1**: Clixsense, Elite, and NeoBux;
- **Group 2**: InstaGC and Swagbucks.

All the results are reported in Table G.1, and this section summarises the most important conclusions from this survey.
6.4. Analysis of workers on Figure Eight

* General information

For Group 1 channels, more than 70% of the responders were male and 30% female, while nearly the opposite was true for Group 2 with over 60% female and less than 40% male as shown in Figure 6.3.

The majority of workers in Group 1 (over 60%) were in the 18-34 age range, while in Group 2 the majority of workers were in the 25-44 age range. Most of the workers in all channels hold a good level of education - a bachelor or a higher degree -.

Over 35% of workers in Elite and NeoBux are self-employed whereas on the other channels, more than 45% already have a full time job. We asked the workers about the device they use when performing the task and the majority of them -over 95%- said they use a personal computer or laptop; thus we know that the workers see the task GUI as intended. Moreover, when workers are using a desktop computer or laptop to perform the task there is high possibility that they are paying full attention when they are working on the tasks.

As presented in Figure 6.1 NeoBux channel is very popular with workers in Venezuela. In our survey task, 80% of the responders from this country said they were using it. Elite and
Clixsense are widely used around the world with a high variation between countries. Furthermore, platforms from Group 2 are most popular with workers in USA, Canada, and the UK, see Figure 6.4.

* Crowd-workers experience*

When it comes to the level of experience in performing crowdsourcing tasks, over 40% of workers in Group 1 have around two years of experience in performing crowdsourcing tasks, while over 60% of workers in Group 2 reported that they have more than three years of experience in crowdsourcing tasks, as shown in Figure 6.5.

![Figure 6.5: Range of workers’ experience in each channel](image)

The level of workers’ experience is consistent with the completion time recorded for each worker in F8 and shows that workers in Group 2 finished our survey in less than 4 minutes, while workers in Group 1 took an average of 8 minutes to do the same task, see Figure 6.6.

![Figure 6.6: The distribution of completion time for workers in each channel](image)

We carried out a statistical analysis on time required to complete the task as the dependent variable and studied *Channels* as independent variables. The effect of the channel on task completion time is statistically significant (*p*<0.05) as shown in Table 6.1.
70% of workers who are using Elite and NeoBux were found to be relaying more on the crowdsourcing tasks as the main source of income compared to workers who are using other channels in this study. However, 35% of workers from these two channels specified that crowdsourcing jobs provide them with over 80% contribution to their total income. Furthermore, over 90% of workers in Group 2 stated that they do not rely on crowdsourcing jobs, and specified that the contribution of the crowdsourcing jobs to their income is less than 20%, or less than $50/month.

Figure 6.7 shows the average earnings($)/month for workers in each channel. Although workers on Clixsense are not considering crowdsourcing job as the main source of income, they recorded the highest earnings compared to workers on other channels, with a median average of 100$ per month.

When asked about their preference and the reasons behind choosing a particular task from the list of tasks on the platform, over 80% of workers from all channels chose ‘Reward’ as the main reason. ‘Time required for completing’, ‘Difficulty’, and ‘The most interesting’ were chosen as reasons 50% of the time, as shown in Figure 6.8.
Workers seem to be loyal to some platforms, since we asked them if they were using any other channels and less than 20% said ‘Yes’. Figure 6.9 displays the other platforms that workers are using to access the F8 platform. Workers in Swagbucks channel are the most versatile, using more than one channel at the same time.

![Figure 6.9: Other platforms used by workers](image)

* Payment per channel

To investigate the payments in each channel, we asked the workers if they get paid for crowdsourcing tasks. Over 90% of workers in all channels said that they choose to work for tasks that have a monetary reward, not as volunteers. This was followed by more detailed questions if the workers had answered that they are rewarded. In that case we asked about the nature of rewards, process time, and how they are receiving it. Most of the workers get paid for every task or group of tasks they complete. Concerning the nature of the reward workers get from the crowdsourcing task when they use channels, around 60% of workers in Group 2 said that they received money as an electronic payment that they can use later, and over 35% of workers in Group 1 said that they received money directly to their bank accounts. When it comes to the time between submitting the task and receiving the payment, 60% of workers in InstaGC and NeoBux receive the payments within a few minutes, while in Clixsense and Elite, 60% of workers said that the payment appears in their accounts within a few days.

![Figure 6.10: The distribution of actual payment received by workers in each channel (The red lines show the median)](image)
For this survey task, we paid the workers 50 cents for completing the task, and we asked them to specify the final amount they will receive from it. Figure 6.10 shows the distribution of the payments the workers said they got. Workers in Elite recorded almost the same amount of 50 cents. However, workers in Group 2 recorded less than 50% of the actual payment, as shown in Figure 6.10. This variation of payments results from the commission rate that the channels cut from the money that should go straight to the workers.

Figure 6.11: The relationship between completion time and the amount of payment workers received

We analysed the amount of payment the workers thought they are getting from the task with the time they spend completing the task. We found that the amount of payment is consistent over channels but not consistent with the time spent to complete the task, see Figure 6.11.

Figure 6.12: F8 requester’s interface showing wrong amount under ‘IN CHANNEL CURRENCY’ (0.0035 for 0.35)
To compare payments by channel we launched another group of tasks and we asked 500 workers how much they got paid for each task. Furthermore, we verified the answers provided in these experiments with the data collected for the last four years (discussed in Section 6.4.1) and we compared the differences between the payment specified by the requester and the one actually received by the worker. From our analysis of the payment channels, we found that in F8 the requester’s interface wrongly presents the amount of payment since the channel commission rate can only be inferred from the field labelled "AMOUNT" (IN CHANNEL CURRENCY) as shown in Figure 6.12.

Moreover, we found that only Elite awards 100% of the original payment (given by the requester) to the workers. Most of the beta channels, on the other hand, take a commission from the payments and even though some of these channels take a high amount, still a high number of workers use them. Figure 6.13 shows the original payment provided by the requesters and the actual payment received by the workers in the rest four channels, that is: Clixsense, InstaGC, NeoBux, and Swagbucks, which are the most used channels in the last four years.

A use-case scenario can simulate how much money the workers will lose based on which channel they choose to use for the crowdsourcing tasks. Using the values shown in Figure 6.13 we calculated the Percentage of Relative Change between the payment received by the worker and that made by the requester. After that, we estimated the amount of money lost per year for the workers based on which channel they choose to access crowdsourcing tasks. For example, if the workers use Elite they will be paid 100% of the set payment and they will not lose any money, but if they choose NeoBux, they will lose 20% of the amount and 30% if they choose...
6.4. Analysis of workers on Figure Eight

Clixsense or InstaGC channel. However, for workers who choose to work in SwagBucks, they will lose 60% of the total amount of the set payment per year.

From the data we have for the last four years presented in Section 6.4.1, and as shown in Figure 6.2, 30% of workers use the NeoBux channel, followed by 28% & 27% of workers who use Elite and Clixsense respectively, and less than 12% use InstaGC channel and only 4% use SwagBucks. We used this information to estimate the total loss of money for workers on the F8 platform by using the percentage of relative change calculation. Table 6.2 shows the estimate of the money lost for each worker — based on which channel they choose to work on —, and for F8 workers population per year in general -based on the estimate of the number of workers using these channels in the last four years. -

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channels</th>
<th>% of loss for worker</th>
<th>% of loss for F8 population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elite</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clixsense</td>
<td>30 %</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NeoBux</td>
<td>20 %</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InstaGC</td>
<td>30 %</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swagbucks</td>
<td>60 %</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Workers feedback*

More than 60% of the feedback was positive; workers were impressed to see this kind of survey where we investigate the workers perspective and they were interested in answering the survey. They expressed that our task was one of the easiest and quickest survey tasks they have ever completed as they see many surveys with long and complicated questions. Some of the positive comments regarding the survey and the topic we are discussing in general are quoted below:

“I am glad that you are carrying out this type of survey since, I am sure, you could obtain results that demonstrate the injustices that are committed against workers who do not have any type of defence in relation to work and rights that this entails.”

“I am pleased that you are asking these questions with the motivation you have explained, the weight of consideration for task authors/clients vs. workers feels quite unbalanced at times so it’s heartening that there is here clear consideration for workers. Thanks! I have found this type of work has been a lifeline having been on debt for years it has enabled me to add to my regular income and now I am nearly able to afford a house deposit. It had changed my opportunity to improve my life considerably.”

“Liked this survey - short, concise and keeps interest. Hope this has been useful.”
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“Very interesting survey, apart I would like that Figure Eight could enable more jobs and leave them for a long time to complete it completely and thus be able to obtain better earnings for the work done, because sometimes a job comes out and does not last long and only does 4 or 6 tasks. Thank you for letting me be part of this prestigious company. Regards.”

There were repeated requests to examine the fairness of the payments and poor task quality. Moreover, several workers pointed out that task instructions sometimes are ambiguous and not clear, which leads them to abandon the task or submit wrong answers. Workers point out that the number of tasks on the platform has decreased and the platform has been suffering from many technical issues.

6.5 Chapter summary

In this chapter, we studied the crowdsourcing task from the workers perspective and focused on some of the ethical issues around payments. We found in the literature that researchers spend a lot of effort to create a safe and fair environment for the workers and requesters.

Despite that, the gap between workers and requesters still persists and so in order to present the best task design methods for requesters we took steps to understand the workers’ point of view. We performed a qualitative study focused on the top 5 channels used in the last four years. We surveyed workers on four aspects: general demographic information, crowd-working experience, payment schema, and their feedback and ability to participate in further studies.

The findings of this study show an unbalance in the treatment of workers due to the differences in channels’ policies. Furthermore, the distribution of workers demographics and the level of experience vary from one channel to another. In general, in addition to other reasons, for all workers the main motivation for completing a crowdsourcing task is the reward.

The workers complain about unfair payments, while they do not know that there is a high possibility that the intended payment is much higher than the one they are actually getting. Besides crowdsourcing tasks, we found that channels offer many services to the workers and doing a crowdsourcing task is only one of the extra jobs that they can do to get extra rewards or points.

We believe that more knowledge about the channels’ policies and procedures will help workers get the best service and save their time. In case workers focus only on crowdsourcing tasks, they should choose the right channels, which might lead them to get higher benefits and get the right payment for the crowdsourcing task. From another point of view, requesters expect high-quality performance for crowdsourcing tasks as they are small, short, and paid jobs. They should pay attention to the amount of payment they set and the target channel they choose for their task.

The country distribution of workers differs between channels. If the requesters want to achieve results fast while offering an easy task with low payment, they may consider to target workers form Group 1. For a task with high level of difficulty or one that requires some advanced
efforts, requesters may want to consider workers from Group 2. Moreover, if the task requires a specific gender, this may influence the requesters’ choice of channel as females are more likely using channels from Group 2 more than other channels.

In future work we will continue to further investigate the economic changes over the last 4 years that have had an influence on workers’ readiness to work on crowdsourcing platforms in specific countries. Moreover, we will interview some of the workers who did this survey task. We are planning to design the questions for the interview based on the results of this survey. Furthermore, the study will be extended to survey workers from other channels on F8 platform.
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In this thesis, we presented a variety of methods for improving the design of crowdsourcing task, taking into account different aspects involved. The goal is to enhance the design of crowdsourcing tasks to achieve better performance. This work strives to deliver to the requester the best methods in designing the task and make them achieve a better understanding of the workers’ standpoint when they perform the task. This information will serve both sides (workers and requesters) to enhance the overall performance by saving time and money, and obtain better crowdsourcing services. This aim was achieved by performing experiments exploring different design aspects and investigating some of the design factors that we discussed in Chapter ??.

This chapter revisits the research sub-questions (presented in Section 1.3), and summarises the findings and contributions that addressed these questions throughout the previous chapters and indicates possible directions for future work.

7.1 Summary of the thesis

Chapter 4 looked at designing crowdsourcing relevance judgment experiments. We investigated the effect of class order and balance in the batch of binary classification tasks on the quality of workers’ results. To answer (RQ1), we found that appropriately ordering tasks can be useful to increase crowd workers’ performance in unbalanced label situations. We observed that in the cases in which the number of relevant and non-relevant documents is approximately the same (i.e., balanced classes), crowd workers perform better when the relevant ones are presented first. To answer (RQ2), which takes into account order and balance of classes in the batch, the results indicate an opposite trend: for unbalanced batches, increasing the number of
documents improves the performance, whereas for balanced batches the result is opposite. Requesters should note that longer unbalanced batches might lead to classifying a rare class more accurately, although it might lead to increased temporal demand and fatigue, which can reduce the overall performance. For the balanced classes situation, we can achieve the same results as for a shorter batch, that is - the more relevant documents workers encounter, the more accurate work they provide. To answer (RQ3), in the absence of gold labels or training questions, an analysis of document rank correlation corroborates the observation that priming workers has a significant effect on the resulting ranking, and this effect is consistent within TREC topics. Similarly, inter-annotator agreement is higher when relevant documents are shown at the beginning of batch. Observing this level of agreement motivated us to measure the level of agreement between the crowd workers themselves and study the stability of the task design and the likelihood of achieving the same results when running the task several times and on multiple platforms.

Chapter 5 focused on the inter-batch effect and investigated the consistency of crowdsourcing a task with the same design over time and multiple platforms. We ran continuous experiments on MTurk and F8 every week. The task interface and datasets used for this study were fixed. To answer (RQ4), we measured the repeatability of a crowdsourcing task over time. The findings of this study show a significant consistency of results when repeating the same task once every week and a high level of agreement between crowd workers and expert annotators for the datasets we used in the tasks, especially when the level of the task is challenging and not easy to define, such as in binary classification. Moreover, to measure the reproducibility of a crowdsourcing task over multiple platforms (RQ5), we recorded inconsistency in responses when reproducing the same task at the same time on different platforms. Using different datasets to address (RQ6), we observed consistent results over time and different platforms even when equalising the payment scheme in both; thus, we can confirm that crowdsourcing tasks can be generalised over different classification tasks. This findings allow for another level of comparison between platforms while taking into account the different payment amounts due to different channels.

Chapter 6 discussed some of the ethical issues around payment setup for crowdsourcing tasks. Several previous studies discussed the low payment for crowdsourcing tasks and presented suggestions to save requester’s money and prevent workers from wasting their time. Most of these studies used MTurk for their experiments, and several others used the F8 platform. In our study, we focused on the commission rate cuts by the intermediary channels which the workers used to access the F8 platform. To address (RQ7) and (RQ8), we performed a series of qualitative experiments and surveyed workers as they were performing crowdsource work about their experience, motivations, and the received payments. To answer (RQ7), we found that the workers’ primary motivation are the rewards, followed by their interests, then time required to complete the task and its level of difficulty. The findings of this study show a broad variation in the demographic distribution and level of experience between different channels. Furthermore, the investigation of (RQ8) showed another level of variation which lies in the amount of payment received for the same task when workers use different channels.
7.2. Research challenges and limitations

This study showed that in addition to the low payment for the crowdsource task there is a gap between the original payment made by the requester and the one worker receives caused by the intermediary channels on the F8 platform.

7.2 Research challenges and limitations

The wisdom of the crowd is shallow without the right arrangement of the crowd work. One of the most recognised challenges of crowdsourcing tasks is avoiding creating a poorly defined task that will lead to low-quality results (Whitla, 2009). As researchers stated in the past, crowdsourcing tasks is powerful and fruitful if requesters take time to design clear instructions and intelligible task interface (Ikediego et al., 2018; Schmidt and Jettinghoff, 2016).

In this thesis, we showed that enhancing the design of the task leads to better results, even though the the accuracy of the crowdsourcing results was not higher than 85% compared to the gold standard, which could be explained as follows:

- we used three different datasets and the gold standards collected for these datasets were generated in different situations: Dataset 1 was annotated in 2016, Dataset 2 was annotated in 2018, and Dataset 3 was annotated in 2000. Due to the time differences between creating the gold standard data and running the crowdsourcing task, the experience and the background of the participants (workers and the experts) could have been dissimilar.

- we noticed consistently low accuracy for the results from Dataset 2 (around 65% accuracy) and as Whitla (2009) states, the results might need to be re-evaluated because a vast amount of noise could not be noise. Filtering the results will need more work as well as running extra tasks for this dataset should be considered.

- all the experiments in this research were launched on a working day and due to time zone differences, we may have targeted the same demographic distribution every time and unintentionally excluded some others.

Moreover, the availability of resources used in previous work was one of the challenges that we faced in this study. In order to expand the work of Chapter 5, we needed to have a clear and well documented dataset that contained full information about the task GUI, the batch formation setup (e.g. number of classes and number of judgments per batch), and gold standard data for each setup. Furthermore, the work in Chapter 6 faced the regular known challenges for any qualitative research, that is the limitations of the pre-set goals for the questions. We aimed to be open-minded in predicting the workers answers and setup clear questions that pertain to our aim, however, some of the workers expressed that they found some of the questions to be ambiguous. Others expressed a wish for more detailed questions.
7.3 Guidelines for the best design of crowdsourcing task

To keep a balance between high-quality performance for the requester and fair treatment for the workers, requesters should pay attention to some key factors while they design and set up a crowdsourcing task on the F8 platform:

- **For the design of the task:**
  - When evaluating an existing dataset, requesters can use relevant labels at the beginning of the batch as priming for the workers instead of using examples or train tests before they start the original task; this will save time and will improve the learning of the workers and eliminate the bias of seeing examples.
  - Requesters could use the relevance attributes of documents to order them when dealing with a new dataset with unknown labels.
  - Performing a batch with a balanced number of classes is important to achieve better performance and rise the accuracy of identifying each class.
  - The requester should avoid using a long batch containing more than 10 elements or one that requires more than 3 minutes to complete, as we found during the experiments in this research that while longer batches increase workers’ learning level, they also increase frustration and the level at which workers abandon the task, which ultimately leads to lower performance.

- **For the execution of the task:**
  - Requesters may recognise that a task with a specific setup can produce consistent results even when targeting new workers every time if the task is repeated on the same platform.
  - Motivating the workers with high payment will increase the probability of finishing the entire job in a shorter amount of time (as this is related to the number of workers needed) but it may not necessarily lead to higher performance.

- **For the selection of the platforms, channels, and workers for the task:**
  - If requesters wish to use different platforms for the same task, they will have to spend some time to make sure that the task is presented in the same way on different platforms and pay all workers equally.
  - Requesters may consider channel popularity and that some channels are more popular than others and platform preference varies from country to country. For example, channels in Group 1 (Clixsense, Elite, and NeoBux) are more prevalent in countries with lower employment rate and lower cost of living such as Venezuela, Turkey, and Ukraine; thus, workers in these channels accept working even on tasks that offer minimum reward as it still contributes to their income, and requesters will receive a complete batch for the task faster than using all workers on the F8 without specifying particular channels.
– If a task that requires workers with a specific gender, it should be noted that females tend to prefer channels in Group 2 (InstaGC, Swagbucks), and they recorded a high level of trust and experience; however, we noticed two disadvantages in using these two channels. First, the total completion time for a task in these channels is low as workers come from the developed countries such as the US, UK, and Canada. Thus, they do not except a task that does not have an attractive objective or provides a high payment. Second, a high commission rate taken by the channels should be considered by the requester if they want to attract the attention of workers in these channels.

– For a task that requires unique workers - working on the task one time only -, the requester may avoid using Group 2 channels where workers are more likely to use more than one channel, and the possibility of having dual accounts from multiple channels will provide them with access to the same task on F8.

– Using workers from level 1 will open the opportunity for newcomers to perform the task and reduce the knowledge bias in answers which appears with workers at a higher level who have been doing similar tasks for a long time.

7.4 Future work

The work in this thesis opens many directions for possible future work.

In Chapter 4, we examined the effects of class ordering and balance in a relevance judgment crowdsourcing task. The findings of this study show promising results for priming workers by presenting relevant documents first in the batch. This is a positive and useful result that could be used in real IR evaluation settings, e.g., based on pooling documents retrieved by different IR systems. However, as in real settings the workers are labelling new data (where the relevant class is unknown), these results cannot be directly applied. However, it still might be possible to order documents by attributes indicating their relevance (e.g. retrieval rank, number of IR systems retrieving the document, etc.). Therefore, a good practice is to present to the workers the documents with a higher probability of being relevant early in the batch, similarly to Damessie et al. (2018), but keeping our configuration for the document order. It is possible to use around 20% of the relevant documents of the whole dataset as gold data and show it at the beginning of the batch as a priming technique rather than using examples in the instructions, thus the learning level will be enhanced by practice and it will enable workers to make comparisons when looking at the subsequent documents in the batch. We look forward to examining the stability of reproducing the current results on a different platform, using the same order and balance of the batch and comparing the results. Moreover, a possible new direction for this study is to examine the effect of order and balance on new datasets, such as labelling images and sentiment analysis of tweets.

In Chapter 5, we studied the possibility of achieving the same results when repeating the same crowdsourcing task over a different time scale and by reproducing the same task on different platforms and targeting new crowd workers every time. The findings of this study show a
high level of consistency for repeating and reproducing a task over time and over different platforms but one should bear in mind that a more difficult task could produce inconsistent results when reproduced over different platforms. Furthermore, when we managed to equalise the payment and add a bonus for high-quality results as a motivation, we achieved the same effects on both platforms and thus, reproducible crowdsourcing tasks. Our future work will examine task \textit{repeatability} and \textit{reproducibility} in advanced realistic settings in terms of rejection and quality control. Furthermore, we will expand the work by considering different crowdsourcing tasks, such as Entity tagging and sentiment analysis - subject to the availability of the dataset documentation-. Additionally, while we presented several crowdsourcing platforms in Section 2.6, we will include more in the comparison, such as Microworkers and Prolific Academia.

In Chapter 6, we presented up-to-date information about workers using the F8 platform. Using a survey task that consisted of subjective and some open questions, we studied the variation of the amount of payment in the top 5 channels used in F8. It would be insightful to study the economic changes that have occurred in the past four years and the rise of the unemployment rate in some countries, which affected the direction of the labour force to obtain additional work, such as crowdsourcing jobs, regardless of the high commission rate that some channels are taking. We aim to extend this study by surveying workers from other channels in F8. Furthermore, we will interview workers who have already participated in this survey and expressed their acceptance to proceed. Through the planned interview, we will design questions that will look deeply into some of the variations that we found in the results presented in this chapter: (1) the reasons behind choosing to work for a specific channel, (2) the gender variation in using some channels more than others, (3) the effect of payments on workers life, and (4) the experience of using multiple channels to access crowdsourcing tasks on the F8 platform.

\textit{We hope this work can contribute to the field of crowdsourcing and enrich the methods of designing the optimal tasks for workers that will deliver a satisfying experience to the requester.}
Ethical Consent Forms
The purposes of this research are to improve the quality of Human Computation applications by developing better quality and less expensive crowdsourcing techniques; to develop novel crowdsourcing quality assurance techniques; to understand dimensions like bias and subjectivity and to deal with it by developing priming and training approaches for crowdsourcing.

What will we do with the data?

We will analyse the data to understand the process people go through when they complete crowdsourcing tasks, the factors that can influence this process and whether crowdsourcing is a viable means for big data processing. The data will be used for the purposes of academic research by the project team, with results being published in reputable conferences and journals. We will make the anonymised collection of data publicly available to enable further research such as training and evaluating information systems. This anonymized data may also be used by others outside of the project for the purposes of evaluating the performance of systems.

The data recorded will be securely stored on password protected computers at Sheffield University. A copy will be stored on the researcher’s university laptop for analysis purposes and it will be backed up on an external drive kept in a locked drawer in the Information Retrieval Lab at Sheffield.

Will my participation be confidential?

All the information that we collect about you during the course of the research will be kept strictly confidential, and will be stored without any personal identifying information. Each participant will be anonymised and identified by a randomly chosen code, e.g. P01, P25. You will not be identifiable in any reports, publications, or presentations. All data you provide through the online experiment will be stored securely as described above.

What will you be asked to do?

We will ask you to complete the online experiment, which is described in the task instructions. You will be presented with a data item (for example an image, a tweet, or a document) and some questions. You will then need to answer the questions as described in the instructions. Please note that participation is entirely voluntary and that you can withdraw from the study at any time. You can request the deletion of your data within 3 months from the data collection. After this point your data will have been anonymised, so that it will not be possible to identify your data in order to delete it. To withdraw from participation or to request data deletion please contact the Research Ethics Coordinator via the email provided at the end of this document.

What are the potential risks of participating?

The risks of participating are the same as those experienced in everyday life.

What data will we collect?

We will collect some demographic information about you to enable a picture of our participant group as a whole. We will track various browser events related to your activity on our study’s web page, including the answers you provide, how long you spend on each task, the mouse clicks you make and the quantity of scrolling you do on each page. We will record the answers you provide to the questions after providing each answer.

What will we do with the data?

We will analyse the data to understand the process people go through when they complete crowdsourcing tasks, the factors that can influence this process and whether crowdsourcing is a viable means for big data processing. The data will be used for the purposes of academic research by the project team, with results being published in reputable conferences and journals. We will make the anonymised collection of data publicly available to enable further research such as training and evaluating information systems. This anonymized data may also be used by others outside of the project for the purposes of evaluating the performance of systems.

The data recorded will be securely stored on password protected computers at Sheffield University. A copy will be stored on the researcher’s university laptop for analysis purposes and it will be backed up on an external drive kept in a locked drawer in the Information Retrieval Lab at Sheffield.

Will my participation be confidential?

All the information that we collect about you during the course of the research will be kept strictly confidential, and will be stored without any personal identifying information. Each participant will be anonymised and identified by a randomly chosen code, e.g. P01, P25. You will not be identifiable in any reports, publications, or presentations. All data you provide through the online experiment will be stored securely as described above.

What will happen to the results of the research project?

The results of the research will be included in academic papers, presentations and reports which will be publicly available. If you wish to be given a copy of any reports or publications based on the research, please email us to add you to our circulation list. We will make the anonymised collection of data publicly available for further research.

- I confirm that I have read and understand the description of the research project, and that I have had an opportunity to ask questions about the project.
- I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any time before three months after the collection of the data without any negative consequences.
- I understand that if I withdraw I can request for the data I have already provided to be deleted, however this might not be possible if the data has already been anonymised or findings published.
- I understand that I may decline to answer any particular question or questions, or to do any of the activities.
- I understand that my responses will be kept strictly confidential, that my name or identity will not be linked to any research materials, and that I will not be identified or identifiable in any report or reports that result from the research, unless I have agreed otherwise.
- I give permission for all the research team members to have access to my responses.
- I give permission for the research team to re-use my data for future research as specified above.
- I agree to take part in the research project as described above.

Date:
Wed Jun 12 2019 22:06:13 GMT+0100 (British Summer Time)

Note: If you have any difficulties with, or wish to voice concern about, any aspect of your participation in this study, please contact Dr Paul Reilly, Research Ethics Coordinator, Information School, The University of Sheffield (school_ethics@sheffield.ac.uk), or the University Registrar and Secretary.
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Purpose of the research
The purpose of this research is the improvement of Human Computation (HC) quality and scalability for Big Data processing. The project deals with the fundamental scientific challenge of understanding how humans and machines can better interact and collaborate in computation problems. The findings will make possible to deal with more complex Big Data analytics problems. While most current Big Data solutions focus on volume, this project aims to improve HC to make it applicable to the analysis of heterogeneous data with variable quality.

Who will be participating?
We are inviting all adults (people aged 18 and over) and registered on a crowdsourcing platform such as CrowdFlower to participate in our study.

What will you be asked to do?
We will ask you to complete the online experiment, which is described in the task instructions. You will be presented with a data item (for example an image, a tweet, or a document) and some questions. You will then need to answer the questions as described in the instructions.

Please note that participation is entirely voluntary and that you can withdraw from the study at any time.

What are the potential risks of participating?
The risks of participating are the same as those experienced in everyday life.

What data will we collect?
We will collect some demographic information about you to enable a picture of our participant group as a whole. We will track various browser events related to your activity on our study’s web page, including the answers you provide, how long you spend on each task, the mouse clicks you make and the quantity of scrolling you do on each page. We will record the answers you provide to the questions after providing each answer.

What will we do with the data?
We will analyse the data to understand the process people go through when they complete crowdsourcing tasks, the factors that can influence this process and whether crowdsourcing is a viable means for big data processing. The data will be used for the purposes of academic research by the project team, with results being published in reputable conferences and journals. We will make the anonymised collection of data publicly available to enable further research such as training and evaluating information systems. This anonymized data may also be used by others outside of the project for the purposes of evaluating the performance of systems.

The data recorded will be securely stored on password protected computers at Sheffield University. A copy will be stored on the researcher’s university laptop for analysis purposes and it will be backed up on an external drive kept in a locked drawer in the Information Retrieval Lab at Sheffield.

Will my participation be confidential?
All the information that we collect about you during the course of the research will be kept strictly confidential, and will be stored without any personal identifying information. Each participant will be anonymised and identified by a randomly chosen code, e.g. P01, P25. You will not be identifiable in any reports, publications, or presentations. All data you provide through the online experiment will be stored securely as described above.

What will happen to the results of the research project?
The results of the research will be included in academic papers, presentations and reports which will be publicly available. If you wish to be given a copy of any reports or publications based on the research, please email us to add you to our circulation list. We will make the anonymised collection of data publicly available for further research.

- I confirm that I have read and understand the description of the research project, and that I have had an opportunity to ask questions about the project.
- I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any time without any negative consequences.
- I understand that if I withdraw I can request for the data I have already provided to be deleted, however this might not be possible if the data has already been anonymised or findings published.
- I understand that I may decline to answer any particular question or questions, or to do any of the activities.
- I understand that my responses will be kept strictly confidential, that my name or identity will not be linked to any research materials, and that I will not be identified or identifiable in any report or reports that result from the research, unless I have agreed otherwise.
- I give permission for all the research team members to have access to my responses.
- I give permission for the research team to re-use my data for future research as specified above.
- I agree to take part in the research project as described above.

Date: Wed Jun 12 2019 22:19:21 GMT+0100 (British Summer Time)

Note: If you have any difficulties with, or wish to voice concern about, any aspect of your participation in this study, please contact Dr Jo Bates, Research Ethics Coordinator, Information School, The University of Sheffield (school_ethics@sheffield.ac.uk), or the University Registrar and Secretary.
NASA Task Load Index questionnaire (NASA-TLX)
NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) questionnaire

Last five question regarding how you found your job, please!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How mentally demanding was the task? (required)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>very low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How physically demanding was the task? (required)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>very low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How hurried or rushed was the pace of the task? (required)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>very low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How successful were you in accomplishing what you were asked to do? (required)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>very low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How hard did you have to work to accomplish your level of performance? (required)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>very low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed, and annoyed were you? (required)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>very low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C

GUI of the Relevance Judgment Task
GUI of the relevance judgments task

Classify The Relevance Of 10 Documents

Overview
We ask your help to categorize some documents according to their relevance to a given topic.

Steps
1. Read and understand the topic you should judge documents against.
2. Review the 10 documents given below each document consists of one or two pages maximum.
3. Select the level of relevance for each document.
4. At the end of 5 questions to give feedback about your experience with the job.

Rules & Tips
- Make sure you review and understand the information we’ve provided about the topic before making your decision.
- You must answer all 10 documents to complete the task.
- Note that the maximum time to complete the job is 30 minutes and it should take 15 - 20 minutes normally to be complete.

Relevance Definitions
- You should choose Relevant if:
  - The content of the document is about the topic.
  - The information in the document is highly or moderately relevant to the topic.

- Choose Not Relevant if:
  - The content of the document clearly doesn’t match the topic.
  - The information in the document is irrelevant.

The Topic

Heroic Acts
- Find accounts of well-justified acts by individuals or small groups for the benefit of others or a cause.
- Relevant documents will contain a description of specific acts. General statements concerning heroic acts are not relevant.

Please read the following communication about our data collection policy.
(required)

☐ I agree and wish to work on this task
☐ Please make your judgment for all 10 documents in this page

Document 1: Click Here to See the Document
Is the document Relevant to the topic? (required)
- Relevant
- Not Relevant

Document 2: Click Here to See the Document
Is the document Relevant to the topic? (required)
- Relevant
- Not Relevant

Document 3: Click Here to See the Document
Is the document Relevant to the topic? (required)
- Relevant
- Not Relevant

Document 4: Click Here to See the Document
Is the document Relevant to the topic? (required)
- Relevant
- Not Relevant

Document 5: Click Here to See the Document
Is the document Relevant to the topic? (required)
- Relevant
- Not Relevant
GUI of the classification task (Dataset 1)
Classification Of Tweets

Classification of Tweets Content

By accepting this HIT you accept our Terms and Conditions.

Click here to show/hide instructions

The goal of this task is to categorize each tweet into one of the nine categories given below. These tweets were collected during some disaster/emergency situation. Please, read the text and decide only based on the content of the tweet, you do not need to access any of the URLs in tweets.

* #USAHeadlines Cleanup Efforts Underway after Major Earthquake in California http://t.co/Ts0Q2byw *

Choose the right category for the above tweet:

- Hijack or dead people
- Other useful information
- Infrastructure and utilities damage
- Not related or irrelevant
- Sympathy and emotional support
- Donation needs or offers or volunteerizing services
- Missing, trapped, or found people
- Displaced people and evacuations
- Caution and advice

Classification Of Tweets (-No Rejection + 0.35$ Bonus For High Quality Results)

Classification of Tweets Content

By accepting this HIT you accept our Terms and Conditions.

Click here to show/hide instructions

All the workers that achieve at least 80% correct answers will receive a bonus of $1.00. If your accuracy is less than 80%, we won’t pay you your HIT.

The goal of this task is to categorize each tweet into one of the nine categories given below. These tweets were collected during some disaster/emergency situation. Please, read the text and decide only based on the content of the tweet, you do not need to access any of the URLs in tweets.

* #USAHeadlines Cleanup Efforts Underway after Major Earthquake in California http://t.co/Ts0Q2byw *

Choose the right category for the above tweet:

- Hijack or dead people
- Other useful information
- Infrastructure and utilities damage
- Not related or irrelevant
- Sympathy and emotional support
- Donation needs or offers or volunteerizing services
- Missing, trapped, or found people
- Displaced people and evacuations
- Caution and advice
GUI of the classification task (Dataset 2)
Classify The Relevance Of Reviews Related To Fashion Items

Classify Sizing/Fitting Issue In Item Reviews

By accepting this HIT you accept our Terms and Conditions.

Click here to show/hide instructions

In this job, you will be presented with reviews related to fashion items.

Each review can be classified to one of the following three classes:

**Size aspect**
- In these examples, the comment is expressing a feedback about the item's size where the sentiment is negative, the size is either too large or too small compared to the regular size.
- Description of size can be labels like L, XL, and numbers for apparel, numbers for shoes (US, EU, ...), children's size, etc., talk about age.
- "Fantastic! Shipping was fast. Can't wait to shop here again! These shoes are around one size larger than normal."
- "Large fit"  
- "Bigger than expected"
- "Size is not fit"
- "Way too huge!"
- "Wrong size"
- "Lovely top but way too big"
- "The size is off!"
- "I recommend to buy the 1/2 size above!"

**Fit aspect**
- In these examples, the comment is expressing a feedback about the item's fit, but it does not specify a size issue. This problem could be related to a comfortability regarding fitting aspect.
- " Doesn't fit"
- "The shoes really rub on your ankle"  
- "Perfect fit!"

**No issue with size or fit**
- In these examples, the comments are not related to the sizing or fitting aspect. Note that delivering the wrong size or missing a size in the inventory is **not a size aspect**.
- "Fast arrival 5 days after ordering which was fine - but they had sent me the wrong style and the wrong size -! (Related to delivery)
- "Great score" (General remark)
- "Nice Perfume" (Data error)
- "size errors are too long! - (Data error)
- "very comfortable shoes" (Comfortability remark)
- "fixed the jacket but a shame no larger sizes were available" - (Data error)
- "There is no size available on the web site" - (Shopping issue)

Lovely shoes by Ricosta

"As always Ricosta have come up trumps! Trying to find well-made shoes with an excellent fit has become quite a mission; however, my daughter loves these, they are comfy and even have insole that can be taken out and washed. Highly recommended!"

Choose the right category for the above review:

- [ ] Size aspect
- [ ] Fit aspect
- [ ] No issue with size or fit
Experiment 2

Classification Of Fashion Reviewers 5 (No Rejection, 0.35$ Bonus For High Quality Results)

Classify Sizing/Fitting Issue In Item Reviews

By accepting the HIT, you accept our Terms and Conditions.

Click here to show/hide instructions

All the workers that achieve at least 80% correct answers will receive a bonus of 35 cents. If your accuracy is less than 80%, we will not reject your HIT.

In this job, you will be presented with reviews related to fashion items.

Each review can be classified to one of the following three classes:

Size aspect

In these examples, the comment is expressing a feedback about the item’s size. When the sentiment is negative, the item’s size is either too big or too small compared to the original size.

For example:
- “Fantastic! Shipping was fast. Can’t wait to shop here again! These shoes are around one size larger than normal.”
- “Large fit
  - Tight fit in chest
  - This is not XL
  - Not very roomy
  - Shape is probably too big
  - “Not size fit”
  - “I recommend to buy the next size bigger”

Fit aspect

In these examples, the comment is expressing a feedback about the item’s fit, but it does not specify a size issue. The problem could be related to a comfortability regarding fitting aspect.

For example:
- “It’s not just fit
  - The shoes really fit on your shoe
  - the heel
  - No issue with size or fit

No issue with size or fit

In these examples, the comments are not related to the sizing or fitting aspect. Note that delivering the wrong size or missing a size in the inventory is not a size aspect.

For example:
- “Great product 1 day after shipping which was fine - but they had both the wrong size and the wrong size fit” (Related to delivery)
- “Good shoes” (Chose product)
- “Nice product” (Chose price)
- “Size fit in” (Chose returns)
- “Great shoes” (Chose style)
- “Excellent shoes” (Chose comfort)
- “Amen shoes” (Chose returns)
- “Amen shoes” (Chose returns)
- “100% recommended” (Chose comfort)
- “Excellent shoes” (Chose comfort)
- “Amen shoes” (Chose returns)
- “Amen shoes” (Chose returns)
- “There is no size available on the web site” (Shopping issue)

Loely shoes by Ricosta

“As always Ricosta has come up trumps! Trying to find well-made shoes with an excellent fit has become quite a mission; however, my daughter loves these, they are comfy and even have in inside that can be taken out and washed. Highly recommended!”

Choose the right category for the above review:

- Size aspect
- Fit aspect
- No issue with size or fit
GUI of the classification task (Dataset 3)
GUI of the classification task (Dataset 3)

Classify The Relevance Of Documents 1

Classify relevance of web documents

By accepting this HIT, you accept our Terms and Conditions.

Click here to show/hide instructions

In this job, you will be presented with documents with some content and you should read it and decide if it is relevant to the given topic or not.

Topic: Industrial Waste Disposal

Narrative: How is the disposal of industrial waste being accomplished by industrial management throughout the world?

Documents that discuss the disposal, storage, or management of industrial wastes—both standard and hazardous—are relevant.

However, documents that discuss disposal or storage of nuclear or radioactive waste, or the illegal shipment or dumping of waste to avoid legal disposal methods are not relevant.

10. Please have a look at the following document:

A cement plant near Denver, which is under review by state health authorities because it burns hazardous waste, has agreed to pay a $5,000 fine for burning illegal fuel last fall. Kern County air quality officials said Tuesday.

The penalty settlement between National Cement Co.’s Los Molinos plant and the Kern County Air Pollution Control District was half the amount originally asked by air pollution officials, and far less than the maximum $4,000 that could have been assessed.

The company was accused of burning a petroleum-based material known as carbon black during a four-day period last September and October. The company has permits to burn hazardous wastes as fuel in its cement-making process, but carbon black was not one of its permitted fuels.

A spokesman for the state Department of Health Services said tests showed the material apparently did not pose a health hazard to employees. But the spokesman added that the department is still evaluating broader health concerns about the plant’s emissions from hazardous waste incineration.

Is this document relevant to the topic?

Yes

No

Next

SQL

Classification Of Web Documents 1 (No Rejection, 0.35$ Bonus For High Quality Results)

Classify relevance of web documents

By accepting this HIT, you accept our Terms and Conditions.

Click here to show/hide instructions

All the workers that achieve at least 80% correct answers will receive a bonus of 25 cents. If your accuracy is less than 80%, we will not accept your HIT.

In this job, you will be presented with documents and some content and you should read it and decide if it is relevant to the given topic or not.

Topic: Industrial Waste Disposal

Narrative: How is the disposal of industrial waste being accomplished by industrial management throughout the world?

Documents that discuss the disposal, storage, or management of industrial wastes—both standard and hazardous—are relevant.

However, documents that discuss disposal or storage of nuclear or radioactive waste, or the illegal shipment or dumping of waste to avoid legal disposal methods are not relevant.

10. Please have a look at the following document:

A cement plant near Denver, which is under review by state health authorities because it burns hazardous waste, has agreed to pay a $5,000 fine for burning illegal fuel last fall. Kern County air quality officials said Tuesday.

The penalty settlement between National Cement Co.’s Los Molinos plant and the Kern County Air Pollution Control District was half the amount originally asked by air pollution officials, and far less than the maximum $4,000 that could have been assessed.

The company was accused of burning a petroleum-based material known as carbon black during a four-day period last September and October. The company has permits to burn hazardous wastes as fuel in its cement-making process, but carbon black was not one of its permitted fuels.

A spokesman for the state Department of Health Services said tests showed the material apparently did not pose a health hazard to employees. But the spokesman added that the department is still evaluating broader health concerns about the plant’s emissions from hazardous waste incineration.

Is this document relevant to the topic?

Yes

No

Next

SQL
GUI of the Survey workers task
As you are working in Figure Eight, please answer the following questions.

7- How long have you been working on crowdsourcing tasks? (required)
- less than a year
- 1-2 year
- 2-3 years
- over 3 years
15- Would you like to be possibly contacted for a paid Skype interview in the future? (required)
- Yes
- No

Is there any feedback, opinion, or question about this survey you want to share with us? (required)

Thank You.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General information</th>
<th>Clixsense</th>
<th>Elite</th>
<th>NeoBux</th>
<th>InstaGC</th>
<th>Swagbucks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1 - Gender:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Male</td>
<td>75 %</td>
<td>73 %</td>
<td>70 %</td>
<td>32 %</td>
<td>38 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Female</td>
<td>25 %</td>
<td>15 %</td>
<td>30 %</td>
<td>68 %</td>
<td>62 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Prefer not to say</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2 - Age:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 12-17 years old</td>
<td>17 %</td>
<td>27 %</td>
<td>30 %</td>
<td>10 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 18-24 years old</td>
<td>43 %</td>
<td>38 %</td>
<td>43 %</td>
<td>27 %</td>
<td>28 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 25-34 years old</td>
<td>27 %</td>
<td>25 %</td>
<td>15 %</td>
<td>32 %</td>
<td>33 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 35-44 years old</td>
<td>8 %</td>
<td>7 %</td>
<td>10 %</td>
<td>15 %</td>
<td>22 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 45-54 years old</td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>13 %</td>
<td>15 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Over 64 years old</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td></td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3 - Ethnicity:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- White</td>
<td>55 %</td>
<td>42 %</td>
<td>28 %</td>
<td>73 %</td>
<td>80 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Hispanic or latino</td>
<td>37 %</td>
<td>43 %</td>
<td>67 %</td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- African</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Asian pacific islander</td>
<td>7 %</td>
<td>12 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>12 %</td>
<td>12 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Other</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>7 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4 - Education level:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- bachelors degree</td>
<td>25 %</td>
<td>45 %</td>
<td>40 %</td>
<td>37 %</td>
<td>32 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- masters degree</td>
<td>25 %</td>
<td>12 %</td>
<td>7 %</td>
<td>8 %</td>
<td>12 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- high school graduate diploma</td>
<td>17 %</td>
<td>18 %</td>
<td>15 %</td>
<td>18 %</td>
<td>12 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- professional degree</td>
<td>15 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>7 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- some college credit no degree</td>
<td>10 %</td>
<td>13 %</td>
<td>17 %</td>
<td>20 %</td>
<td>20 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- trade technical vocational training</td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td>7 %</td>
<td>10 %</td>
<td>10 %</td>
<td>15 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- doctorate degree</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- some high school no diploma</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- no schooling completed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5 - Material status:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Single</td>
<td>22 %</td>
<td>52 %</td>
<td>60 %</td>
<td>43 %</td>
<td>43 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Married or domestic relationship</td>
<td>75 %</td>
<td>42 %</td>
<td>37 %</td>
<td>52 %</td>
<td>57 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Widowed</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Divorced</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td></td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Separated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6 - Employment status:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Employee for wage</td>
<td>45 %</td>
<td>18 %</td>
<td>25 %</td>
<td>58 %</td>
<td>63 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Self-employed</td>
<td>28 %</td>
<td>37 %</td>
<td>38 %</td>
<td>8 %</td>
<td>10 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Out of work and looking for one</td>
<td>12 %</td>
<td>15 %</td>
<td>8 %</td>
<td>8 %</td>
<td>5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Out of work and not currently looking for one</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>7 %</td>
<td>8 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- A home worker</td>
<td>8 %</td>
<td>8 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>15 %</td>
<td>8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- A student</td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td>15 %</td>
<td>13 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Retired</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>8 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Unable to work</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As working in Figure Eight:

### 7- Working experience:
- **less than year**: 27%  22%  15%  5%  5%
- **1-2 years**: 37%  33%  45%  22%  10%
- **2-3 years**: 20%  18%  30%  12%  15%
- **Over 3 years**: 17%  28%  12%  62%  70%

### 8- Type of device used for performing the task:
- **Mobile (smartphone or tablet)**: 5%  3%  2%  5%  7%
- **Desktop (personal computer or laptop)**: 93%  95%  98%  93%  90%
- **Other**:

### 9- Is crowdsourcing the main source of income?
- **Yes**: 47%  72%  70%  3%
- **No**: 53%  30%  32%  97%  100%

### 10- How much it contributes in your life income?
- **0%-20%**: 33%  13%  10%  83%  95%
- **21%-40%**: 17%  22%  17%  12%  5%
- **41%-60%**: 15%  18%  13%  2%
- **61%-80%**: 8%  15%  23%
- **81%-100%**: 27%  33%  38%  3%

### 11- How much earn from the crowdsourcing jobs ($/months)?
- Avg. 116.6
- Avg. 104.6
- Avg. 77.5
- Avg. 61.5
- Avg. 18.6

### 12- Are you getting rewarded for completing this job (e.g., monetary payment, voucher, game credits, or bonuses)?
- **Yes, I get rewarded**: 87%  79%  90%  92%  97%
- **No, I am a volunteer**: 5%  18%  8%  7%  2%
- **Other, I am not sure**: 7%  3%  2%

#### 12.1- When do you get rewarded?
- **Every single job**: 70%  69%  79%  87%  89%
- **Every multiple jobs completed**: 16%  10%  10%
- **Other, I am not sure**: 2%  5%  2%

#### 12.2- How do you get rewarded for this job?
- **Monetary payment (direct in your bank account or similar)**: 34%  33%  43%  10%
- **Monetary payment (you can somehow redeem later)**: 48%  43%  46%  70%  56%
- **Cryptocurrency (e.g., Bitcoins, Litecoins, Etherium, others)**
- **Vouchers**: 2%  5%
- **Other, credits for games or points for collecting voucher later on**
12.2.1- Can you specify the amount of your payment? (for example, write 2 if you are getting 0.02$ and write 50 if you are getting 0.50$)?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Avg. 35</th>
<th>Avg. 50</th>
<th>Avg. 37</th>
<th>Avg. 27</th>
<th>Avg. 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.2.1- How long do you have to wait to be able to withdraw your payment?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- In a few minutes</td>
<td>10 %</td>
<td>18 %</td>
<td>56 %</td>
<td>61 %</td>
<td>18 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Less than one hour</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Less than one day</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- In a few days</td>
<td>64 %</td>
<td>54 %</td>
<td>28 %</td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td>23 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- I do not know</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>8 %</td>
<td>11 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**As crowd-worker:**

Do you use other websites to access similar jobs?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Avg. 35</th>
<th>Avg. 50</th>
<th>Avg. 37</th>
<th>Avg. 27</th>
<th>Avg. 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Yes</td>
<td>8 %</td>
<td>23 %</td>
<td>13 %</td>
<td>13 %</td>
<td>17 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- No</td>
<td>92 %</td>
<td>78 %</td>
<td>88 %</td>
<td>87 %</td>
<td>83 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Which are the criteria you care the most when choosing a job to perform?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Avg. 35</th>
<th>Avg. 50</th>
<th>Avg. 37</th>
<th>Avg. 27</th>
<th>Avg. 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Reward</td>
<td>80 %</td>
<td>87 %</td>
<td>88 %</td>
<td>93 %</td>
<td>85 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The most interesting</td>
<td>50 %</td>
<td>47 %</td>
<td>40 %</td>
<td>50 %</td>
<td>28 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Time required for complement</td>
<td>62 %</td>
<td>52 %</td>
<td>65 %</td>
<td>53 %</td>
<td>58 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Difficulty</td>
<td>40 %</td>
<td>40 %</td>
<td>50 %</td>
<td>50 %</td>
<td>53 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The platform chooses the task form me</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>7 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Other</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Keep in touch:**

Would you like to be possibly contacted for a paid Skype interview in the future?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Avg. 35</th>
<th>Avg. 50</th>
<th>Avg. 37</th>
<th>Avg. 27</th>
<th>Avg. 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Yes</td>
<td>67 %</td>
<td>55 %</td>
<td>78 %</td>
<td>50 %</td>
<td>27 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- No</td>
<td>33 %</td>
<td>47 %</td>
<td>23 %</td>
<td>50 %</td>
<td>73 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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